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Welcome Guard Change at NBJI 

T here has been a change of the guard 
at the National Rifle Association 
with the return of James J. Baker to 
head the Institute of Legislative 

Action. It is a most welcome event, given 
our dire times. 

The Clinton Administration - especial
ly now that the President is exhibiting all 
the manners of a cornered rat - can be 
expected to increase its abuse of power in 
the coming months and 
attempt to erode our gun 
rights surreptitiously 
through the back door. 

Jim Baker - espe
cially in the weeks pre
ceding the election -
worked closely with 
NRA's Executive Vice 
President, Wayne La
Pierre, running critical 
interference for Senator 
Smith's efforts to elimi
nate the gun tax. They also worked together 
to kill the so-called "trigger lock legisla
tion" this year which would have put the 
government in your home. How you safely 
store your guns is your own business. 

LaPierre and Baker go back a long way, 
to the early days of the NRA institute, and 
were among those who developed the tech
niques to successfully defend firearms 
rights. They are friends and share an abid
ing trust. As any commander knows, that is 
of critical importance to winning. 

I've known Jim since we were both a 
hell of a lot shorter in the tooth. I was ini
tially (and continue to be) impressed by his 
knowledge, his assurance, his skill and his 
honesty. Baker has always understood that 
the hardest currency in Washington politics 
is a man's word. 

He can look the enemy - say a Chuck 
Schumer - straight in the eye, and let him 
know the NRA's going to kick ass. I've 
never played poker with Jim, but he's got all 
the skills of a fine five-card stud player. 

With our friends in the congress, Jim is 
among the most respected and trusted lob
byists in Washington. He is always wel
come and is on a first name basis with the 
leadership, and more importantly, with the 
rank and file members of congress. He lets 
them know where we stand. He never dis
counts a vote and never takes anything for 
granted. And he understands the impor
tance, and use, of political intelligence. 

He knows that in poli
tics only one thing 
counts - being on the 
side with the biggest 
number of votes. 

Jim shares something 
else critical with his 
boss, Wayne LaPierre; 
he's a hell of a listener 
and he's close to the 
pulse of the membership 
of the Association. 

His well-formulated 
initiatives are already underway. First, he 's 
bringing back the young, able and dedicated 
ILA staffers who left over the past year. Jim 
remembers when his hair wasn't gray; when 
he first got to NRA-ILA in the early 1970s as 
a young prosecutor from Missouri. While 
aware that experience is gained over time 
and through hard knocks, at the same time, 
he understands that a lobby, like the Army, 
needs troops with esprit de corps and youth. 

He'll be reorganizing the Institute to make 
it leaner and meaner, malcing sure that the 
real gun lobby - the members of the NRA 
- are more directly served by ILA's efforts. 

He and Wayne are pledging the same 
kind of long-haul effort that brought about 
the Firearm Owner's Protection Act in 
1986, which restored many lost rights. They 
are pledging to work to remove the onerous 
backdoor gun controls imposed by the ATF 
and "Friends of Bubba" in congress. 

With Baker and his deputy, Pat 
O'Malley, we really have "a winning team" 
atNRA! ~ 
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BOOBY TRAP IDENTIFICATION AND RESPONSE 
GUIDE FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT PERSONNEL 
by Tony L. Jones 

The odds are against your encountering a booby trap. But if your luck deserts you and you find yourself face-to-face with one of these deadly devices, this guide teach
es you what you need to know. Find out where booby traps are most commonly employed; the 11 physical signs that often signal a booby trap (and the one indicator that 
practically guarantees one); what to do (and what not to do) if you suspect a booby trap; how to safely search a building, outdoor site or vehicle; the difference between 
active booby traps designed to injure or kill and passive ones designed to alarm; how various triggers work and proper training procedures to prepare you to deal with a 
live booby trap. Warning: This manual has been prepared for law enforcement personnel. Many of the devices described in it are illegal and extremely dangerous and 
should be handled only by trained EOD professionals. Therefore, it is presented for academic study only. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, softcover, photos, 80 pp. $18.00 

EXTREME COB 
Fighting Secrets of the 

International Close Combat 
Instructors' Association 

Get an inside look al the real world of 
close-quarter combat as taught to the 
wO!ld's eltte military, law enforcement 
and counterterronsl units. This dy
namic video lea lures eight of the mas
ter instructors of the International 
Close Combat Instructors' Association 
sharing their battle-proven methods of 
unarmed combat, weapon disarming 
and combat groundfighting. Color, 
approx. 90 min., VHS onty. $39.95 

THE MODERN 
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CHANGER 
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THE MODERN 
IDENTITY CHANGER 

How to Create a New 
Identity for Privacy and 

Personal Freedom 
by Sheldon Charrett 

Finally, here is an all-new instruc
tion book on how to obtain a new 
identity, produce supporting docu
ments for it and use it safely in 
today's society. Learn how to get 
Social Security numbers. driver's 
licenses and more. For academic 
study only. 5 1/2 x 81/2, sottcover, 
illus., 152 pp. $20,00 

DO-IT-YOURSELF MEDICINE 
How to Find and Use the Most 

Effective Antibiotics, 
Painkillers, Anesthetics, and 

other Miracle Drugs . . . 
Without Costly Doctors' 

Prescriptions or Hospitals 
by Ragnar Benson 

Ragnar gives you precise instruc
tions for securing and using the 
very latest drugs and supplies from 
animal health centers, foreign phar
macies, mail order suppliers, mili· 
tary dispensaries and other unusu
al sources. 51/2 x 81/2, sottcover, 
photos. illus .. 128 pp. $20.00 

Revenge 
Encyclopedia 

THE REVENGE ENCYCLOPEDIA 
This is the mother of all revenge 
books! You'd have to buy more 
than 25 books to get all the wit and 
wisdom conlained in this compila
tion from the best of Paladin's 
revenge books. Don't be fooled by 
cheap imitators that claim to know 
how to get even. Paladin is still 
your revenge source when you 
need to even the score with nosy 
neighbors, bungling bureaucrats, 
snarly clerks or other pests. For 
entertainment purposes only. 8 1 /2 
x 11. softcover. 120 pp. $20.00 

GUERRILLAS IN THE MIST 
A Battlefield Guide to 
Clandestine Warfare 

by Bob Newman 
Foreword by Robert K. Brown 

Learn every facet of the grim, vio
lent world of guerrilla wartare: basic 
fieldcraft; mines and booby traps; 
tunnel construction and strategy; 
ambushes; urban and nocturnal 
tactics; interrogation, indoctrination 
and exploitation; psyops; and more. 
For academic study only. 5 1 /2 x 8 
1/2, softcover, photos, illus., 232 
pp. $20.00 

CREDIT SECRETS 
How to Erase Bad Credit 

Revised and Updated 
by Bob Hammond 

This expanded Credit Secrets will 
save you thousands of dollars in 
fees. finance charges and interest 
payments as you learn the very lat· 
est techniques to get rid of debt 
once and for all and establish good 
credit. Discover proven tricks used 
by lawyers, credit counselors and 
other pros who charge handsomely 
for their services. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, 
softcover, 136 pp. $17.00 
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THE Y2K COMPUTER 
CRASH SCENARIO 

What to Expect and How to 
Protect Your Assets, Your Credit, 

and Your Way ol Life 
by Or. John Mrozek 

The looming Y2K crash could have 
devastating ettects on everything 
from phone seonce to medical and 
criminal records to mortgages; bank 
and credit card accounts; and invest
ments. Get pragmatic advice on basic 
precautions you can take to minimize 
the damage. 51/2 x 8 1/2, sottcover, 
64 pp. $15.00 

THE ULTIMATE 
INTERNET TERRORIST 

How Hackers, Geeks, and 
Phreaks Can Ruin Your Trip 

on the lnfonmation 
Superhighway . .. and What You 

Can Do to Protect Yourself 
by Robert Merkle 

This is an owner's manual to the 
·oarkside" of the Web. Read it and 
weep. Then do what it takes to save 
yourself from becoming road~ll on 
the Highway to Hell. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, 
softcover, 152 pp. $15.00 

DEAD ON 
The Long-Range Marksman's 
Guide to Extreme Accuracy 

by Tony M. Noblitt and 
Warren Gabri/ska 

Riflemen wanting to learn how to 
make first-round hits at extreme 
distances will find this book indis
pensible. Bullet flight, scopes and 
mounts, caliber and cartridge selec
tion, mirage, wind values, actions, 
barrels. stocks and much more are 
included in this practical manual. 5 
1/2 x 81/2, softcover. photos. illus., 
176 pp. $20.00 

RAGNAR'S ACTION 
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF 

PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE 
AND PROVEN TECHNIQUES 

by Ragnar Benson 
Learn how to build weapons, trap 
anything that moves, drop out of the 
rat race, protect your privacy, elude 
the bad guys, defend yourself, 
change identities, land a job and live 
well - as well as a little bit about 
everything else that might be impor
tant. 8 1 /2 x 11, softcover. photos, 
illus., 456 pp. $45.00 

DISK 
DETECTIVE 

DISK DETECTIVE 
Secrets You Must Know to 

Recover Information 
from a Computer 

by Norbert Zaenglein 
Disk Detective is designed to 
bring the secrets of recovering data 
from a PC, floppy disk or backup 
device to the average person. It 
includes precise instructions for 
recovering info from reformatted 
disks or overwritten files, retrieving 
deleted files, conducting key word 
searches, locating e-mail messages 
and much more. 51/2 x 81/2, soft
cover, 112 pp. $20.00 

THE WHOLE SPY CATALOG 
by Leet.;Jpin 

The Whole Spy Catalog sh<ms you 
exactlyhow to hire an ex-KGB agent, 
order a photo of anyplace on earth 
anytime dunng the last 20 years, get 
an instant background check on any
one, open a door from 100 feet 
away, subscribe to an in-house FBI 
newsletter, order and install the latest 
electronic surveillance gear and 
many more tncks to trace, track, sur· 
veil and investigate anyone or any· 
thing. 8 1 /2 x 11, sottcover, photos, 
illus , 448 pp. $44.95 

CREDIT CARD ORDERS CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-392-2400, USA AND CANADA 
CALL 24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK. SEND S2.00 FOR AN BO-PAGE CATALOG OF OVER 750 TITLES (FREE WITH ORDER). 
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Advanced Ultimate Sniper: 
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Cowboy Action Campaigning: Republican candidate for the 
Maryland House of Delegates, marketing executive and former 
Marine Tim Brooks, got a lot of attention, but not enough votes, 
during the last primary with this tongue-in-cheek, politically 
incorrect poster. His opponents were aghast. ("Oh my, oh my.") 
His incumbent opponent Ms. Louise Snodgrass huffed, "How 
much more violence can that picture portray?" "It suggests," 
blubbered GOP County Chairperson William M. Castle, "that this 
particular person is interested in eliminating anyone he philo
sophically disagrees with." Although he did not make the ticket, 
he was elected to sit on the county's Central Republican 
Committee, where he may provide a healthy transfusion of new 
blood, as some people just have no sense of humor. 

-Jim Pate 

CBS' .IJIG HITS CNN' s TAILWIND 

We understand that CNN is irked, but turnabout is fair play: 
CBS' JAG TV series is doing. an episode of fiction-imitating-jour
nalism, which is based on the bogus Tailwind reportage of CNN, 
wherein journalism-imitated-fiction. JAG' s producer Don Bellisario 
told The Washington Times, "We' re not out to annoy CNN ... We've 
based many scripts on real headlines, and it 's fair to go after topical 
subjects which interest the public ... Entertainment based on real 
events has always been around." Said CNN spokesman Steve 
Haworth, " .. . we are not enthusiastic about seeing a fictionalized 
account of the sarin gas story on network TV." Well, we ask, why 
the hell not? Afraid their fiction will be better than blockhead Peter 
Amett 's fiction? 

FED PLEADS GUILTY IN TRAINING OF ISLAMIC 
TERRORISTS 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife officer Kelvin E. Smith, who provided para
military training to Islamic radicals linked to the World Trade Center 
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bombing and other terrorist plots, has pied guilty to federal charges. 
Smith entered a conditional guilty plea to lying to the FBI and hiding 
evidence by dumping semiautomatic rifles in the Delaware River. 

Smith has said he had no idea the people training at his camp 
were terrorists , but that he thought they were tra ining as mercenar
ies to help Muslims in Bosnia. 

Under current federa l sentencing guidelines, Smith probably 
faces less than two years in prison after his sentencing, scheduled 
for 18 January. 

PUH-IUUUlDE JIRREST! 

Massachusetts solons voted in one of the nation 's most dracon
ian gun-control measures this year, and as usually happens with 
such ill-conceived legislation, the duh-uh factor is already begin
ning to show. One provi sion of the law is that no one shall carry in 
" ... any public way an unloaded ritle or shotgun, unless such per
son is engaged in hunting and is the holder of a valid license ... or 
unless such ritle or shotgun is enclosed in a case." This, of course, 
would include marchers in a Veterans ' Day parade. 

The people who promoted the bill acknowledge that the law 
appears to ban the use of ceremonial guns, but they described it as an 
"oversight." "It was never the intent of this bill to stop our veterans 
from celebrating," said Cheryl Jacques, the leading Senate spopsor 
of the legislation. Ms. Jacques and House sponsor Paul Casey 
attempted to restore the right to carry such guns through a separate 
licensing bill for environmental police, but they were blocked by 
Rep. George Peterson, a strong opponent of the law, who said he 
wanted to force a public hearing on the badly tlawed legislation. 

Some legislators and veterans have said that, even if the provision 
is not changed, they do not expect authorities to enforce it at ceremo
nial events. Daniel Walsh, III, an organizer with a Veterans Day 
Parade of some 1,500 marchers, noted that many expected to carry 
weapons. "We might just test this thing if we had to," he was quoted. 

- Richard Rongstad 

NATIONAL GUARD AWAKE FOR Y2K 

According to the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, the Wisconsin 
National Guard is prepared to mobili ze on 3 1 December 1999 to 
deal with possible power failures , water supply failures and other 
problems that may occur as computers whi ch contro l such utili
ties roll-over to 2000. Problems associated with the fa ilu re of 
embedded microchips can poss ibly affect everything from coffee 
pots to computer-controlled gas pumps and traffic lights. A repre
sentative of Madison-based Alliant Corporation 's Wisconsin 
Power & Light said power fa ilures are like ly, as are fai lures of 
city water systems. 

Colonel Kerry Denson, AG of the Wisconsin Army National 
Guard noted, "We're expecting Y2K problems. There are so many 
'what-ifs' that there certainly will be problems, and we ' re putting 
plans together ... It 's the same kind of planning we do in advance of 
a snowstonn or a tornado. When something happens, you always 
expect the Guard to respond. I never thought I'd be responding to a 
computer problem, but we ' ll be ready." 

HANGMAN WANTED: NO EXPERIENCE REOUIRED 

Do you possess "strength, bravery and a c lassica l education?" 
Tired of pumping gas or pimping magazine subscripti ons? Wanna 
travel to far-away places , meet exoti c people - and string 'em 

Continued on page 12 
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Warning: Not recommended for people under the age of 18 
Special Free Report 

Any martial arts or military gurus want to make the same offer? 

Get My FREE Report On Lethal Fighting-And I 
Guarantee For The Rest Of Your Life You won't 
Lose Using My System. And I Put It In Writing! 

This man had 3 high-ranking black belts and over 300 street-fights in 20 years, yet 15 minutes of this 
undefeatable system he knew Jerry's guarantee was for real. Let him tell his story. 

L 
et me tell you buddy, when you have a little age on 
your butt and there are four Gang-Bangers shoving 
you around and making rude gestures at your wife, 

you want to act. Look, I didn't care about getting pushed 
but if they touched my wife I was in the game. Only this is 
no game. There's four scumbags with weapons moving all 
around me. I can take one out with a kick. But by the time 
my foot comes down, two of them will stab me in the back. 
U I body-tackle the biggest and grapple him down to choke 
him out, the other 3 will just kick my head off. Or the guy 
with the gun will shoot my knee-cap off and I will be help
less as they rape my wife. 

Wake Up! Street-Fighting Skills 
Aren't Enough!!! 

You better wake up out there, this is the real world. Not 
even my street-fighting told me how to handle this. I was 
lucky they weren't out for blood. They just wanted to 
intimidate me. I was damn angry. Not at what happened. 
Hell, my ego wasn't the deal. Staying alive was! I just real
ized that I spent $5,000-7,000 hard-earned dollars (not to 
mention the years) to learn what only works in a ring or a 
cage with referees and men that think they can street-fight. 
Yeah, they pick up a chair or use a broken bottle or knife 
but they never really know what they' re doing. Look, let's 
just stop here, if you've read this far you' re probably one 
Tough SOB like me, if you're not, filQl! reading this infor
mation. It's not for the weak-willed who have to get drunk 
to get up the guts to have a slap fight. It's for YQ!! real men 
that want to know the TRUTH about lethal.fighting skills. 
I knew that after 5 minutes of watching Jerry Peterson's 
lethal SCARS® system he was nothing short of revolution
ary. He'll change your mind about power and fear. I don't 
know if you believe in a God but Jerry must be talking to 
him. There's just no other answer to how be solves com
plex fighting problems. Jerry says, "It's in the math but it 
doesn't hurt to have God on your side." Don't make the 
mistake I did in '93, the first time I read about this system, 
"Thinking how could it be true?" 

This Guy Is ''Nothing But Hype" 
Wrone, the documentation is there. The government 

backs it up. He's taught, developed and standardized com
bat schools for the SEALS and other Special Operations 
Forces not just in the US but also with NATO groups. 

Ask Yourself, "Can I Handle The Truth?" 
If You Can, Then Here Is Real Credibility. 

Jerry Peterson's SCARS was demonstrated on a secure 
military base, in true combat fashion, to no less than the US 
Secretary of Defense, the leading 4 Star General, plus the 
Secretary of the Navy and powerful Congressional 
Leaders. They all watched in total amazement as the 
SEAL's executed fighting skills never before seen, 
absolutely flawless on every combat action they took using 
guns, knives, full gear, single and multi-fighting and most 
impressively their bare hands. SCARS never failed them 
a11d it will 11ever fail YOU!!! 
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If That Doesn't 
Blow Your Mind This Will 

You can bet your life on this man's credibility, 30,000 
other professional men have. You can't waste one more day 
learning a sport system that has counters to every move. 
With SCARS you're 1mdefeatable! Look, do you think 
Jerry could have achieved his renown credibility if the 
secret SCARS science of lethal combat could be countered. 
Absolutely not! The fact is, Jerry Peterson is the one civil
ian in the history of the USA to have accomplished such 
professional credibility. I challenge you to find one individ
ual that has ever gotten their fighting system to be reviewed 
by such powerful leaders at the same time. Of course, to 
make it more unfair, also get the official stamp of approval 
for implementing their system as required training for the 
US military. Want to check this out? Here is just one of the 
official course numbers K-431-0096, check it out with the 
Navy. I did, boy was I impressed when they gave me the 
list of what this guy has done. It only took me six months. 
Damned bureaucratic red tape! 

Want More Credibility? 
Jerry Peterson's SCARS project is the only system ever 

to pass all the combat requirements of the United States 
Defense Department. Then to go one better he raised that 
standard and personally trained the elite Navy SEALS, 
some made it, some didn't. But those that did today hold 
the coveted SCARS/CFC qualification of subject matter 
experts in the field of hand-to-hand and hand-to-weapon 
combat. By the way, this qualification becomes part of their 
official military records. In fact, there would be no experts 
if Jerry Peterson did not license the SCARS-Combat 
Fighting Course to the Navy. Are you getting the picture? 
Don't wait as I did. Don't be fooled by the follower's ... 

You Know The 'Little Men' 
Ever since 1993, self-proclaimed military 'gurus' and 

some street-fighters have been following Jerry making 
clever claims, if you read between the lines there ~ 11orhi11g 
bur ambiguous claims a11d self-given titles. Have you 
noticed nobody produces any official paperwork? 

Jerry Peterson Is Absolutely For Real 
This is what you' ll find out. Don't wait. Let go of the 

past and learn the science of Lethal Combat. This is the 
first and only original Navy SEAL System. YOUR LIFE 
WILL DEPEND ON IT! Sorry, I'm jumping ahead let me 
explain why the martial arts can't and won't get the official 
documentation. First the system has to be universal to all 
men. This means that I 00 men go in. One-hundred men 
come out 100% efficient in all aspects of CQB (close quar
ters battle). To prove that the government must test, and test 
SCARS they did, for over five years in real field condi
tions, on all terrains, including water with real weapons and 
in real conflicts. I'm not going to get into all the govern
ment testing, that will take forever. Plus there are some we 
can't talk about. But in all those years SCARS never failed 
EVER!! And that's why it's still the standard. 

In Fact SCARS Set ''New Standards" ... for 
hand to hand, knife fighting, rifle combat, and much more. 
SCARS is also taking the Law Enforcement community by 

storm. The summer 
Olympics Special Security 
team was required to take 
our JQS-1 Series just to 

qualify to get on the team 
and YOU can have that 

same knowledge and train
ing. This is your once-in
a-lifetime opportunity to 
become undefeatable 

(with or without a 
weapon) with the SCARS 

Professio11al Fighting Jerry Peterson 
System. Why? 
Because Your Life Is Worth Saving 

SCARS will not fail YQJ!. That's why the US Navy 
SEAL's, government agents and law enforcement agencies 
throughout the world are using this easily learned, but lethal, 
system to save lives. You will know it works after seeing 
Jerry's powerful unbelievably easy to learn video tapes. 
Look, you' ll receive more knowledge in one hour from Jerry 
Peterson's videos on fighting than two decades of so-called 
'Secret' Martial Arts. Thanks to Jerry's revolutionary train
ing method of Gestalt, it won't take you years, months, 
weeks, or days, in just a few short hours of watching you 
will easily handle any bad guy that comes your way!!! I 
can't tell you the 'god-like' power you get from the truth of 
this system! 

I'm Telling You SCARS Is So Easy And So 
Devastating, It's 'Embarrassing'. 

You will resist at first. You will say bullsh-t! Then you 
start recalling your real fights on the street. Punches and 
lcicks you have done. You try what-if-ing everything he says. 
Why? Because he is stripping you of the lies you based your 
manhood on, he is telling you and showing the cold logic of 
the fight, ripping apart the lie of defensive action and replac
ing it with brutal science of combat. Be prepared, it's brutal. 
The foundation of SCARS is solely mathematical, it follows 
that the results are absolute, and not emotionally motivated. 
To a layman it will seem to be quite brutal. However this is 
pure science of human movement for the purpose of protect
ing your life. Since it is science, every move in every lesson 
seamlessly adapts to all modem and ancient weapons. You 
never waste time learning useless punching and kicking or 
grappling moves that DON'T work with weapon . With 
Jerry's system you can take the weapon out and you're still 
a lethal fighter. SEALS using SCARS have never been beat
en. Now is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to get Jerry's-

Free Special Report To Receive The Same 
Knowledge As The Most Feared Men On 

Earth Navy SEALS! Just Call 

1-800-827-1239 
24-hours for a Free recorded message to get your Free 
report. International, call 602-437-3143 
Check our New Website out at www.scars.com and find out 
how to become a Member to get free weekly lessons. 

Copyright 1998 Direct Action Uiqioration 
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gear must not be an issue. .. 



2832 $15.95x 4127 $11.95x 2949 $17.95x 2808 $22.95 1685 $19.95 0489 $22.95 

0976+ 2527 $15.95x 1651 $19.95x 4150 $5.99x 4820 $15.95x 

0661-9999# $29.95 1545 $18.95x 4861+ $32.95 4721 $28.95 3418 $16.95x 3335 $24.95 4nO $29.95 4713 $27.95 2758 $16.95x 

0513 0653 3830 40n+ $15.oo 0111+ $17.95x 1156 $22.99 
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Duck behind enemy lines ... feel bullets whizz 
within inches of your head ... hit the ground as 

~,..iuombs explode all around. It's action you can 
always count on from Your #1 Source 
for Military Books. Fill out the coupon and 
join The Military Book Club® today! 

1875+ $24.95 

••• 

1982++ $17.95x 4804 $17.95x 

3319+ $19.95x 1040 $23.00 0307++ 0703++ $24.00 4739 $34.95 0711 $24.95 2980 $18.95x 

4812 $29.95 2964 $27.95 0158 $15.95x 3582 $18.95x 2782 0265 

7 REASONS TO JOIN NOW: 1.Joiningiseasy. Justchoose r=-=----------.·- --- ----------p
1
;;e";riie't;;;°ok', 

4 books for 98~ . Your bill (including Shipping and handling) Will come When membership n MAIL TO: The Military Book Club numbers here· 
is confirmed. 2. Your satisfaction is guaranteed. If you're not happy with your 6550 East 30th street I I I I 
4 books, return them within 1 O days at our expense. Your membership will be canceled; P.O. Box 6357 . . . . 

I h. 3 S t 40"' ff bl' h • h d d'I' · J t El O OK C:: L LI El"** Indianapolis, IN 46206-6357 you' I owe not ing. . ave up o ,. o pu 1s ers ar cover e 1 ion prices. us www.MilitaryBookClub.com I I I I 
pick at least 4 more books at our regular low Club prices during your membership. Take up . . . . 
to 2 years! Then you may resign any time. 4. Extra bonus! Take a 5th book now for $4.99, YES! Please enroll me in The Military Book Club according to I I I I 
plus shipping and handling, and reduce your membership agreeme nt to only the risk-free membership plan described in this ad. Send me the 
3 books. 5. A FREE Club Magazine comes to you up to 17 times a year. Each reviews the 4 BOOKS I've indicated. Bill me just 98~ , plus shipping and handling. I I I I 
Featured Book Selections plus dozens of alternate books. Some are exclusive Club editions SAVE EVEN MORE! Send me this book now (write book number) . . . . 
you won't find anywhere else. Every book we offer is a high-quality, full-text edition, some- and reduce my commitment to 3 books. Bill me I I I 42 

times altered in size to fit special presses. Look for up to 2 special issues a year with super an added $4.99, plus shipping and handlin~. 
selections and more discounts. 6. Ordering is risk-free. Featured Book Selections are (Books that count as 2 choices are not eligible.) PS243 

If you select a book tllat 
counts as 2 choices, 

write tile first 4 digits of 
tile book number in one sent to you automatically. To cancel----0r order other books-simply mail in your Member 

Reply Form or contact our Web site by the marked date. Shipping and handling (plus sales 
tax, where applicable) is added to each order. You'll always have 10 days to decide. If your 
Member Reply Form is late and unwanted books arrive, please return them at our expense. 
7. Easy ordering. As a member, you can also order books via our Web site : 
www.MilitaryBookClub.com. 

#Counts as 2 choices x Special edition exclusively for Club members + Sottcover ++ Fiction 
Prices shown are for publishers' hardcover editions. 

Club hardcover editions save you up to 40%. 
Prices shown were current at press time. E009 
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up? Do we have a job for you! 
There is a vacancy for a hangman in Swaziland, and the offi

cials of this tiny African kingdom have opened the slot to inter
national applicants because no locals have applied. According to 
Justice Minister Paul Kumalo, so far prospective hangmen have 
applied from Britain, Japan and Canada. 

Expect to be busy, as there is a backlog due to the fact that 
no one has been hanged there since 1980. Rising crime rates and 
a recent trend among Swazi judges to mete out death sentences 
has forced the government to dust off the old baobab tree. At 
least eight prisoners are reported to be on death row, where they 
have languished while the government attempts to hire a new 
hangman. 

SCUD I.ANDS IN CALIFORNIA 
United States and British officials are investigating how a 

nearly-operable Czech-made SSl-C SCUD B mounted on a 
Russian MAZ-543 transporter ended up in Port Hueneme, Calif., 
after being off-loaded from a British freighter. With a range of 
186 miles, the SCUD-B is the most widely distributed such mis
sile in the world and in service with some 16 nations - but it is 
rare in Southern California. In fact, the only other known speci
men is owned by the same enthusiastic weapons collector 
Treasury sources say sought to import this one. 

Customs sources stated early in the investigation that the first 
missile imported had been properly demilitarized, but that in 
applying for (and receiving) BATF approval for this second 
importation the collector allegedly submitted photos of the first 
missile, showing it to have been properly cut up. John Hensley of 
the U.S. Customs Service stated, "The guidance was totally intact 
and the engine was ready to go ... All you needed to do was strap 
on a garbage can full of C-4 and you had a weapon." 

British officials are investigating because they are curious 
how the missile was obtained in Europe by a British firm and 

shipped on a British transport, as traffic in such items is suppos
edly restrained by the Missile Control Export Regime. 

The missile is presently impounded at the Navy 's Pacific 
Missile Testing Center at Point Mugu while the affair is sort
ed out. 

BLOW 'EM UP, BUILD 'EM UP, 
KA-CHING, KA-CHING 

The bombing of the U.S. military barracks in the KhobarTowers 
complex in Dhahran, Saudi Arabia, which killed 19 American ser
vicemen and wounded another 547 on 25 June 1996, has never been 
solved. The FBI's investigation was hindered most by a lack of 
cooperation by the Saudi government, supposedly an ally (see "Hell 
on Wheels" Oct '96). 

Within the U.S. intelligence community, the te1rnrist attack has 
been widely blamed on an organization of radical Islamic funda
mentalists headed by the fugitive Saudi millionaire, Osama bin 
Laden, the same person blamed for masterminding and financing, 
among others, the bloody bombings of U.S. embassies in Kenya and 
Tanzania on 7 August 1998. 

In the two-year interim between the Khobar bombing and the 
attacks on the U.S. embassies in Africa, even as intelligence 
agencies have learned more about the terrorist network bin 
Laden financed with money he got from his late father's con
struction conglomerate, the Pentagon has worked on replace
ment housing for U.S. military troops in Saudi Arabia that would 
be less vulnerable to truck bombings and other weapons of mass 
destruction. 

A 4,200-bed barracks complex for U.S. troops was recently 
completed at the Prince Sultan air base, an isolated desert site 
120 miles from the capital of Riyadh . The contractor? The bin 
Laden family, of course. 

The Saudi government financed construction of the $1 50-mil
lion complex, reported The Washington Times, which broke the 

Tha •••Night Vil•lan In t:he Warld. Pe-rind. 
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US GEN III 
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story. The Saudis are negotiating with the Pentagon over what part 
of the operating cost will be paid for with U.S. tax dollars. 

The Pentagon says not to worry : U.S. military officials assured 
everyone that the renegade terrorist is no longer connected to the 
family business. Bin Laden was banished from his native country in 
1991 by King Fahd, but managed to flee with about $300 million 
from the family's construction fortune. He has declared war on the 
United States, its troops and citizens. 

The U.S . Central Command planned a securi ty sweep before air
men occupied the building in October, and the secure commo lines 
were to be installed by American personnel. USCENCOM 
spokesman, Air Force Major Joe Lamarca, promised Times reporter 
Rowan Scarborough that the new barracks "will be a safe facility 
for people to live in." 

That 's what the brass hats said about Khobar Towers. 
-James L. Pate 

WORTHY WEB SITES 
Worldwide Milita1y News Links: more than 160 military news 

links; Army, Navy, Air Force base newspapers, military news ser
vices , plus commercial and foreign military news sources 
http://members.aol.com/rhrongstad/news/milnews.htm 

Megaterms: Military Terms and Acronyms, 4. 1 http://www. 
jcave.com/- bandorm/megaterm/megaterm.htm 

DoD Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms, from 
Defense Technical Information Center http://www.dtic.mil/doc
trine/jel/doddict/ 

Jane's Internet Defence Glossary 
http://www.janes.com/defence/resources/defres_gloss.html 
MILNET - Militmy Open Source Encyclopedia 
http://www.onestep.com/milnet/ - not always current, but 

loaded with useful information anyway. 
Armed Forces of the World- Wm; Peace and Security Guide: 

In.formation. Resource Centre , Canadian Forces College 

http ://www.cfcsc.dnd.ca/links/milorg/index.html 
World Air Forces - tell Lt. Col. Fuentes I sent you. 
http://www.airpower.maxwell .af.mil/worldaf/worldaf.html 
Stockholm International Peace Research Institute 
http://www.sipri.se - highly quoted. 
The World Factbook Master Alphabetical Index 
http://cliffie.nosc.mil/-NAWFB/factbook/global.html 
Chemical wa1fare, biological waifare, nuclear wa1fare, NBC, 

NBC defense, WMD, chemical corps, from Jim Placke - best I've 
seen on these terrorism related hot topics - http://www.geoci
ties.com/Pentagon/Quarters/4389/ 

Small Arms - couldn 't find one so I made one with links to 
small-arms periodicals, and links to Picatinny Arsenal. http://mem
bers.aol.com/rhrongstad/weapons/military/smallarms.htm 

People's Republic of China (PRC) China, Chin.agate, and the 
PLA business empire. http://members .aol.com/rhrongstad/mili
tary/rcap/china/prcmil.htm 

Japan - http://members.aol.com/rhrongstad/military/rcap/ 
japan/jpmil.htm 

Veterans News & Information Service (formerly Baudo's Vet 
Links) http://www.vnis.com/ 

Vets.Com http://vets .com/ 
Army - official site - http ://www.army.mil/ 
USAF - official site - http://www.af.mil/ 
Navy - official site - http://www.navy.mil/ 
USMC - official site - http://www.usmc.mil/ 
National Guard- official site - http://www.ngb.dtic.mil/ 
Coast Guard - official site - http://www.uscg.mil/ 

dotinfo/uscg/welcome.html 
Worldwide Militaiy Links. If you can ' t find it anywhere else try 

this - nearly 3,000 links and growing. http://members.aol.com/ 
rhrongstad/private/milinksr.htm 

- Compiled by Richard Rongstad. If readers would like this on 
a regular basis, please contact rhrongstad@aol.com ~ 

F.l.R.E. System for AR15/M16 
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SLIC Mount 
Sling and Flashlight 

Attachment 

Fully Integrated Rifle Enhancement (F.l.R.E.) 

Multiple Aperture Device (MAD) A2 Integrated Rear Iron Sight 

Scout F.l.R.E. Rail 

Front Flip Up Sight 

CALL OR WRITE FOR OUR NEW BROCHURE OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR THE LATEST PRODUCT INFORMATION 

Visit Our Web Site 
www.gggaz.com 

Email us at 
gggaz@aol.com 

GG&G 
Manufacturer of Fine Mounting Systems and 
Professional Tactical Weapon Accessories 

3602 East 42nd Stravenue 
Tucson, Arizona 85713 

Phone: 520-748-7167 Fax: 520-748-7583 
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These CD's can be read by every version of Wmdows. Mac and Unix versions are also included. All of these manuals 
have been formatted into .pdf files, so they can be viewed by the Adobe Acrobat Reader, which is included on these CD's. 
These programs can be run directly from the CD; there is no need to download the manuals to your hard disk to view 
them. They can be sent to your printer, or copied to your computer for use in word processing, etc. 

FM-200 (2CD Set) $19.95 * 
2 CD set of 200 US Army field manuals for Air Traffic, Ammunition, Armor, Aviation, Engineering, Light Cavalry, 
Medical, NBC, Operations, Plumbing and Pipefitting, Rigging Techniques, Security, Survival, Terrain Analysis, 
Topographic Operations, Weapons and more. 

FM-SOG $14.95 * 
Includes weapons field manuals, plus operational manuals for such weapons as SKS, Ml Garand, MK19, AK-47, Sten, 
Lee Enfield, M16, M14, MAC, M60, FN-FAL, P38, Model 1917 .30 Cal US Rifle, M24 Sniper Rifle, 90 mm Recoilless 
Rifle, M9 Pistol, .45 Cal Pistol and more. A total of 50 manuals. 

MEDICS $14.95 * 
Includes FMS-230 Medical Specialist, FMS-36 Aidmans Medical Guide, and ST31_91B; the Special Forces Medical 
Handbook, FM21-ll First Aid for Soldiers, Combat Stress, NiBC Protection, plus 23 other health and medical 
related manuals. 

SPEC OPS $14.95 * 
Includes the Special Forces Guerrilla Warfare manuals, SP Ops, Recon Tactics, Sniper, Scout, and 

Pathfinder manuals; Desert Ops, Jungle Ops, River Crossing, 
Northern Ops, FM21-75 Combat Skills, FM21-76 Survival, 

and the Ranger Handbook. A total of 33 manuals 
on all aspects of Special Operations. 

Call toll free to order 

1-800-J21-2974 

* Please ad!il $5.00 shipping and handling to 1otal order . ........ iiil~ 
''MasterCard and Visa welcome. e~mail: questions@military-media.com 
Inquiries: 1-610-268-5077 Orders: 1-BQ0-321.2974 



"Tltey're homltile tile palrol! 
BTO, eall Brigade. Abort tllat air strike. 

Tltose are oar men!" 

I 
was on a sweep-and-destroy mission in Vietnam near the 
Cambodian border in Tay Ninh Province, due west of Saigon. 
My 1st Infantry Division unit had easily captured an enemy base 

camp with such efficiency we found hot food left on the tables. 
This camp was adjacent to a cool, clean, cascading stream with 

established enemy defensive positions. I was a reporter for my bat
talion and had been accompanying Bravo Company for six days. 
This was our first opportunity to wash and relax. 

I finished setting up my hootch in the same spot next to the stream 
where, earlier, a VC had rested. I rinsed my shirt and dried it over a 
bush while I cleaned myself and my weapons. My C-ralion meal, 
camouflaged with onion and Tabasco Sauce, began to smell almost 
savory as it bubbled over the enemy's still-smoldering campfire. 

"Pezzoli," called Captain Boyd, the CO. "Do you want to join 
these men on a night patrol? There 's been enemy activity in a field 
nearby; they've been using it to cross over from Cambodia." 

"I don't think so, sir; my shirt is still wet. Anyway, I'm not going 
to get any photos at night. If they find anything out there, I ' ll get 
their story in the morning." 

Two 20mm Gatling cannon (a rare fitting) mounted on a jet 
make a unique VROOO-MM as they fire at the rate of 750 rounds a 
minute, clattering like a string of firecrackers as they explode on 
contact. A 500-pound conventional bomb CRACKS with such force 
upon detonation, the sound shock wave can be felt past the effects 
of its blast, while a 300-pound napalm bomb makes an innocu
ous SPLASH before its kerosene jelly ignites into a bright 
orange fireball. 

We felt these sounds - from the same direction the 
patrol went 15 minutes earlier. They were being hit by 
our planes! The F-4D Phantom strikes like a bolt of 
lightning - you don 't see or hear it. 

This platoon patrol had yet to assume the 
character of men in combat as it set out from 
the camp: Some men were slurping Cs, others were involved in 
conversation initiated during their half-hour break at the VC base 
camp, and most were bunched up along the tra il with their weapons 
"at the casual." 

Sergeant Jackson cautioned some of the men to button it up. 
"We're out here in Charlie's backyard, so don't leave a trail with 
those C-ration cans." 

Birds were busily chirping while a monkey screeched his 
approval. A recent shower cooled and consecrated the steamy jw1gle. 
The trail the patrol was following displayed sigras of intensive trav-
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. p~ to examine some fresh rice along the side. 
M of 20mm cannon and the 

on them so quick
ted out of sight 

~its 

by Ray Pezzoli, Jr. 

The squad that escaped off the trail ran into an impasse of entan
gled vines and razor-pointed green bamboo. Although the 20mm 
rounds were going off all around them, nobody got hit. The rest of 
the platoon made it to the ostensible protection of the stream where 
it nestled beneath a maze of vines and dense bushes. Strike two 
seemed wide, so a third grenade was released to indicate friendlies 
below. The radioman had been trying to make contact with brigade 
headquarters to abort the strike, but the high stream banks blocked 
the signal. 

The FO spotted the third smoke - this time yellow - and mis-

took it as a VC tactic 
to simulate American 

troops. He swung the jets 
around for a strike at the yellow 

mark on the dark-green canopy below. 
The panicked squad tangled in the under

growth whipped out their machetes and began to 
hack out of the maze. 







Jackson ran into the smol
dering bomb crater, position
ing himself with his hands 
overhead, his right hand clasp
ing his left wrist - the signal 
to abort the next strike. 
"Mount up! " Captain Boyd 
thundered to his anxious com
pany bivouacked about the YC 
base camp. "RTO, you have 
com mo?" 

branch made as it thundered 
past me, pounding the ground. 

A few feet ahead, a limb 
screeched across the top of my 
helmet and some scratchy thing 
fe ll down my neck inside the 
collar. I flattened my fatigue 
jacket against my neck, squash
ing the prickly thing. After I 
undid my pistol belt, I shook my 
collar and saw the remains of a 
dead scorpion. Everyone threw on their 

equipment and, oblivious to -
or forgetting - any danger 
from the enemy, pounded 
down the tra il toward the 
doomed patrol and screeching 
jets. We reached the perimeter 
of the air strike in five minutes, 
just as the RTO shouted that 
follow-up strikes had been 
aborted. 

The deep and damp jungle had quickly absorbed the napalm, 
leaving only the glob halted by the wall of dense vegetation 
intensely raging. 

The trail ahead had been 
scorched by the napalm, with 
three of the burned men lying on 
the side. They had fist-sized 
ho les burned through their 
equipment and fatigues, with 
splotches of skin gone under
neath. Nobody cried. 

The terrain here was void of leaves, vines, and branches, most 
completely incinerated. 

No1mally, the bush has a damp sweet smell; now it smelled Like 
a burning newspaper that had just been extinguished with water. 

Everyone appeared numbed by what we were experiencing - it 
was like watching an offensive TV program while being unable to 
switch the channel. 

Our column slowed to a crawl to get around some shrubbery 
blasted across the trail. I heard a cracking and stopped to see what 
it was coming from. A giant teak tree to my right seemed to be mak
ing the noise, so I stopped and looked at it. As I watched, the crack
ing became a tearing roar. The tree, which had been weakened by 
the blast, was fa lling - directly at me! 

The bad dream continued. While I sprinted down the trail to 
escape being pu lverized, I could fee l the lethal breeze an enormous 

"The most accurate 
out ... of ... the ... box .45 !" 

- Soldier of Fortune Magazine. 

The process of evolution has been working overtime 
to bring you an all-steel, high-capacity, linkless, 
"cocked-and-locked" or double action .45. 

The Next Generation in .45 ACP 

Contact CZ-USA or your local CZ dealer for free literature. 
Ph: 913-321-1811 Fax : 913-32 1-225 1 email: czusa@gvi.net 

P.O . Box 17 1073, Knnsas C ity, Kansas 66 11 7-0073 

They numbly pointed to a 
man entangled in the maze of 

vines and shrubbery, the victim impaled and burned black; most 
of his uniform and equipment had disintegrated . The on ly thing 
left was remnants of a thick pistol belt, rucksack and harness. The 
napalm burned only a 20-sq uare-foot area because the thick wall 
of jungle. 

As medics began treating the four burned survivors, I stood mes
merized by the stiU-smoking body of the dead man, who a scant five 
minutes before was alive and recognizable. 

"Captain Boyd, over here, sir! " 
The weak shout came from one of the two adjacent smoking 

bomb craters, Sgt. Jackson struggling to climb out. 
"They just kept on comin ', sir, they just kept co min ' . I signaled 

Continued on page 88 
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Model 2000 Super Tactical 

Equipment choices are slim for tactical marksmen who shoot 
from the starboard side of a rifle. Fortunately, one of those choices, 
the Savage tactical rifle, is a very good choice at a very competitive 
price, and is available in right-or-left-hand models. TechniCarbon 
Dynamics is producing Model 2000 Super Tactical conversions as a 
drop- in unit su itable for any Savage heavy-barreled action . 

The Super Tactical conversion comprises a competition-proven 
high-tech com posite gunstock package. Features include a 
ergonom ic thumbhole design, carbon compos ite construction for 
maximum rigidity, straight-line comb for comfortable recoil man
agement and an integral bipod stud. The Urban Model (top) features 
reduced length and weight. 

TechniCarbon Dynamics offers these either as a drop-in conver
sion for your rifle, or as a complete package ready for you to pick 
up at your local gun shop. The quality is first-rate - and the price 
structure is very competitive. 

Contact TechniCarbon Dynamics, Dept. SOF, Box 1088, Oneco, 
FL 34264-1088; phone: 941-751-4985. 

Pro-Ears Hearing Protectors 

The maker bills these as providing "superior, e lectron ic stereo 
hearing protection/enhancement." This doesn' t leave a poor editor 
many adjectives to work with - but that's all right as every claim 
the maker asserts is absolutely true. 
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We ' ll first note their comfort, not because that's the only adjective 
left, but because it is 
important: Safety gear 
that is not comfortable 
will not be worn. The Pro
Ears Hearing Protectors 
are some of the most com
fortable units we've ever 
put on, and they stay com
fortable all day; which is 
good, as they are uniquely 
effective in that they can 
be worn al l day and pro
tect your hearing from 
harmful sound leve ls. 
While they not only allow 
safe levels of sound, such 
as conversation, to reach 
you, they can be set to 
pick up and amplify subtle 
sounds you don 't want to 

miss. In other words, every sound out there is picked up and passed 
on to you at a safe and adequate level. 

How do they do this? We, of course, know they use magic - but 
we'll give you their explanation anyway. First, the Pro-Ears do not 
simply block out harmful levels of sound. They "compress" the 
harmful sounds and pass them on to you at a safe level. Because 
they do not simply shut off at a predetermined point, they do not 
cause gaps in your hearing. And since each ear's unit is separate, 
they can be tuned to the requirements of each ear - which you do 
with a single knob on each unit. 

Replacing the 250-hour batteries is fast and foo lproof. 
Adjustment of the comfortable headband is also fast and foolproof, 
and they fit comfortably over safety or shooting glasses. They do 
not get in the way of a rifle or shotgun stock. The padding on the 
headband and the indi vidual ear units is as good as it gets. 

Highly recommended. These units cost a lot less than a hearing 
aid - so get 'em while they'll do you some good. 

Contact RiclgeLine, Inc., Dept. SOF, Box 930, Dewey, AZ 
86327-0930; phone: 520-632-5800; fax: 520632-5900; e-mail: 
ProEars@neta.com 

NICO Sound and Flash Grenades 

NICO Pyrotechnik's full line of sound and flash grenades and 
related accessories, long the choice of elite units in Europe, 
Australia and Asia, are now avaiJable to qualified buyers in the 
Un ited States. NICO presently maintains a full inventory of one-, 
two-, seven- and nine-bang grenades, as well as one of the largest 
selections of 40mm low-velocity munitions, available for immedi
ate shipment on clearance by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and 
Firearms (sales are regu lated under the National Firearms Act). 

The NICO family of one-, two- and nine-bang grenades aJso 
accepts a unique Plus system into a pre-drilled opening in the base 
of the grenade to allow the placement of training talc, CS dust, CS 
burning and white smoke at the end of the final event (bang). 

An electrically initiated version of the seven-bang grenade may 
be vehicle-mounted, or mounted to a robot, or placed at a designat
ed location and command/electrically initiated. The full line of 
NICO products are manufactured under ISO 9001 guidel ines. 

For further information contact Freel Pickler, Manager Law 
Enforcement Products North America, Dept. SOF, Box 1292, 
Wrightsville Beach, NC 28480; phone: 910-395-2082; fax: 
910-395-6678. 
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Nikon High-Power Superior E Binos 

Serious binocular users can now have a high-power 12x50 
Nikon that utilizes the same mechanical and optical performance 
of the 8- and 10-power models, in a larger objective version par
ticularly adaptable and suited to tripod use. This unit has a very 
long eye relief (l 7.4mm) in relation to its magnification , making 
it suitable for eyeglass wearers who want the 5-degree angle of 

· view (261 ft.@ 1,000 yards). 
Built from a lightweight, extremely strong and rubber-covered 

magnesium alloy, the weight of these binos is only 31.7 ounces. 
For more information or the dealer nearest you, contact Nikon 

Sport Optics, Dept. SOF, 1300 Walt Whitman Rd., Melville, NY 
11 747-3064; phone: 800-247-3464. 
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Cold Steel Para Edge Neck Knives 

The small knife you have with you and instantly access ible 
beats the combat cleaver you do not, every time. Colt Steel 's Para 
Edge neck knives are big enough to get the job done, yet compact 
enough to hang comfortably on a neck thong for instant access in 
any situation from a water-rafting crisis to a mugger who lurches 
out of a dark alley at your wife. Quickly accessed by whkhever 
hand is free, the Para Edge knives weigh less than 2 ounces, 
including tough Kydex sheath and thong. All the various styles fea
ture a 3-inch blade and an overall length of 5-3/4 inches. 

All feature non-slip Kraton hand les, and are available in 
four blade styles: spear point, doub le-edge point, clip point 
and Tanto point. 

For more info, contact Cold Steel Customer Service, Dept. SOF, 
2128-D Knoll Dr. , Ventura, CA 93003 ; phone: 800-255-4716. ~ 
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"~¥ Clint Smith !· f;l 

Sidearms For Soldiers Of Fortune 
I 

have often been amused at the "uneducated" mainstream 
society's disdain of their interpretation of a soldier of for
tune. With regularity I get phone calls here at Thunder 
Ranch: "Do you teach mercenary, soldier-of-fortune stuff?" 
Armed with Webster's definition of soldier of fortune: 
"adventurer, a person who follows a military career for 

adventure or profit," (I personally think most of these, willing -
or unwilling - adventurers got more "adventure" than money.) I 
looked for someone 
who may fall into 
this category; some
one who played a 
significant, but unre
membered, role in 
history. Who was 
this adventurer and 
what kind of 
weapons did he use? 
Did his weapons 
work? How would 
our adventurer's side
arm, for example, 
compare to the tech
nology of today's 
counterpart? 

My selection of ' 

In 1995, I started using, shooting and carrying Colt Single 
Action revolvers. Two points of interest need to be clarified at 
this time. First, even though there is a strong and growing pres
ence in the sport of cowboy action shooting, this is not what my 
research has been directed to. Cowboy action shooting is a sport 
- it is not a true representation of how and why these weapons 
were used. Second, my research is not advocating that a Colt 
Single Action as the best choice of a handgun for a gun fight, but 

if I had to use a sin
gle action in a fight , 
what would be the 
best way to use it. 
Would the single 
action hold up to 
the rigors of daily 
heavy use with full 
power loads? 

Researching 
these techniques 
and equipment led 
to the development 
of instruction at 
Thunder Ranch des
ignated as the Pre-
1900 course. The 
first class was held 
in December 1996 
with 23 partici
pants. With the likes 
of competent shoot
ers Mike Venturino, 
Thad Rybka, Ray 
Coffman and a host 
of others, we put 
these "old" guns 

an adventurer? John 
Martin. John Martin, 
whose given name 
was Giovanni Mar
tini, an Italian emi
grant who served as 
drummer-boy for 
Gariboldi at Villa
franca before coming 
to America. Be
cause of civilian job 
shortages - or 
maybe in pursuit 
of adventure -

Research at Thunder Ranch on the weapons systems of pre-1900, like this Colt Single 
Action Army .45 similar to the one carried by John Martin at the battle of Little Big Horn, 
drives home the point that it is the man behind the gun that makes the difference. 

through a week of 
strenuous use. The 
course included all 

"John" joined the U.S. Cavalry. On the day of 25 June 1876, John 
Martin was a trumpeter assigned to "H" company of the 7th 
Cavalry, ·detailed as an orderly to one George Armstrong Custer. 
John Martin's significance? He was probably the last white man to 
see Custer alive, and, more importantly, he was the trooper who car
ried the famous note to Benteen that read: "Benteen. Come on. Big 
village. Be quick. Bring packs . P.S . Bring Packs. W.W. Cooke." 

Our adventurer's weapon? His sidearm would have been the 7'/i
inch barreled Colt model of 1873 Single Action Army caliber .45. 
The ammunition carried was a 250-grain lead conical bullet pro
pelled by 30 grains of black powder with a muzzle velocity of about 
900 feet per second. In an effort to learn more about the realities of 
"gunfighting" and the equipment used, both present and past, the 
ranch staff and I have been shooting and researching different 
weapon systems. 
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of the normal 
Thunder Ranch 

curriculum: shooting and moving, movement to cover, cover fi re 
while loading, low light (using oil lanterns), and applied tactics to 
the Terminator and Tower simulators. 

Calibers used included .45 Colt (the most prolific), .44-40, and 
.38-40, all using full-power loads. In the five days of the program 
the participants fired over 20,000 rounds of ammunition without 
one weapon failure! Of all the weapons present, the majority were 
Colt's similar to the one our adventurer, John Martin, used, with the 
exception of a few Rugers and one Uberti. 

In December 1997, this group of "Regulators" returned for a 
second go around. Interestingly, remembering all the lessons 
learned in '96, almost all the revolvers that the group brought back 
were Colts. "If it ain't a Colt, it ain't shit," seemed to be the group 
motto. 1997 brought the weapons right back into all the rigors of 
the previous year to the tune of an additional 20,000 rounds, plus a 
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couple of good cy linder-drenching rains. 
New challenges were addressed with the 
advent of the "stagecoach." This event uti
lized a full-size, fu lly moving, bouncing, 
jerki ng gun platform. The moving coach 
gave new meaning to shooting and attempt
ing to load while in a moving env ironment. 
As the stagecoach traveled down a mile of 
rough road, the ri ght side of the coach 
addressed 20 targets of different sizes and 
locations, while the left side responded to a 
similar threat on their side of the coach. At 
the end of the run , the coach turned around 
and came back. After the first run, and after 
figuring out how to hang on to the moving 
platform without falling off, the contempo
rary techniques of negative lead on moving 
targets made the targets ring with the sound 
of constant impacts. We found that, believe 
it or not, it was easier to hit with a revolver 
while moving in the stagecoach than with a 
rifle. Apparently, the longer sight plane of a 
rifle "picks up" the additional movement of 
the stagecoach and makes the acquired 
sight harder to hold on the target. 

The additional 20,000-plus rounds fired 
created only one breakage, (and it wasn 't a 
Colt) among the revolvers. Revolvers firing 
black powder cartridges seemed to vary in 
the length of time before they would start to 
"bind" up and fo ul. Some revolvers using 
black powder fired several hundred rounds 
before becoming sluggish, where others 
would only fire 25 or 30 rounds before 
slowing. The shooters using smokeless 
powder didn ' t seem to have much trouble 
going hundre9s of rounds without binding 
problems. In the short-barreled guns of 4;,:;_ 
inch length, there was some unburned 
power build up. This problem was also 
traced back to the ammunition maker who 
seemed to have changed powders or charge 
weights without being aware of the 
unburned problem. 

After spending some ded icated time 
with this weapons system, it is my op inion 
that these revolvers can be shot very well 
and can be a viable tool in a fight. Used by 
competent operators who cover each other 
while load ing, tactica lly loading partially 
depleted cy linders, loading with their head 
and eyes up and are motivated to fight, they 
can be effecti ve handguns. The effective
ness of the 1873 .45 caliber SAA Colt over 
the .38 caliber DA revolver is confirmed by 
their recall to the Philippines (after being 
decommissioned) so that they could be 
used against the Moro tribesmen. 

The 1873 Colt revolver woul d not be my 
first choice of a handgun in a fight, but then 
no handgun would be my first choice of a 
weapon in a fight. A handgun is properly 
used to fi ght your way to the rifle you 
should have not put down in the first place, 
whether it was a trapdoor Springfield in .45-
70 or a Colt M 16A2 MIV carbine. 

After three years of research and the fir
ing of thousands of rounds of ammunition, 
it seems then, our friend, John Martin, the 
soldier of fortune and adventurer, had a ser
viceable sidearm with him the day of hi s 
ride into history. ~ 
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STRYKER® IS A PURE PERFORMANCE, TACTICAL FOLDER. 

3.7" ATS-34 BLADE, 6·10 SCALES, TITANIUM LOCKING-LINERS, AND 

THUMB DISK FOR QUICK RESPONSE. MADE WITH BENCHMADE'S HIGHER STANDARD OF QUALITY. 

THE ALLEN ELISHEWITZ DESIGNED 

NIMRAVus~ IS OUR NEW ENTRY INTO FIXED BLADES. 

A STOUT 4.5" FULL TANG, ATS-34 STEEL BLADE WITH MACHINED G-10 SCALES 

MAKE FOR SERIOUS PERFORMANCE. INCLUDES FORMED KYDEX0 SHEATH WITH STEEL CLIP. 

BENCH~DE. 
HELD TO A HIGHER STANDARD~' 

MODEL 910SBT 
SUGGESTED RETAIL: 

$149.95 

MODEL 140SBT 
SUGGESTED RETAIL: 

$139.95 

OREGON CITY, OREGON • 1-800-800-7427 OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE: www.benchmade.com 
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Pimple, or Pimp? 

I just finished reading 
your article in the No
vember issue of SOF on 
Operation Tailwind. I have 
also read the book SOC ... 
and I am not at all sur-
prised at the capabilities of 

the most outstanding soldiers in the world. 
Working at an infantry division HQ, I have 
had dealings with special operations soldiers 
(both Special Forces and Long-Range Sur
veillance) and on every occasion I witnesses 
patriotism and commitment to honor, duty, 
God and country that is far and above that of 
common civilians and other soldiers. 
Whether Arnett ever resigns over what he has 
written, he will now forever be viewed for 
what he is: a two-bit paperboy who markets 
and reports his personal liberal feelings as 

legitimate news. Because of some jealousy of 
what he could never possibly become (an 
elite soldier), and his unending hatred of the 
military and the war in Vietnam, he feels a 
need to dig up and continue his attack on the 
military and our war in Vietnam. 

Instead, he has shown himself as a per
son who is wiUing to give up the only thing 
a journalist really has, his honest word. 
After reading the accounts of what Opera
tion Tailwind was, and hearing what Arnett 
has to say for himself, I have concluded that 
Arnett wouldn't amount to a pimple on the 
butt of the worst soldier in MACVSOG. He 
will always be viewed as an arrogant, over
rated, lying writer who portrays himself as a 
victim when in the presence of heroes. 

Out here, 
Capt. Richard L. Graham 
Asst. G3 38 lD(M) 

Fonda Correction 

Let me respectfully 
accurize your description 
of Jane Fonda: Jane is not 
an "anti-military" activ
ist, as you described her. 
Nor is she a pacifist. She 
proved that when she 

actively supported the military - of 
Communist North Vietnam. I have the pic
ture of her sitting on a commie AAA instal
lation (and weari ng a communist-issue hel
met) burned into my memory. 

How did Barbarella get away with it? 
After all , look what happened to Tokyo 
Rose. 

Rip-cord@usa.net 

Continued on page 29 
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Ace the NAVY SEAL PFT! 
Achieve a 100% success rate with the revolutionary 

12 Weeks to BUDIS Workout. Guaranteed! 

Whether you want to be a ~--
NAVY SEAL or just be as 
tough as one ... you need 
this book and video. 
Covers strength, 
endurance, swimming, 
running, upper and lower 
body PT, abs, motivation, 
workout schedules ... the 
works. You'll be one 
strong, hard, and ripped 
frogman in no time. This 
is the exact program that 
has helped many men 
attain optimal fitness 
and make it to BUDIS. 
It really works! 

Call Now! 

ALSO AVAILABLE 

The Official 
Training Boot 
of the 
llS Navy 
SEALs 

If you want to train like a SEAL.. . 
you need this boot! It's the exact 
one used by Navy SEALs in BUD/S 
training! Lightweight, sturdy, 
comfortable. Great for work, 
weekends, paintball , too! Whole 
and half sizes, 7-12, 13, 14, 15. 
Med & Wide. Send Just $99 plus 
$8.95 shipping. Order 2 pairs for 
just $89 each. 
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#231 JJWUJUIY 91 
WEAPONS: return of the BAR; AIRCRAFT: T&E 
of Longbow Apache; BATF: rogues' gallery of 
lying supervisors and agents; VIETNAM WAR: 
declassified secrets of SOG's legendary Mad 
Dog; IRAQ: Saddam's war against Kurds; 

' BURMA: training Karen snipers. 

#232 FEBRUJUIY 91 
ELITE UNITS: SOF spies on Della Force training 
in Houston; NORTHERN IRELANO: does peace 
have a future? BOSNIA: NATO air power; 
AFGHANISTAN: alliance against Taliban faction; 
SOUTHEAST ASIA: SOF on the ground with Bo 
Mya in Burma. 

#233 MIUICH 97 
ANALYSIS: hostage rescue disaster in Iran; 
DOMESTIC AFFAIRS: exclusive report on Gull 
War Syndrome; how firearms dealers can survive 
Gun Gestapo bullying; SOUTHEAST ASIA: 
H'mong fight genocide in Laos; TRAINING: 

' Thunder Ranch - boot camp for precision 
shooters. 

#234 IU'RIL 91 
BATF: double standard for race relations; 
WEAPONS: South Africa's new 20mm sniper 
rille; TRAINING: gunfighter school run by for
mer SEALS; SOUTHEAST ASIA: Khmer Rouge 
genocide in Cambodia; MIDDLE EAST: most 
hazardous AO in Israeli military. 

(1, I!, j I I I HJ #235 MJIY 91 

#236 JUNE 97 (11 \!I" \I(:" 
#231 JULY91 
AFRICA: mayhem, mysticism and misery in 
Uganda; MIDDLE EAST: terrorism in Damascus; 
PHILIPPINES: government and Moro rebels 
unite to defeat Muslim faction; BATF: Congress 
grounds ATF air force; MEDIA: former SEAL 
Harry Humphries helps Hollywood get it right. 

#238 JIUGUST 91 
EL SALVADOR: Zona Rosa massacre update; 
police and military baltle drug thugs; MIDDLE 
EAST: anatomy of a Mossad assassination; 
WEAPONS: Russia's secret baltle rille; Kahrs 
~rs~~g. pistols; RUSSIA: downsizing military l!li~!A~ 

#239 SEPTEMBER 97 
KOREA: SOF on DMZ; WEAPONS: RPG-7; new 
South African Vektor 40mm AGL; VICARIOUS 
THRILLS: flying with USAF Thunderbirds; 
MERCS: European "advisers" in Zaire; INDONE
SIA: civic action or occupation in East Timar? 

#240 OCTOBER 91 
EXPANDED ANNIVERSARY ISSUE! MEDIA; 
behind the scenes at Soldier of Fortune, Inc.TV 
series; KNIVES: training with Bowies; VIETNAM: 
did Soviets grab U.S. pilots? PERU: dramatic res
cue at Japanese Ambassadors Residence; RUS
SIA: SOF inside military training base; 
WEAPONS: Wallhers into the 21st century. 

TERRORISM: Mossad plays deadly phone tag with 
Hamas; Colombian army battles narco-terrorists; TRAIN
ING: shooting in the shadows at Thunder Ranch; RUS
SIA: on the street with Moscow's OMON troops; VIET
NAM: Seal Team Two vs. Viet Cong; ATF: goes to Africa 

ELITE UNITS: French Army's 2nd REP parachute regi
ment; WEAPONS: Steyr Scout Rille; DOMESTIC 
AFFAIRS: FBI searches for Chinese spies at Aberdeen 
Proving Ground; AFRICA: clearing land mines in South 
Africa; tribal warriors fight for democracy in Sierra Leone 

#245 MIUICH 98 
CHINA: new rebellion against communists; EASTERN 
EUROPE: CIA vs. FBI turt wars; WEAPONS: Vektor's 
CR21 bullpup; merc's multi-tools; AFRICA: separatist Gs 
in Angola; TERRORISM: how Iraq almost - and may yet 
- build the bomb 

#246 IU'RIL 98 
AFRICA: American black ops; WEAPONS: happy SO!h 
birthday to the AK; Kimbers neoclassic .45; MIDDLE 
EAST: Hebron's Apache platoon; "Balkanization· of 
Lebanon; TACTICS: sniping in the year 2000; PROFILE: 
interview with Brig. Gen. Paul Tibbets, Enola Gay pilot 

#24BJUNE98 
MIDDLE EAST: U.S. troops on Kuwait-Iraq border; 
DOMESTIC AFFAIRS: ATF and IRS bust another 
law-abiding gun dealer; SOF at U.S. Army's pre
mier heavy-force training site; INVASION?: 
German air force in New Mexico; AFGHANISTAN: 
endless war - Taliban vs. muj 

ELITE UNITS: Royal Jordanian Special Forces; 
DOMESTIC AFFAIRS: Clinton's end-run gun ban; 
WEAPONS: Mossberg M9200A1 shotgun; 
Russia's Saiga-12 semiauto 12-gauge shotgun; 
COLOMBIA: coke-bustin' Broncos; KOSOVO: 
Albania's Ruby Ridge 

RUSSIA: inside renaissance militias; PHILIP
PINES: Mindanao meltdown; TERRORISM: 
weapons of mass destruction for tiny tyrants; 
DOMESTIC AFFAIRS: USG eco-terrs vs. conser
vationist in Hawaii; MEDIA: blasting CNN/limes 
Tailwind story 

£)IPllKD£D 23rd 
aKKMRSARY 1ssut1 #252 OCTOBER 98 

TERRORISM: Iran's terror exports; KNIVES: 
Gurkha kukri alive and well in U.S.; AFRICA: guer
rillas in Sudan; WEAPONS: next generation of 
night-vision devices; new Colt Defender; debut of 
expanded product review section; CHINA: has next 
Cold War started? 

VIETNAM: true story of Operation Tailwind; RUS
SIA: SOF goes on bust with lax cops; ALBANIA: 
smuggling small arms into Kosovo - SOFs eye
witness report; VETERANS AFFAIRS: one man 
exposes more than 1,000 phony vets 

#254 DECEMBER 98 
COLOMBIA: profile of director general of 
Colombian National Police; TERRORISM: target
ing Sudan and bin Laden; MERCENARIES: free
lancers in Angola and the Congo; MEDIA: techni
cal blunders in Saving Private Ryan 

Yes! Send me (write in issue numbers): 

1st issue #ODD $5.00 

4th issue #ODD $5.00 

7th issue #ODD FREE 

10th issue #ODD $5.00 

2nd issue #ODD $5.00 

5th issue #ODD $5.00 

8th issue #ODD FREE 

11th issue #ODD $5.00 

0 I have enclosed $30 for 9 issues ($45 value) 

3rd issue #ODD $5.00 

6th issue #ODD $5.00 

9th issue #ODD FREE 

12th issue #ODD $5.00 

0 I have enclosed $45 for 12 issues and a binder ($70 value) 
0 I have enclosed $ for the issues indicated above ($5 each) 
Foreign orders add $3 for 1st Issue; $1 each additional issue 
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, PANTHER PRODUCTIONS-i! 
, "SINCE 1982 THE WORLD'S LEADING PRODUCER OF HIGH QUALITY MARTIAL • 

WIN ANY 
STREET 
FIGHT 
WITH 
THESE 
DYNAMIC 
VIDEOS! 

NAVY SEAL TEAM 
~HAND .. TQ .. ffAND COMBAT 
·,~\~a~ ANO WEAPONS TRAINING · 

- STARRING NAVY SEAL FRANK CUCCI 
*FORMER SEAL TEAM MEMBER (10 YEARS} 
*CURRENT SEAL TEAM HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT INSTRUCTOR * CERTIFIED JEET KUNE DO AND FILIPINO MARTIAL ARTS 
INSTRUCTOR UNDER DAN INOSANTO * SEAL TEAM SMALL ARMS INSTRUCTOR * STATIC LINE JUMPMASTER (BOO JUMPS} 

*PROFICIENCY IN URBAN WARFARE COUNTER 
TERRORIST OPERATIONS * PROFICIENCY IN JUNGLE WARFARE OPERATIONS 
*PROFICIENCY IN DEMOLITION AND EXPLOSIVES 

*PROFICIENCY IN COMBAT DIVING OPERATIONS 
*AWARDED THE JOINT SERVICE COMMENDATION MEDAL 
FOR SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE WHILE ENGAGED IN 
COMBAT OPERATIONS DURING OPERATION 
"JUST CAUSE," PANAMA 1989 * OWNER AND DIRECTOR OF THE FUNCTIONAL 
DEFENSIVE CONCEPTS ACADEMY OF MARTIAL 

ARTS IN VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 

HERE IT IS! After military clearances, decorated Navy Seal team member and ~ 
Martial Arts Instructor, Frank Gucci has been allowed to teach his proven hand-to-

1 
._. 

hand self-defense and weapons techniques to the public. Designed for men and 
women, these no-nonsense techniques show how to control , disable, or take out an 

aggressive attacker with quick efficiency. His videos include all the training exercises and techniques 
needed to master this superior lifesaving self-protection system. Don 't delay! Begin training with 

SYSTEM! America's elite Seal Team Instructor, Frank Gucci by ordering today! A must for all serious Martial Artists! 

1. SEAL TEAM HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT TRAINING - VOLUME 1 
In this dynamic tape, Seal Team Instructor, Frank Gucci personally teaches you the stances, footwork, combat punching techniques, 
equipment training, and numerous defensive combat techniques of his lethal self-defense system. 
#SEAL-1 ..................... ............... ....... ............ 55 MIN ........................... .. ....... .... ........... .... .. ONLY $49.95 

AMERICA'S 
ELITE NAVY 
SEAL TEAM 
SELF· 
DEFENSE 
MOVES! 

2. SEAL TEAM HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT TRAINING - VOLUME 2 
This outstanding video teaches Seal Team Combat Kicking Techniques including the foot jab, leg kick, switch 

-' kick, kicks in combination with punches, knee techniques, close combat elbow strikes, and more. 
:'ill!" #SEAL-2 ............. ........................... 55 MIN ........................ ................ ONLY $49.95 

3. SEAL TEAM HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT TRAINING - VOLUME 3 
In this valuable tape, Navy Seal Frank Gucci teaches you numerous street fighting combinations and 

takedowns against an attacker who is trying to punch your face in or kick your guts out. Mr. Gucci 
shows how to control your opponent by blocking his strikes and taking him to the ground where 
you can then apply finishing holds such as joint locks and chokes. This video is 

a must for learning how to come out on top in a street fight. 
#SEAL-3 ........................... 55 MIN ..................... ONLY $49.95 

4. SEAL TEAM KNIFE FIGHTING COMBAT TECHNIQUES 
The knife is one of the Seal Team 's most valuable weapons. In this exceptional 

,/_tape Frank Gucci teaches you every aspect of knife fighting including angles of 

~s~~r~~:.1~~.~.:~.~.:'.~:.~.~:~.~:.~.1~~~1~~~.:.t~~~~.::.t~.~i.~'.~~ .. e.~:~~.i:J~L~n~4~~~~· 
' 5. SEAL TEAM STICK FIGHTING COMBAT TECHNIQUES 

If a Seal Team member loses his weapon in combat he is taught to fight viciously with 
whatever is available, such as a tree branch (stick). This outstanding tape teaches the · 
deadly Filipino Stick fighting techniques as applied to military as-well-as street combat. 
Frank Gucci teaches all aspects of combat stickfighting including angles of attack, ranges 
of combat, fighting combinations, chokes, disarms and more! 

#SEAL-5 ...................... .. ..... ... . 55 MIN .................................... ONLY $49.95 

6. SEAL TEAM MEMBER FRANK CUCCI "UP-CLOSE," 
AN EXCLUSIVE PANTHER VIDEO INTERVIEW 

Meet Navy Seal , Frank Gucci up close as he gives great insight into his life as a ten year Seal 
Team member, how military hand to hand combat relates to street fighting, his theory on what 
works and what doesn't in a combat situation and more. 

#SEAL·& ............................. 40 MIN ................................... ONLY $49.95 

SEAL. STANDS FOR * SEA * AIR * LAND! 



l:;.MARTIAL ARTS TRAINING VIDEOS · 
• ARTS TRAINING VIDEOS FEATURING THE WORLD,S GREATEST MASTERS,," , 

~AUTHENTIC RUSSIAN 

COMBAT*SAMBO 
ULTIMATE GRAPPLING AND HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT TECHNIQUES! 
1. COMBAT"kSAMBO VOLUME 1- ULTIMATE GRAPPLING- TOTAL BODY WORKOUT ROUTINE 
This valuable tape teaches you the complete fitness routine used by the World's toughest SAM BO fighters . Each 
exercise is designed to build ultimate speed, power., agil ity, flexibility, reflexes, strength, balance, coordination , 
stamina and more. Get in fighting shape by ordering today! 

NEW PANTHER SERIES #SAMB0-1 .. ... .... ........ . ...... ... .. .. . .. 60 MIN .... ..... .. ... ... ......... ... .. ... ONLY $49.95 

2. COMBAT"kSAMBO VOLUME 2- ULTIMATE GRAPPLING· BLOCKING AND STRIKING TECHNIQUES 
You will learn the lethal hand and foot strikes of SAMBO in conjunction with it's unique blocking techniques 
which are taught standing and when on the ground. Greatly increase your self-defense knowledge by 

~~~~~if-~~-~~:.' .. .. .............. .. .. ..... 48 MIN ............. ... ........ . ... . .... . ONLY $49.95 fi;{ijJj#JjiJ#i#i'tl:U 
3. COMBAT"kSAMBO VOLUME 3- ULTIMATE GRAPPLING - LEG, ANKLE, ANO FOOT LOCKS 
When you master this tape, you are almost certain to never lose a street fig ht. Shows 
how to quickly go for the legs to apply excruciating joint locks. Also teaches the secret escapes and counter STARRING SAMBO 

MASTER TONY LOPEZ 
from these locks. 
#SAMB0-3 .... ..... ... .... .. .. ... .... . .. .. .. 61 MIN .. . ... ... ... .... ... .. ... .. ..... ... ONLY $49.95 

4. COMBAT"kSAMBO VOLUME 4- ULTIMATE GRAPPLING -ARMBAR AND WRIST LOCKS 
Master Lopez shows numerous armbar and wrist lock techniques designed to control and destroy your opponent. You will learn how to easily sucker your attacker into an 
armbar for quick victory, regardless of his size. Tape also teaches the secret escape and counters to these armbar and wrist techniques. 
#SAMB0-4 .. ... .. ... ....... . ... ..... .. .. ... . 59 MIN .. ... ....... ...... ....... . ... . .... ONLY $49.95 fjQ:JM$$jftJilltf,f!1ZJ 
5. COMBAT"k SAMBO VOLUME 5 - ULTIMATE GRAPPLING - LEG LOCK AND ARM LOCK FIGHTING COMBINATIONS 
This is it! In this outstanding video, Master Tony Lopez shows how to combine the leg lock techniques on Tape 3 with the arm locks on Tape 4 to create the most 
destructive grappling combinations ever witnessed. Learn how to completely dominate and control your opponent as you learn to move from leg locks to arm locks and 
arm locks to leg locks with blinding speed. Video also features many advanced techniques not shown on Tapes 3 & 4. A must for all Martial Artists who seek the winning 
edge in a street fight or competition! 
#SAMB0-5 ........ .. ...... .. .. .... .. . .. . .. .. 44 MIN .. ...... . ... ......... .... ... .... .. ONLY $49.95 

6. COMBAT"kSAMBO VOLUME 6- ULTIMATE GRAPPLING - CHOKES, HEADLOCKS, AND NECK CRANKS 
DESTRUCT/VE GRAPPLING MOVES! 

Easily take out the biggest and most aggressive opponent with these lethal SAMBO techniques. Shows how to quickly move inside your opponents attack to finish him 
with a choke, headlock, or neck crank. Also shows the secret escapes from these deadly techniques. 

#SAMB0-
6 
.............. .., ... CtJMBA·ii:~~~;o· voi.'iiME· l·=uiriMA~~L;;~~~LING- THROWS, SWEEPS, AND TAKEDOWNS 11·H61Hi~?!!Ziil 

Instantly send your attacker to the ground with the sensational throws, sweeps, and take down techniques Russian SAMBO is famous for. Regard
less of how or what direction your opponent attacks from, he can be taken to the ground with the techniques and strategy presented on this tape. 
Also shows the secret counter moves and escapes against these techniques. 

#;~~~~~.4ii:s.41A8o.voi.uME·:9 M~1.iilWA-TE.GRAPPi.'i'Na·~ ·5~~;:;~;~F-DEFENSE Pn!t¥k'Mf?!1Ei*!:il 
This dynamic tape shows how combat SAM BO is used to defend and counter against the most common street attacks including; punches, kicks, 

label holds, collar and wrist grabs, bear hugs, head locks, full nelson, ground lighting, and more. Also shows how to disarm 
a gun, knife, or club wielding attacker. This video is a must for all Martial Artists! 
#SAMB0-8 .. ... ... .. ...... .. .. .. .... . ... .... 60 MIN .... ......... .... .... .... .. ...... . ONLY $49.95 

9. COMBAT"k SAMBO VOLUME 9 - ULTIMATE GRAPPLING • STREET FIGHTING DIRTY TRICKS 
A nasty tape that shows how to win a life or death street fight. The secret COMBAT1tSAMBO techniques 
shown in this video are the deadl iest of the deadly when it comes to street survival. 
#SAMB0-9 ........ ... ... . ... .. .... .. .. .... .. 48 MIN ..... ......... ......... . .... ...... ONLY $49.95 

10. COMBAT"kSAMBO VOLUME 10-ULTIMATE GRAPPLING· DEFENSIVE GROUND FIGHTING 
This exceptional grappling tape shows how to own the ground. Includes never before seen techniques de-
signed to defeat the best wrestlers, JUDO, and Brazilian fighters! Teaches how to defend, escape, counter, 
and apply reversals against your opponents attacks. Includes techniques for quickly defeating the Brazilian 
Guard and much more. 
#SAMB0-10 .. . ... .. .. ... .. .... .. ..... .. .. .... 53 MIN ..... ... ... .. ..... ... ...... ... .... ONLY $49.95 

11. COMBAT'* SAMBO VOLUME 11 - ULTIMATE GRAPPLING - OFFENSIVE GROUND FIGHTING 
This important video shows how to dominate your opponent on the ground with superior • 
COMBAT1tSAMBO grappling techniques. It's all here including; guard and mount positions, 
reversals, armbars, leg locks, chokes, submissions, and much more. Take full control of your oppo
nent with this sensational ground fighting tape! 
#SAMB0-11 ........ ....... .. . ................ 60 MIN .. . .... ... ............. .... . .... .. ONLY $49.95 

*ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-332-4442 ANYTIME, 7 DAYS A WEEK, 24 HOURS A DAY*-" ' 

..,...,...1im1 .. iloliil.j~i.p.1i1 ......... ~1..,.1.......,_.......,..,..Wili I II II 

VISA' SHIPPING & HANDLING INFORMATION SUB-TOTAL 
FOR SHIPPING, USE A STREET ADDRESS, NOT A PO BOX. ALL SALES t-----------i-----1 

---------------~ ARE FINAL. VIDEO TAPES ARE NON-RETURNABLE. ABSOLUTELY NO t--c_A_L1_Fo_R_N_1A_A_o_o_1_._1s_•;._, _TAX--1-----1 
~ REFUNDS OR EXCHAN GES ALLOWED. DEFECTIVE TAPES WILL BE SHIPPING & HANDLING* 

--------- Exp. Date: __ REPLACED WITH SAM E TITLE ONLY. •u.S. and Canada $6.00 firs! t-----------i-----11-=::==",,-:-= 
,.:-J !ape , $4.00 for each addilional lape. outside u.s. & Canada Double TOTAL ENCLOSED 7~ 7fiud APPCrANYSADTOAUO.SN;'YANO --------------- ll!!ll!l:dl all Shipping & Handling charges. Allow 2-3 weeks far delivery. ________ ..___. ___ _.L-...:::::=::.=:::::•--' 

*TO ORDER PANTHER VIDEOS USE ORDER FORM OR WITH CREDIT CARD CALL TOLL·FREE 1·800·332·4442 * 



Professional Locksmithing Tools 

LOCKAID ..C~. 
Specifically designed to pick 
tumbler locks. Designed over thirty 
years ago to aid law enforcement agencies. 
Consists of tension wrench, three needles and 
Lockaid "Gun." Prices include a copy of the book 
"Lockplcklng Simplified." 

Lockaid $69.95 -l~ 

,:1~,.~,.?!!;.!~ ]l ; 1J 
features 11 of the most commonly 
used tools. Comes in a slim cowhide leather case 

special bonus, a 5-plece set of warded 

PXP 10 
• Shirt Pocket Size. 
• Top Grain Cowhide Leather. 

for discreet undercover operatives. As a ~ 

picks Is Included. A 16-piece set total. 
Also included, a copy of "Lockplcklng 

• Has 13 Picks, Tension Wrenchs and Broken Key 
Extractor. 

Simplified." Receive all this at a low price of • All Picks with MelaJ Handles. 

Pix 13 $42.95 • Copy of Lockpicking Simplified. 

PXP 10 $34.95 

Lockpicking Simplified $8.50 

~ 
Safe & Vault manipulation $9.95 

Complete Guide to Lockpicking $15.00 How to Pick Pins & Wafers $9.95 
Improvised Lock Picks $9.95 Combination Locks $8.00 
Tubular Locks $8.95 00 Keys by lmpressioning $8.00 
Lockout and forced entry $11.95 Key Casting Manual $8.95 
Involuntary Repression $10.95 ~ Locks, Picks, Clicks $10.00 

SESAMEE DECODER rn E~13 ······ j, This tool was designed to decode the exact 
combination of a sesamee padlock without 
d~magingthe lock. Detailed instruction included. 

This handy new pick set is the most popular set among 
professional locksmiths today. This kit consists of 12 
different tools housed in a handsome black leather case 
designed for a shirt pocket. Included in the price, you 
receive a 5-plece warded key set and a copy of 
"Lockplcklng Simplified." 17-plece set total. 
ESP- 13 $45.95 

MINI PICK TUBULAR 

$17.95 

The moot elledNe tubular pd< on the market, unike the larger picl<s with long 
handles or ~ handles. The longer the IDal, the more pressure r-ied 
which causes easy br8akage. The advantage a the Mini Pick is It is so short. $79.95 
)QJ or*f U99 )OK thumb and index finger. With a little practice this IDOi will open a tubular loci< in less than e minU19. 
A. 'lbur Choice: (1) Cenl8r (2) Olf9el left (3) 0"9el riglt; a "Segal" 8 pin tubular; C. &iJjn Tubular; D. ~n Tubular; E. 8-Pin Pee. 

• 

DOUBLE SIDED DISK TUMBLER PICKS 
Set of 4 picks designed to be usad on the most popular double
sided disc tumbler, showcase, cam and padlocks. 

$29.95 SCHLAGE WAFER 
. . The most fantastic tool you will 

Electric Picks ever use. This set consists of two 
base keys and pick. Complete in-

••r---structions included. 

The best single tool for most pin tumbler locks • Opens many locks in seconds 
High quality aluminum construction • Used by locksmiths worldwide 

E100C (3 volt) .. 

PIX-EZ 
All-In-One 
Pick-Set 
100% American Madel 
As convenient to carry 
and use as a pocket knife! 
Only 4 inches long, half inch square, weighs under five 
ounces, wor1<s fast and opens pin and -er tumbler 
locks quickly, with very little eflort. Six tempel8d spring 
steel picks, tension wrench. $34.95 

WKSPICKS ~ 
Made of the finest blue tempered 
spring steel, this 5-piece padlock 
pick-set is a must in every lock-
smiths' tool box. This set will pick open most 
every warded padlock made today. $9.95 

MONTHLY SPECIAL 
RECEIVE A COMBINATION SET 
INCLUDES - 5 ITEMS 
1-MD· 16 DELUXE SET ...................................... $5

9 
9S 

1-SCHALGE WAFER SE.T ................................. $29:95 
1 ·SESAMEE DECODER ........ ........................... $17.115 
1-WKS PICKS ........................ ............................ $ 9.95 

1 ·00UBLE SIOED TUMBLER PICKS ............ JiZW 
A VALUE OF $147.75 

AT A LOW PRICE Of $89.95 

MD32 
Hip Pocket Size, 
Top Grain 
Cowhide Leather, 
Zippered Case, 
has 32 picks, 
Tension Wrenches, 
Broken Key 

Extractor. 
$69.95 

MD16 
Shirt Pocket Size, Top Grain 

Cowhide Leather, Zippered 
Case, has 16 Picks, Tension 

Wrenches and Broken Key 
Extractor. 

$59.95 

MD60 
Top Grain Cowhide Leather, Z ippered Case, 
has 60 picks, Tension Wrenches, Broken Key 
Extractor and Warded Master Keys. $109.95 

The law requires all 
purch8S9S be 
made in good faith, 
without make 
believe or fraud by 
genuine persons 
within this industry 

Send to 
Steve Arnolds 

Gun Room 
Postage & handling 

$6.00 
Overseas postage add 

30% of total. 
Must be 18 years 

P.O. Box 68, Dept. SF1, Dexter, OR 97431; (541)726-6360 of age 

Web Address: www.gun-room.com E-mail: gunroom@pacwest.net 
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Hmmmmm 

Forget about "NATO attacks Serbs," this 
is Yugoslavia we're talking about. A virtual 
pantheon of former Soviet air defense tech
nology ... this won't be a piece of cake. 

On 15 June 1389, the first battle of 
Kosovo was fought when 30,000 Turks 
slaughtered and obliterated the Serbian 
nation. The Battle of Kosovo is refought, 
commemorated, every year on the anniver
sary of "Vidov Dan:' the day "when we 
shall see." 

The Battle of Kosovo is as important to 
the Serbs as the Exodus to the Jews or the 
Crucifixion to the Christians. Refighting is 
what they know best. Prepare to battle. 

AP: ... "Meanwhile, a top Russian military 
official said Moscow was prepared to take 
Yugoslavia's side in case of NATO airstrikes 
- and provide weapons if necessary." 

Let me get this straight: Russia wants 
billions of dollars in financial aid, an airlift 
of emergency food and the option to shoot 
us out of the sky in Yugofuckingslavia? 

Clinton is taking us riding, prepare for 
the worst. 

Jim Coyne [a former SOF editor] 
via e-mail 

Package (Shipping Crate) 
Check 

Thanks again for the great magazine. It 
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is among a dwindling number of sources for 
the truth in print in this world. Knowing of 
your penchant for accurate reporting, I must 
point out that your spelling of the word 
cojones in the November '98 issue is incor
rect. Cajones, the word you use, means 
drawers (as in chest of drawers) , boxes or 
shipping crates. 

Now, if you meant to imply that some
one has a pair of cojones the size of cajones, 
that would be an entirely different matter! 

Doug Andrews 

Ain't language fun? As a gleeful collec
tor of others' malapropisms, we' re happy to 
contribute to the wealth ... 

Outnumbered 
Your serious articles are outnumben;d 

by your choice of advertisers, apparently 
anybody and anything with money goes. 
Will not make the same mistake * twice! * 
(buying magazine). 

Goodbye. 

(unsigned from Lafayette, Ind.) 

P.S. - Don't call yourselves patriots!! 

Well, now, see, if you'd a just bought one 
more issue, you could have seen your letter 
in print. 

Loose Cannons 
Sink Ships 

Clowns parading 
around with military cre
dentials don't just hurt 
veteran's images. In the 
case of the U.S.S. Cabot! 
Dedalo, an aircraft carrier 

museum in New Orleans, they almost killed 
60 people, squandered thousands of dollars 
of veterans ' donations and left the museum 
bankrupt and $5 million in debt. 

In 1989, I was part of a group that 
arranged donation from Spain of the former 
U.S . carrier Cabot for a museum in New 
Orleans . Since we were all civilians in the 
project, we hired experienced Navy veter
ans to oversee the arrival , the board of 
directors, and operations of the museum. 
Unfortunately, the retired admiral , former 
Blue Angel, Annapolis graduate and Navy 
Cross-recipient hired as Executive Director 
never served in the Navy. His assistant, who 
claimed to be a highly decorated Navy cap
tain, turned out to be an enlisted man who 
had been booted out of the service. 
Unfortunately, these facts were uncovered 
six months after they had been put in charge 
of an aircraft carrier. 

In the first month, the carrier almost cap
sized at the dock when the "Captain" 
ordered the wrong tank pumped overboard. 
Only counter-flooding by a passing tugboat 
crew saved the ship and the 60 volunteers 
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SWITCHBLADE -AUTOMATIC KNIFE COLLECTORS! 
11The Automatic Knife Resource Guide and Newsletter· 

Sources for ALL automatic knives! 
•Rare and scarce antiques. 
•American-Italian-German 
•High-Tech production models. 
•Exotic handcrafted customs. 

Check out our WEB SITE: 

A MUST (or ALL switchblade (ans! 
•Packed with FIRST -CLASS photos 
•Maintenance & repair tips 
•Free classified ads 
•The LATEST trends 

"tbenewsletter.com" Now in our SEVENTH YEAR! 

(Xi ii $n " -
TO ORDER YOURS, send $10 for a srngle issue or $30 
[$38. Foreign] for a one-year (4 issue) subscription to: 

a a THE NEWSLilTER 
2269 Chestnut St., Suite 212-A 
San Francisco, CA 94123. USA 

EFFECTIVE 
STEROID 

REPLACERS 
Build Muscle Mass and Strength 

Leading Steroid Replacer 
High Gains in muscle mass and strength have 
been reported from Boron users. Completely legal 
and 11a side effects. Gains won't be as good as 
steroids for most, but response is great and li fters 
are coming back for more. The extra ecl~e. Boron. 
BORON 3 month cycle #55u0 I $15.95 

Now available without Prescription 
D.H.E.A. This remarkable nutrient has shown extra-

Build Mass and Lose Fat 
Human Growth Hormone increases lean mass 
and decreases body fat. The ingredients GH 
Power Formula have been proven to naturally 
increase Growth Hom10ne levels up to 700% in 
90 minutes. GH levels still 300% higher 8 hours 
later. Get the hard look with GH Power Formula. 
GH POWER FORMULA 90 Tabs #55024 $24.95 
GH POWER FORMULA 180Tabs #55025 $44.95 

The Ultimate Mass Formula 
ordinary results in athletes. New studies have shown Get Big Now! Combine all of the best Power for-
that D.H.E.A. is an effective way to increase mus- mulas for Ultimate ga ins. Boron, 
cle mass in both men and women wh ile providing Dibencozide,Yohimbe, Smilax, & Mega Aminos 
add itional strength. Try JTR's D.H.E.A. Today. in a huge 60 day cycle. Guaranteed Size. Get it 
D.H.E.A. 90 Caps 50 mg. #55034 $ 19.95 all with the Mass Fom1ula. At a 30% savings. 
D.H.E.A. 180 Caps 50 mg. #55035 $34.95 MASS FORMULA 60 Day Cycle #55050 89.95 

All PRO BODY Power Formulas are 100% GUARANTEED or your money back 

Free 
Catalog 

CALL 1-800-962-4 769 ask for dept. #133 
Toll free - 24 hours - 7 days 

Fast 
Shipping 

Send to : JTR Labs - 4069 Wedgeway Ct. , Dept #133 - St. Louis, MO 
For questions and local orders call 314-739-7551 

63045 

Name(asoncard) : -------------------
Address: ------------------ Apt.#: 

City: ------------- State: ___ Zip: 
Phone#: 

Card#: Exp: _ /_ 
-----;=========:;::======;::::::==:,__..:........:::::;::::'.:=-, 

SEND TO: JTR Labs Product Order # Qty Price Total 
4069 Wedgeway Ct. - dept. # 133 
Earih City, MO 63045 

IMPORTANT ORDERING INFORMATION 
-Foreign Orders add 25% if iota! in US funds 
-Alaska. Hawaii , Puerto Rico add $7.00 
-COD orders add $5.00 (Priority Mail) 
-De:.1ler Inquires Welcome 

30 

Sub Total 
Shipping $5.00 

Missouri add x .05975 
Other 

TOTAL 

who were on board. This was followed by a 
mysterious fire. In addition to no knowl
edge of ships or museums, our fake officers 
had no knowledge of business. Though the 
ship was ready to tour from day one, it 
never sold a single ticket. 

Money was squandered on repairing 
bridge combat electronics because the fake 
captain "wanted his bridge to be combat 
ready." A crew, whose only qual ifications 
seemed to be their readiness to salute the cap
tain repeatedly, was hired and outfitted with 
uniforms and decorations. An elaborate game 
of "We are in WWII" seemed to be played as 
crew and officers alternately pointed the ship 's 
guns at passing ships on the Mississippi River 
and then held military ceremonies where bat
tlefield promotions and medals were awarded 
for their valor in the previous combat. 

As the fact these alleged sailors had 
never seen a ship before became apparent, 
the fake officers were ready with fake cre
dentials. Questioned at a public meeting, 
they reluctantly claimed affi liation with tl1e 
CIA and encouraged us to call the CIA per
sonnel office at the meeting. We did, and 
found the CIA does not confirm, nor deny, 
employment. Although an obvious scam to 
many of us, it satisfied those at the meeting 
that the fake officers ' records were being 
protected by our government. 

Six months after the ship arrived, the 
commun ity finally realized that the offi 
cers were fake when the captain's former 
employer stated that his employment histo
ry was as janitor and part-time dumpster 
diver. Finding that the Captain was basi
cally homeless, the crew "hoboes of the 
sea" and that all on board were playing an 
expensive game of dress-up was a major 
shock to those who thought they were 
dealing with distinguished veterans. But it 
was too late to fix the damage: The muse
um was millions in debt, out of credibility, 
and numerous small firms that had granted 
credit now faced ruin. With the cash gone, 
the officers disappeared as mysteriously as 
they came. The Cabot remained rusting at 
the wharf for nine more years while credi
tors tried to get some return on their invest
ment. Cabot was hauled away in disgrace 
this summer for scrap, leaving behind bro
ken-hearted veterans, bankruptcy and a 
community that wants nothing more to do 
with ship memorials. 

Looking back on the whole debacle, I 
used to say "at least they didn 't kill anyone." 
But later I learned that many elderly Cabot 
veterans had scrimped on medications so they 
could send these clowns money to save the 
ship - so I'm not even sure about that. 

C. Denver Mullican, former chairman 
Kenner State Naval Museum Commission 

See the January 1990 SOF for a story on 
the U.S.S . Cabot. 

-mo~ From The Atoll 

I just wanted to say thanks for such a 
great mag. I've been in the army for 8~ 
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years now, and a reader of SOF for about 15 
years. I've deployed to Operations Desert 
Storm/Shield, Restore/Continue Hope, and 
Joint Endeavor/Guard and you guys are the 
only ones I've found who actually let the 
folks at home know what's going on at the 
individual "Joe" level. 

I'm currently stuck out in the middle of 
the Pacific on a rock known as Johnston 
Island. I'm sure you guys know a lot more 
about this rock than Newsweek or Time, but 
that's because you care about what 's actual
ly going on and not just what makes big 
headlines. 

Thanks again for just being yourselves , 
and letting us read about what matters to us 
and not some punk politician. 

Sgt. John F. Payne 

Sarge, one letter like yours per month 
and we'd all leave work grinning. You guys 
in the trenches are the ones we write for, 
and it means a lot that you took the time to 
let us know you appreciate our efforts. We 
plan to keep on keepin' on. 

Johnston Island, eh? Well, be sure you 
wash your hands real good before chow. 

Trouble in 
Paradise? 

I have been a reader of 
you r fine magazine for 
longer than I like to 
remember - fact is , I 
find your material the 
intellectual bright spot in 

my magazine readi ng. 
Articles on concealed carry such as 

"Gun Running Made Easy," by Jeff 
Hoffman in the November issue are of 
great interest but are written as if every 
American has the right to self-protection. 
Give some thought to us 2nd Class 
Americans who li ve in the "People 's 
Paradise of Hawaii ," also known as the 
"50th" or "Aloha State. " 

I don't care how many tours you did in 
'Nam, or the scars you got to prove it, you 
cannot get a permit to carry concealed or 
otherwise in thjs state - and you are dead 
meat if you get caught. 

I have lived here since I got discharged 
from the Navy in 1965 - that's 33 years. 
My business is here, my friends of a life
time, my family, but how much longer can 
we stand to have our backs to the wall ? 
The political process is slow, does not 
work, or is broken - take your choice. 
Many of us this year are vot ing with our 
feet , selling out with a tear in our eye, 
leaving for the Ma inland, and a state that 
permjts an American citizen, a vet, who 
knows damn well which end of the barrel 
the round comes out of the freedom of 
self-protection. 

To those who are left, last one out please 
turn out the lights. 

Aloha, 
Deane Gonzales, Ex-USN 7M3 
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U.S. MILITARY NIGHT-VISION WATCHES AND COMPASSES 
(SELF-LUMINOUS) (MADE TO MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS) 

NAVIGATORS WATCH-SANDY P660 
SELF-LUMINOUS TRITIUM IN GLASS 

VIALS (hands. dial. and bezel). 
ROTATING BEZEL. 

CALENDAR ANO SWEEP SECOND HAND. 
ANALOG - SWISS QUARTZ MOVEMENT. 
SHOCKPROOF STAINLESS STEEL CASE. 

WATERPROOF TD 600 FEET. 
ANTI-SCRATCH QUARTZ LENS. 

CONFORMS TO TYPE 6 MILITARY SPEC. 
MIL-W-46374F. 

WITH OR WITHOUT FLAG. 
PRICE: $1 74.00 

(supplied with stainless steel band) 
PRICE: $188.00 
(deluxe band) 

• WRIST COMPASS, J-582 
PHOSPHORESENT LUMINOUS. 

DIAL GRADUATED IN 10 DEGREE 
INCREMENTS. 
PRICE: $25.00 

black case and black 
af/ weather wristband. 

OFTEN IMITATED. 
NEVER DUPLICATED. 

VISIT OUR WEBSITE 
FOR A PRODUCT PREVIEW! 
http://www.elementsltd.com 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. 

HACK- SANOY 184 
MECHANICAL SYNCHRONIZES. 

ANALOG. 
MAINTAINABLE. 
NONMAGNETIC. 

TRITIUM PAINT FOR ILLUMINATIO N. 
SHOCKPROOF NYLON ALLOY· 

COMPOSITE CASE. 
WATERPROO F. 

SWISS GUARTZ MOVEMENT. 
ANTI-SCRATCH LENS. 

CONFORMS TO MILITARY SPEC. 
MIL-W-46374D 
PRICE: $74.00 

olive case and olive 
all weather wristband. 

For low-or no li ght s ituatio ns tr itium gas {a self luminous isotope of hydrogen) is 100 times brighter than other 
lum inescent materials use d for night-viewing furthermore, tritium gas rema ins self-luminous for up to 25 years. 
All of our products are des ign ed by military engineers to provide maximum readability and durabili ty under the 
most adverse conditions. Manufacturer warranty. To order, us e credit card or, send check or money order, payable 
in U.S. funds to Elements, LTD. Pl ease include $6.00 for shipping and handling per item. (Swiss and American 
made) 2 week de l ivery U.S. 4 week elsewhere. 

ELEMENTS, LIMITED 
1075 BELLEVUE WAY N.E., SUITE 315 •BELLEVUE, WASHINGTON 98004 

VISA 1-800-569-55 79 MASTERCARD 
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W I T H 

Sf)IJ)ll~ll f)I~ l~f)ll'l1JNI~! 
FEBRUARY 22 - 27, 1999 

Carnival Cruise Line's Ecstasy 
The ultimate Soldier of Fortune adventure. Exercise your jungle waif are bones in 
a week-long adventure. After 5 days at sea, having intensive coaching and hands
on Soldier of Fortune instruction from seasoned veterans (Commander Chip 
Beck (Ret.) and John Mullins), of covert American wars, you will storm South 
Florida, reinacting famous Soldier of Fortune scenarios from years gone by. 

The objective: obliterate the enemy in an expl<Non of Paintball splatter -
then return to work and obliterate the competition! 

4 day cruise on the Ecstasy • All seminars on cruise 
1 night hotel in Miami after cruise • Paintball War Game and it's supplies 

Transportation to/from Paintball War Game• Awards dinner after Paintball War 

MONTROSE 
TR A V E·l 

*$1 If)!) INSIDE• *$12f)!) OUTSIDE 
*Prices are per person, based on double occupancy, taxes and aitfare additional 

t] Carnival® 
For more information call: 

Montrose Travel's Group Department 
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FR 7s And Bs 

In the November 
issue, your response to 
R.P. Faust's request for 
information on the 
Spanish FRS Mauser con
tained incorrect data. The 
FRS was the last in the 

series of CETME-type training rifles, and 
was made by arsenal conversion of the 
Spanish M43 (M98-type) action. The earli
er version of the training rifle, dubbed the 
FR7, was made by conversion of pre-98-
type Mauser actions, and as you mentioned, 
is not suitable for shooting full-power 7.62 
NATO ammunition. 

Several years ago I managed to acquire 
two of the FRS pieces, one to shoot and one 
to salt away. Both of these pieces were unis
sued, and were in essentially new condition. 
Complete mechanical examination (a pre
requisite before shooting any surplus piece) 
revealed that they both suffered from far too 
generous headspace. Even though unfired 
and in perfect condition, they both would 
swallow a NATO "no-go" gauge like it 
wasn't even in the chamber. Perhaps the 
Spanish CETME cartridge dimensions are 
longer than those of the NATO cartridge, or 
perhaps their chambering technique was to 
purposely ream their chambers too deep to 
accommodate full-auto ops in the CETME. 

One can overcome the headspace con
dition on the FRS by reloading cartridges 
cases which have been fireforrned in the 
chamber in which they are to be used. 
When fed a diet of these, my "shooter" is 
quite accurate. I added a LER scope for
ward of the action, and turned mine into a 
pseudo-scout. 

Hope this helps. 

Jim Taylor 

Thanks for the input. Sloppy chambers 
are so common on Spanish Mausers you 
almost have to wonder if it isn't done on 
purpose to help extraction (as was done on 
the Canadian Ross). I was hot-stove loung
ing at my favorite gun shop many years ago 
when a fellow brought in an as-new M43 in 
8x57, with a handful of split-shouldered 
WWl/ German cases. The chamber was so 
"generously" long the bolt would almost 
close on a .30-06 case. The fellow had 
bought it to sporterize, anyway, so it started 
life anew as a pretty-as-any-FN-you-ever
saw elk rifle in 8mm-06, which is a good 
round and (for a good gunsmith) a straight
forward conversion. 

Special Ops Force 
We've had numerous letters regarding 

the television series Special Ops Force, 
known last season as Soldier Of Fortune, 
Inc. The show airs in a large number of 
markets across the U.S. Being syndicated, 
however, it is presented at varying times and 
days . Please consult your local TV Guide 
for current programming schedules. ~ 
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+Widest Selection, 
Best Fitting 
Slip,On pistol grips 
available today ' 

+ Soft rubber feel with 
unique Pachrnayr 
ergonomic design 

+ Five 1sizes guarantee 
yoll.l ~ sure fit 

See ou.r new Model 5 for 
Glock 26, 27, 33 and 
Beretta Mini-Cougar. 

For Catalog or Information 
Call 1-800-423-9704 

New! 
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G/ocks and 

Mini
Cougars. 

.. 
1875 S. Mountain Ave. , Dept. 161, Monrovia, CA 91016 

1-626-357-7771 •FAX 1-626-358-7251 
Visit our ·website at www.pachmayr.com 
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-the journal from the INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH 
ON SMALL ARMS IN INTERNATIONAL SECURITY 
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Wanted: Moral Outrage 
Marine Shane Sellers, a mustang major with 20 years in the 

corps, stands for truth and justice, willing to jeopardize his own 
career in an effort to uphold it. He should be honored and com
mended by military veterans. 

In the 19 Oct. issue of Navy Times, Sellers wrote about Bill 
Clinton, expressing the outrage so mysteriously missing from pub
lic debate about the president's Oval Office sexual escapades. He 
didn't mince words, writing, in part: 

"First, let's be specific. It's not about sex. It's tawdry and titil
lating, to be sure. But for all its soap-opera quality, what Clinton and 
Monica did as consenting adults boils down to adultery. And one 
should call an adulterous liar exactly what he is - a criminal." 

Sellers criticizes those politicians who favor something less than 
impeachment for Clinton. He relays a scenario in which military 

YOU'RE NOT 
TO CRITICIZE 

THE 
PRESIDENT ... 

INTHE 
MILITAR.~
THER.E Awi: 
RULES TMAT 
GOVERN 

'YOUR 
BEHAVIOR. 

NO 
WONDER 
CLIN1"0N 
DODGED t1 .oo ~TH_E_ u DRAFT. 

justice dealt with a Marine for lying. Keep in mind, Sellers isn't 
talking about someone who lied under oath and on television to the 
entire American public. He's talking about a Marine who made bad 
judgment in a jam. 

"Imagine it," Sellers wrote. "An officer makes three false offi
cial statements. In effect, the officer lies. His supervisor calls him 
on it. By way of explanation, the officer makes these comments: 
'Mistakes were made.' ' I always intended to make it right. ' ' I did 
not want my conduct to embarrass my fami ly or the Marine Corps.' 

"Sound famil iar? Though they are the words of a Marine in trou
ble for lying, they are remarkably similar to Cl inton's explanation 
for his 'inappropriate relationship ' with Monica Lewinsky." 

The Sellers article goes on to explain how the Marine, an other
wise stellar performer, was forced to retire early. 

Sellers' article hit print one day after military officers and enlisted 
personnel were warned how military law prohibits "contemptuous 
words" about the commander in chief. Article 88 of the Uniform Code 
of Military Justice, in fact, "expressly prohibits any commissioned 
officer from using 'contemptuous words' against the president." 

Any officer violating Article 88 faces a maximum penalty of 
dismissal, confinement for one year and forfeiture of all pay and 
allowances. Enlisted men and women face simi lar restrictions 
under military regulations. 
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The warning was issued by Air Force Captain Brian Bengs in a 
base newspaper at F. E. Warren Air Force Base and was widely dis
tributed on the Internet to military personnel who had been using e
mail and electronic bulletin boards to lambaste Clinton. Subsequent 
warnings were issued by other military brass. 

As often pointed out in this column, it seems logical mllitary 
personnel would hold their commander in chief in contempt. Time 
and time again in recent years, military personnel have been pub
licly reprimanded, disciplined and even dishonorably discharged for 
committing adultery. None of the affairs have even approached the 
tawdry nature of Clinton 's offense, in which a woman in his employ, 
nearly half his age, had sex with him on federal property even while 
the president held phone conversations with members of congress. 

Society, apparently, will excuse Clinton 's crime. Meanwhile, 
those who work for him in a ll branches of military wll l be held to 
standards so high they can't even criticize their boss. 

And that's O.K. The worst outcome of Clinton 's crime would be 
an across-the-board lowering of standards among the ranks. The 
sovereignty and security of America rests entirely on the superior 
standards that make her troops the finest in the world. Those stan
dards can't be lowered in order to make Clinton a less awkward 
commander in chief. 

So obey military law, strange as it may seem, while answering to a 
criminal who makes mockery of military standards. Hopefully, the 
American military and the country it protects will far outlive Clinton. 

Meanwhile, hold Maj. Sellers in high esteem as someone who 
violated one military rule to uphold another, more important ele
ment of military justice: It's called truth. 

Clinton is, in fact, an adulterous liar and criminal. We' ll say it 
again. Clinton is an adulterous liar and criminal, liar and criminal, 
liar and criminal. 

Most of us at Soldier Of Fortune are military veterans, no longer 
subject to Article 88 of the uniform code. So, let's help out active-duty 
heroes, such as Maj. Sellers. Let's help our active-duty colJeagues 
focus on their work and adhere to the letter of the Uniform Code. 

Every military veteran can help by making it a personal com
mitment to express moral outrage about Clinton at every opportuni
ty. Express your outrage on Internet bulletin boards, radio call-in 
shows and with letters to your local newspapers. Point out the 
hypocrisy of allowing an adulterous, lying, law-breaking comman
der-in-chief continue to oversee a military that demands stellar 
moral standards among its ranks. 

Repeat the words of Shane Sellers, and other military personnel, 
who put their careers on the line in order to do the right thing. 
Express for them the moral outrage about Clinton that has been so 
mysteriously and frustratingly absent from public discourse. As 
Sellers so brilliantly stated it: 

" The distinct lack of moral outrage at Bill Cl inton appears to be 
his salvation. He'll avoid justice because we' ll just yawn and let 
him go. Yet in the meantime, we are repulsed by the wealth of cov
erage given to the scandal. 

"We can't have it both ways. Wrong is wrong, regardless of the 
identity or position of the perpetrator. The only way to push this 
scandal off the front pages is to assert some moral courage." 

Which is what Shane Sellers did, and he might pay for it. Let's 
not leave him out to dry. Veterans have nothing to lose. If an active
duty Marine can speak out, risking his livelihood, it's deplorable for 
veterans to stand idly by. ~ 
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Attention Collectors & Sportsmen ... 

Get tJU 
MOOEL#TL - 1000 - TOP LOCK AUTO'S ERIES 
Sleek design gives you fast, reliable cutting power. Hollow ground, drop point 420 
stainless steel w/a hair-raising edge. Bead blasted alum. handle features polished 
genuine buried African Thuyawood inlays. 8.5" ~verall. Your price $209.95. 

MODEL#TL - 2000 - SPEED LOCK AUTO SERIES 

... to &dnatapl 
MODEL# 104/ SERIES - THE GODFATHER 
Own a legend. The Classic Stiletto. Lighting quick, side opening 440 stainless blade. Mirror-clear, 
gleaming heavy gauge steel. Ruggedly crafted deep swirl pearlite handles w/slide lock. 8.75" 
Hairsplitting sharp! Choose your favorite from this eye candy assortment of vivid colors. Or ... Get 
the full collectors set of 5 and receive a 6th ABSOLUTELY FREE!...Your price $49.95. Each 

100% Lifetime, No Risk 
Money Back Guarantee! 

Mini version auto offers smooth-as-silk action of bigger model, but w/a slim profile 
design. Sam~d craftsmanship. 7" overall. Your price $169.95. 

MODEL# 202/ SB BLACK STEALTH NATO $69.95 
Deluxe front opener features lightweight. rugged cast aluminum handle. 440 stainless steel 
blade is mirror-polished and smooth as silk. Instantly retractable. Midnight black. 8.5" overall. 

MODEL# DL- 700 COBRA $119.95 
Top-of-the-line lever action side opener. 3.2 gleami'ng inches of rip-snortln' sharp Solingen stainless 
steel. Instantly snaps lo attention and locks into place. Preslsion built to give you a lttetime of flawless 
operalion ... with maximum cutting power. Rugged features incluce polished, solid nickeVsilver bolsters . 
and genuine stag grips. Handcrafted in Germany. 8.0" overall. (Supplies are light. Order yours today!) /ltlllllilll, ltatJI/, 

~ ~F'lllisllsd 

Model# 2441 S- SIDEWINDER II $49.95 
Or, choose the unsurpassed good looks and durability of simulated stag handles. Same 
elegant design and craftsmanship. Same lifetime guarantee carried by all of our products. 

16Mill8~ 

MODEL# MS - 3001 - MINI SEAL 
Gem quality, mini version of the famed Navy Seal knife. Own one and 
enjoy high caliber cutting power in compact style. Hammer forged drop 
point ATS-34 tool steel fitted w/T-6 alum. handle. Black Kraton Inlays 
gives you a velcro-like secure &rip. 6.5" overall ... Your price $169.95. 

MODEL #PM - 1-THE POCKETMASTER 
Don't let H's small size fool you. Ifs made for much bigger cutting chores. 
Clip point bead blasted ATS-34 steel blade is razor sharp and opens in a 
flash. Aircraft alum. handles gives you total, well-balanced control 
wino-slip arJp. Extremely rugged. 6" overall ... Your price $159.95. CALL TOLL,,,_. 

1400-324-4311 
MRFOllMAlll2,CO, 

1202 Lexington Ave. 
RM 192 Dept. SD• 1 
New York NY 10028 

l au% ~t!..11S: = !..C!l"WN. N J Ii.It:!/\. ~ ll1C!NL:11 ~/!,.(]'/\. Gl.!l!..Li.l!..lffl:L: _._. ............................... ...,, ........ -.... ,.._._'-"__ ---- __........._ -----........-...-- ., 

FREE CIDlOG .. ,_. 
THE NEW 1999 PERFORMANCE KNIVES CATALOG 

32 PAGES OF KNIVES & ACCESSORIES IN FULL VIVID COLOR. 

•All: Collectors & Spcrtsmen: All automatic, factooy "*5h. and rushed direct to 
you In kit form. In some areas. completion of these ~kits may violate certain 
laws. Check your area before ordering or assembflng. as compliance with such 
laws Is the purchaser's responslbinty. Not available wnere prohibited by law. 
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PERFORMANCE COMPANY 1202 Lexington Ave. 1 RM 192, D ept. SD-1 1-SQQ .... 324-4371 NewYork, NY 1002a ~ 
Gentlemen, Please RUSH the following items: 
(check boxes) 

0 Model# TL-1000 
D Model# TL-2000 
0 Model# 202/SB 
0 Model# DL-700 
D Model# 244/S 

Qty._ 
Qty. _ 
Qty._ 
Qty._ 
Qty. _ 

0 Model# 104/GR 
D Model# 104/BK 
0 Model# 104/BL 
D Model# 104/WH 
0 Model# 104/RD 

Qty. _ 
Qty._ 
Qty. _ 
Qty._ 
Qty. _ 

D Check or Money 
order enclosed $ __ _ 

D Model# MS-3001 Qty._ 
0 Model# PM-1 Qty._ 

Please add $8 for S&H 

D Master CardNisa # ____________ Expiration _ _ _ 
NAME ___ _________ _ 

ADDRESS·-----------~ 
CITY ___ __________ _ 
STATE ________ ZIP ____ _ 

·------------Date __ _ 
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UNITED SIATES 
Cold War Secrets: Secret documents declassified in September show 
President Johnson authorized U.S. military commanders to use nuclear 
weapons without presidential approval in four scenarios during cold 
war. Two involved preventing nuclear attack (using nuclear weapons on 
submarine about to fire nuclear missiles and the use of nuclear anti· 
missile weapons) where the time to contact the president would be tac· 
tically suicidal. The other two involved retaliation for nuclear attacks and 
allowed counter-attack only if it proved impossible to contact the pres
ident.• U.S. actively considered nuclear attack on China in 1964 to stop 
China's nuclear weapons program, but decided against it. The Russians 
were consulted and reportedly offered no objections to proposed U.S. 
attack. • Leading Edge Warfare: Pentagon's Office of Net Assessment 
proposes new kind of warfare for 21st century. Plan outlines scenario 
in which U.S. could disrupt enemy aggressor nation by injecting phony 
radio and television programs that appear as real broadcasts. Another ,...._ __ '-"'" 
system might be "intercontinental artillery," which could throw a 1,000· 
pound shell up to 4,000 miles. Such weapons, firing from secure bases 
~ar from enemy, would strike targets with pinpoint accuracy, or detonate 
in sky to demonstrate to local population what could happen. 

INDIA 
Unrest Continues: India-Pakistan negotiations, the Islamic 
insurgency in Kashmir, the uprisings in eastern India, and 
the ethnic combat in Karachi (Pakistan) continue as they 
have for years. Christian missionaries in Madhya Pradesh 
(India) come under frequent physical attack. 

ANGOlA 
"Armed Band" Clashes: Minor clashes around country 
leave dozens dead; most clashes involve "armed bands" not 
particularly related to either faction. Six hundred UNITA 
troops with 400 dependents desert Savimbi in September 
to join dissident "UNITA Renewal Committee." Government 
lifts suspension of UNITA officials on 23 September. 

RUSSIA 
Cutting Troops: Interior troops reorganizing , and will probably be cut 
to 120,000 (compared to 304,000 in 1994). These "armed pol ice" 
were singularly ineffective in Chechnya, with poor morale, bad disci· 
pline, inadequate training , ineffective coordination , and under-main· 
tained equipment.• Chemical Sale: Government maintains building 
blocks of its chemical and biological weapons programs, whi le the 
poorly policed facilities export the technology to highest bidder. The 
DIA says it strongly suspects offensive biological weapons research 
ongoing at some facilities in violation of 1972 treaty. • Strategic 
Bomber: Government looking for new strategic bomber (which wi ll 
also serve as maritime patrol and anti-submarine aircraft) to replace 
th_e Bear, Blackjack and some Backfire bombers. Tupolev came up 
with Tu-202 subsonic flying wing, which was rejected . Tupolev now 
proposes variant of Tu-404 lifting-body airliner, which would provide 
internal volume for huge supplies of fuel and weapons. 

KOREA 
Dire Consequences: U.S. warns North Korea of "d ire 
consequences" for further tests or missile exports. • 
Mad Cows? South Korea rejects North Korean allega
tions that cattle donated by Hyundai founder Chung 
Ju-Yung had been poisoned. South Korea arrests 
three civilians for spying for North Korea. U.S. con· 
firms North Korea had been holding U.S. citizen Kim 
Jin-Kyong as spy since mid-September. In 1998, 
North Korea adds 13,000 troops, 800 artillery pieces, 
and 171 naval vessels. 

MEXICO 
State Elections: Mexican troops (3,200 men 
in four battalions backed by 25 APCs) moved 
into Chiapas, stronghold of the EZLN rebe ls, 
to secure state elections in September. 
Voting conducted on 5 October, with no sig· 
nificant incidents although opposition par· 
ties accused government of rigging polls. 

TURKEY 
"Satanic" alliance: Turkish· 
Syrian tensions, already high r,i;g~::w.~.ifi!l;. '.ii""i'lliliii\;iiiiiiilliiiii.il••llillll-.;;;i.. ... .._ 
due to Turkish-Israeli mili· lj 
tary cooperation, continue to PHILIPPINES 
increase. Turkey says it will Moslem Rebels Killed: Troops , searching 
impose economic and diplo· for six kidnapped foreigners, kill three 
matic sanctions on Syria due lljBil~I MNLF Moslem rebels and five Abu Sayyaf 
to its support for the PKK. rebels in September. Government rejects 
Syria responds by denounc· chu rch demands that military stop hunting 
ing Israeli-Turkish alliance as the rebels as th is might endanger hos-
"satanic" and behind the !ages. Phil ippine Airlines closes down in 
threats. Turkey sends more September, further damaging economy. 

RWANDA 
Street Vending Ban: Grenade explodes 
in Kigali , killing one and leading to ban· 
ning of street trading. Rwandan courts 
sentence four people to death for geno· 
cide, release one for time served, and 
sentence three more to prison terms. 
Former mayor of Muukingo handed 
over to U.N. tribunal by Benin. Officer 

troops to border and publicly 
claims "right to retaliate" 
against Syria for PKK opera

;:,~W~~ and two enlisted men arrested for 
~~~~~~~~~;j·1r@. killing two Hutu women who tried to 

reclaim their homes, which the officer 
tions in Turkey. had appropriated for himself. 
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CHINA 
Path to Freedom? Government forces top military leader 
General Zhang Wannian to retire after series of financial scan
dals and disciplinary problems. Chinese police round up dis
sidents just before visit by French Prime Minister Jospin 
(who said China was "on the path to freedom"). Dissidents 
note detentions were notably shorter (most lasting a few 
days) since last summer, and that police often "visited for a 
chat" instead of arresting them. China signs International 
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights on 5 October, but refus
es to set ratification date. 

LEBANON 
Villages Shelled: Skirmishes between 
Israeli and SLA troops and Hezbolla/1 and 
Amal guerrillas continued. Israeli artillery 
retaliate for each attack, and Israeli planes 
struck targets in Lebanon on 22 September. 
Ceasefire Commission finds Israel guilty of 
shelling villages and the guerrillas guilty of 
firing from inside villages. Syria selects 
Lebanese Army General Emile Lahud as 
next president of Lebanon. -....----" 

UGANDA 
Rebel Infiltrators: Troops arrest 200 people inside 
capital , saying they suspect rebel infiltrators. Former 
cabinet official Everisto Nyanzi and nine others were 
charged with treason in plot to overthrow govern
ment. Taban lmin, son of ldi Amin, was identified as 
leader of guerrilla unit based in Democratic Congo. 

COIOMBIA 
Drug War Updates: President Andres Pastrana seeks U.S. 
and international financial support tor peace deal with 
rebels. FARC names three delegates to the peace talks on 
27 September, but says it will continue operations during 
talks. Government rejects rebel demand for a prisoner 
exchange as condition for starting peace talks. Government 
captures Jesus Gonzalez, an FARC commander. 

Attacks and Demonstrations: Unrest continues, man
ifested by minor gun and bomb attacks on rival party 
officials. Pro-Berisha demonstrations continue, forc
ing Prime Minister Nano out of power on 28 
September. Interior Minister Tela resigns at same 
time. Nano loyalist Pandeli Majka (who led student 
protests of 1990) was named new Prime Minister. 
Protests by pro-Berisha factions continue. 

NIGERIA 
Democratic Progress: Junta government 
of General Abubakar continues progress 
toward democracy, and acceptance by 
the international community. Abubakar's 
appeals for end to international sanctions 
blocked by human rights groups. 











ola at the end of the millennium 
pitomizes one of the las ting 
tragedies of the twentieth century. 
Like Zaire, it seems to be endless

ly w1acked by conflict, regionalism and 
ethnicity. 

The country has been at war since 1961; 
first against Lisbon's cohorts who hurriedly 
withdrew to the Metropol is in 1975 , and 
then against the guerrill as who inherited the 
mess that the Portuguese left behind. Within 
days of the colonial flag having been hauled 
down for the last time, all three insurgent 
armies turned against each other. Their 
actions laid the groundwork for a succes
sion of civil wars that continue to thi s day. 

Paradox ically, fo r much of this time, 
Savimbi fo ught alongs ide those same South 
African soldiers who forced him to the 
negotiating table in I 994. In the old days, 
they weathered everything Luanda threw at 
them. R ight or wrong, the two allies had a 
common vision: They were bitterly opposed 
to the Marx ist oligarchy in Luanda that had 
originally forced thi s guerrilla leader in to 
the bush. 

The role of Executive Outcomes in the 
war has al ways been controversial. It is 
noteworthy that an American commentator 
equated those South Africans who were 
recruited to figh t for Luanda against an old 
and trusted a11y, as the broad equivalent of 
Ameri can Green Berets decamping to 
Hanoi after the Vietnam War, or Britain 's 
SAS go ing over to Argentina after 
Falklands. In South Africa the issue has 
raised fierce pass ions. Many referred to 
those who went over to EO as traitors . 
When reports of South African combatants 
fighting for a Marxist government first fi l
tered out of Angola, it caused revulsion 
among many families who had lost fami ly 
in the 2 1-year border war. 

Paradoxicall y, there are few today who 
are able recall that Savimbi had once been a 
powerfu l Western ally. Once Lisbon had 
been ousted, his battle had always been 
against Soviet-backed subversion. Follow-
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ing a succession of MPLA victories, he was 
all but embraced by Washington. And that, 
in spite of the fact that Sav imbi , though a 
graduate of Switzerland's Lausanne 
University, had been schoo led in unconven
tional warfare by the Chinese. 

Notably, UNITA was the first African 
liberation movement to receive American 
Stinger SAM miss iles. And a lot e lse 
besides , much of it (in the early days) cast
off, Korean War vintage. The gesture was 
intended to counter the $3 billion worth of 
weapons the Soviets started to pour into 
Angola after independence in 1975. 

Moscow also pressured Castro to send 

(above) A South African mere and Angolan 
tank crew with a T54/55, near a training base 
outside Luanda. (right) In the old days, UNITA 
had to make do with improvised weapons of 
war, such as this dummy "tank." Note the pipe, 
out of the rear, that is supposed to resemble a 
gun barrel. 
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35 ,000 of hi s best soldiers to Angola to 
strengthen Luanda's hand. About 3,000 of 
them are buried there, though you would be 
hard-pressed to find anybody in Havana 
who will admit it today. Ango la also 
became a second home to Nelson Mandela 's 
African National Congress-in-exile, which, 
for a long time, explained Pretoria's pro
Angolan stance. Mandela 's relations with 
dos Santos have - as a consequence of 
him joining forces with Kabi la - cooled 
marked ly of late. 

Black Gold 
The predominant issue in Angola -

then and now - is oil. Angola has the 
world's fifth largest deposits of oil. First 
discovered by an American company in the 
mid- '50s, the Cabinda Gulf Oil Company 
(Chevron) was offered good pickings in a 
string of unusually rich, low-carbon off
shore oi l fi elds in which this American com
pany has a 39 percent stake. The bulk of it 
is exported to the U.S. 

Anywhere else in the world, Angola, li ke 
Nigeria, would have been wealthy. But graft 
and war costs money, and a late report tells 
how Luanda is unable to service the $ 10 bil
li on it owes on current short term commer
cial loans. Also, only about half the rev
enues from the daily production of 75 ,000 
barrels actual ly reaches government coffers. 
The fat cats in Luanda continue to cream off 
the profits, even though they face disaster 
because of their inabi li ty to tackle thei r 
most serious problems at source. 

For Angola, these difficulties have other 
implications. Historicall y, the country's 
independence from Lisbon in 1975 meant 
that suddenly - since nobody anticipated 
the Portuguese dumping their Afr ican 
colonies - Angola acqui red a significant 
strategic significance. Moscow, naturally, 
was delighted with the vacuum created by 
the Lusitanian departure, especia lly since 
almost all of Angola's revol utionary leaders 
were radicals, many of them proteges of the 
Portuguese Communist Party. 
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The Savimbi Factor 
Things changed once Savimbi had 

become part of the equation. Washington 
stepped in and was content to let UNITA 
keep chipping away at the MPLA's power
base. With this diversion - it was deter
mined - correctly, by U.S. strategists -
Luanda would Jack the political and eco
nomic strength it needed to maneuver and 
possibly supplant U.S. interests in the coun
try. Thus began the bloody, bitter civil war 
that, intermittently, continues to this day. 

Today, Dr. Jonas Sav imbi remains 
ensconced in rather splendid isolation in the 
hilly bush country of Bailundu , about a hun
dred miles north of Huambo. He controls 
severa l other highland towns as well , 
including Nharea, Mungo and Andulo. 

Those who have been there say he has 
chosen hi s headquarters with care. The 
country is ideally suited for guerrilla war. 
An attacki ng force would have great diffi
culty making headway through a succession 
of plateaus and gorges that surround the 
highlands. Backed in some depth by armor, 
his troops are ranged along defensive lines 
that go out almost 100 kms. Also, every 
approach road is mined. 

For access to the world outside, 
Savimbi co nstructed an airport at 
Bailundu's "twin-town" of Andulo. Until 
recently fli ghts into Andulo were daily. 
Most came from South Africa and 
Namibia; all illegal and every one of them 
unscheduled. Flight crews penetrating the 
embargo managed to traverse Angolan air 
space with little risk of detection. 

That was the situation until 21 January 
1998, when Angolan Air Force MiG-2ls 
intercepted a South African registered DC-4 
headed for Andulo. It had filed a fli ght plan 
out of Johannesburg and was supposed to be 
headed for the Congo. At its last refueling 
stop in Lusaka, Zambia, its pilot, Peter 
Bitzke (who admits to 300 prev ious fli ghts), 
made a sharp left to the west. His plane was 
forced down at Menongue. 

On board were eight South Africans and 
a cargo which one report said was mining 
equipment. Another spoke of munitions. 
Everybody was arrested. This writer has 
been reliably informed by several sources 
that the operation was an Executive 
Outcomes "sting." The two pilots responsi
ble (including Bitzke) were released imme
diately. Some of those onboard are still 
being held incommunicado in Menogue 
under conditions termed by one U.N. offi
cial as "shocking." 

This was not the first time that Luanda 
had tried to halt flights to Savimbi 's baili
wick. Former EO mercenaries are known to 
have been hired by Luanda over the past 
two years in a bid to stop supplies reaching 
the rebel leader. Armed with portable 
Russian-built SAM-14s, several squads 
were sent into the hills around Bailundu. 

By all accounts, this has been an extra
ordinarily difficult task. A hostile force 
operating without back-up would have great 
difficulty in a region where a strange face is 
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likely to be quickly spotted by locals com
mitted to the UNITA cause. Moreover, pre
vious experience in clashes with FAA indi
cated that Savimbi rarely takes prisoners. 
EO personnel captured by UNITA during 
the battle fo r the Cafunfo diamond fields in 
1994 - there were six or eight of them -
were tortw·ed and summarily executed. 

Cashing In On Crisis 
Were measures to isolate UNITA strictly 

enforced, such action would undoubtedly 
cripple UNITA within months. The fac t that 
this guerrilla leader has been able to survive 
for so long in apparent isolation underscores 
a rather obvious Jack of regional unity and 
the ability of some people to cash in on a 
crisis situation. 

South Africa, for instance, continues to 
supply Rwanda - an otherwise bankrupt 
country, enfeebled by an ongoing civil war 
-with a range of sophisticated armored 
personnel carriers. And although the com
pany denies it , I was to see the production 
line of a dozen RG-31 for myself at the 
Reumech factory outside Johannesburg in 
late August. Again, one must ask, who, at 
$220,000 each, is carrying the cost? And for 
what purpose were they ordered? Looked at 
another way, it is not impossible the Nyalas 
will pl ay a key role in destabilizing the east
ern half of the Congo. 

Questions stemm ing from all these 
developments now center on the future of 
the region and the prognosis looks bleak. 
"A scarlet swathe of confl ict ... killing the 
dream of an African regeneration and 
renaissance that came with the euphoria that 
followed the fa ll of Mobutu ," said a corre
spondent for a Johannesburg Weekly. The 
result, he added, was genocide. 

It is unli kely that either the U.N. or any 
of the Western countries with mining or 
commercial interests in Angola or the Congo 
are likely to in tervene. Events in Rwanda 
came and went and die only effect was to 
muster support for the starving masses and 
the thousands of orphans who surv ived 
orchestrated ethnic cleansing on a scale last 
seen this century in Nazi Germany. It is 
instructive, perhaps, that the same govern
ment in Kigali diat ha been labeled brutal 
by just about every NGO that has its offices 
there, is still very much in control. 

Similarly, if the West was not prepared to 
rush to Mobutu Sesu Seku 's side before he 
was ousted, there is even less chance today 
of anybody but Africans - with their own 
self-interest in mind - pulling Laurent
Desire Kabila's chestnuts out of the fire. 

Angola ent its fo rces into the Congo 
solely to prevent someone who might be 
more accommodating towards Savimbi 
achieving power. Similarly, Namibia has 
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always crossed swords with UNITA. 
Conversely, nobody is certain why Mugabe 
took the bait. 

Semi-Literate Tyrant 
Kabila, a brutal, semi-literate tyrant has 

shown himself to be every bit as calculating 
as his predecessor. The only difference is that 
Kabila lacks Mobutu's flawed vision which 
always had the commercial interests of those 
who mattered in mind, not least, his own. 

Conditions are made that much more 
uncertain because of the huge expanse of 
Africa involved; large enough to swallow a 
succession of peacekeeping armies (never 
mind the time it takes to get such things 
going). And, then again, one must ask, if 
that were to happen, who would cover the 
costs? 

Washington says that it has no money 
for foreign adventures. More likely, having 
been burnt in Somalia, it will be a long time 
before Washington commits American boys 
to some crazy war in Africa again. In any 
event, these days the White House is dis
tracted by other issues. Events such as 
recent bomb blasts outside American 
embassies in Nairobi and Dar es Salaam 
also tend to atrophy sentiment in an 
America where Third World issues simply 

don't rate. As long as Angola's oilfields are 
intact, say some Americans, anything else 
that happens is irrelevant. 

For this, and solid financial reasons, the 
Cabinda Gulf Oil has instituted a series of 
elaborate measures to protect its stake. 
These include hiring a British security com
pany to patrol Cabinda's inshore waters and 
AirScan - an American firm with distinct 
CIA connections - to moni tor insurgent 
on-land movement in the region with spe
cially-modified aircraft. 

Angola's SS 
Also, Spain's Civil Guard has been 

doing an exemplary job training Angola's 
version of the SS, the notorious para-mili
tary "Ninja" police reaction force which is 
responsible for internal security. It 's a homi
ly that has surfaced fairly often recently in 
Luanda, but it's true; that while a white 
expatriate in Angola might cross these 
black-uniformed security people and live to 
talk about it afterwards, an Angolan nation
al would never be so lucky. 

For all this, there are those who believe 
that, possibly, Luanda might have left it too 
late to do anything. The country has been 
pushed to the brink of self-destruction 
largely by its own ineptitude and corruption 

on a scale that even Ferdinand Marcos 
would have been hard-pressed to match. All 
these factors together, have reinforced 
Savimbi 's conviction that the country 
would eventually disintegrate politically. 
And well it might. 

Unquestionably, the effects of another 
war in either Angola or the Democratic 
Republic of the Congo will be felt through
out the region. South Africa is the largest 
supplier of goods to both of them and wi ll 
feel the loss acutely. 

Destabilization in Central Africa wi ll 
also increase pressure on the South African 
rand which dropped by a third in the past 
year. It is still falling. Also, another war wi ll 
he ighten unemployment south of the 
Zambezi. In South Africa the "unofficial" 
unemployment rate is said to be almost 
double that compared to when Nelson 
Mandela took over four years ago, though 
Pretoria disputes th is. 

Already, a pattern of dislocation has 
begun. Refugees are streaming into some of 
the neighboring territories. Reports, mid
August, talk of groups fleeing from the 
Angolan south into Namibia. Stragglers from 
the Congo are heading east into Rwanda, 
Tanzania and Uganda and south into Zambia. 

Western Handouts 
Compounding issues is the fact that all 

these countries are dependent on Western 
handouts, simply to survive on a day-to-day 
basis. Many are unstable. With Kabila at the 
helm, the Congo has become ungovernable. 

In the short term, there is a very real 
prospect the eastern half of this huge country 
could create a new state of its own; another 
Biafra in the making. Certainly, such a move 
will have the support Uganda's President 
Yowerri Museveni who would be pleased to 
be rid of Kinshasa's meddling influence. 

Shaba Province, in Zaire's south -
Moise Tshombe's Katanga of old - has 
been threatening secession since indepen
dence in 1960. That, too, might yet come 
since Shaba is Kabi la 's home turf. If he can
not keep the nation together, he might well 
head south and declare his own version of a 
Katangese UDI. 

It is clear to anyone who understands the 
vagaries of African politics that it wouldn't 
take much for the entire region to collapse. 
Such a scenario has all the ingredients of 
another Somalia. As one commentator, 
recently returned from the Great Lakes 
region declared last month on South African 
television: "What happened in Rwanda 
might only have been the beginning of a 
new chapter of instability throughout much 
of sub-Saharan Africa." 

"The wind of war blowing through 
Africa," the Johannesburg Mail and 
Guardian said shortly afterwards, "might 
precipitate a change greater even than the 
colonial scramble 120 years ago." 

Al J. Venter is SOF's long-time con
tributing editor f or Africa, and has covered 
events in. the Mid-East and Africa for two 
decades. ~ 
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The Congressman 
And The 
Colombian Cop 

'' ' he true measure of a great man comes 
from his actions, not his words. His 
actions come from what he truly 
believes in ," says retired Special 

Forces Major Andy Messing, the executive 
director of the Washington , D.C.-based 
National Defense Council Foundation 
(N.D.C.F.). Messing has known General 
Rosso Jose Sen-ano for years, and he knows 
about the overwhelming challenges that he 
and Colombia have faced in the past in fight
ing drugs .. . and are facing today. 

Text & Photos b~ Carson A. Nightwine. Jr. 

General Serrano is the only senior offi
cer to remain as a commander in the past 
five years. Messing remembers the Pablo 
Escobar days, when more than 1,000 
Colombian National Policemen were ki lled 
in just one year! That was when U.S. 
Ambassador Morris Busby said he would 
get assistance, and it arrived within days. 
But today, Serrano is in the middle of a 
brewing narco-guerri lla war in Colombia, 
fighting a delay ing action until promised 
U.S. assistance arrives .. . and Ambassador 
Busby is no longer around Bogota. "The 
state department has hung the drug fighters 
out to dry in the past fi ve years under the 
Clinton adm inistration . 

"Serrano 's National Police are in a fight 
for their li ves, every day .. . there's a brutal 
war going on down there and good men are 
dying! " conti nues Messing. 

Congressional Recognition 
Because of Sen-ano 's superb reputation 

as a dedicated drug warrior, Congressman 
Ben Gilman (R-N.Y.), chairman of the 
House International Relations Committee, 
has had him testify before the U.S. 
Congress on two occasions. 

Gilman is quick to point out "what a 
unique patriot th is mild-mannered cop from 
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Gen. Rosso Jose Serrano examines captured M72 LAAW rocket launcher, made in the United 
States, bought by the drug cartels in Costa Rica and shipped through Panama to the F.A.R.C. in 
northern Colombia. 

Colombia has become, not only to his own 
country, but to the world." Recent proof was 
ample during his vi it to the Uni ted Nations, 
in New York, where world leaders went out 
of the i1· way to meet with the quiet 
Colombian. In Washington , D.C., Gen. 
Serrano is a true favorite on Capitol Hill, 
where congressmen and senators scurry and 

crowd to get a photograph taken with him. 
"General Serrano is somewhat embar

rassed by all this attention, but he's a kind 
man, so he goes along with the program. 
This type of celebri ty treatment is easy to 
understand: Most politicians run to have a 
photo of themselves with a real live hero. It 
was the same thing with Gen. Schwarzkopf 
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after the Gulf War," laughs Messing. But 
some vintage congressmen like Ben Gi lman 
mile and let the younger lawmakers 

immortalize themselves in celluloid with 
the world's number-one drug warrior. 
Gilman and Serrano have a deeper relation
ship that transcends photo-ops. "The two 
old friends go back a long way, to when 
General Serrano was the police attache at 
the Colombian Embassy, after he led the 
manhunt for Pablo Escobar, where they 
tracked the vicious cocaine kingpin down ... 
and killed him," notes 
Messing. 

Big Bad Ben 

narco-guerrilla groundfire. In his graduating 
class from the police academy, 21 of the 190 
graduates have been killed in just seven 
years. In the past two years, 10 HUEYS 
have been lost. In July and August, three 
helicopters were lost during a week-long 
narco-guerrilla offensive. The Colombian 
Ministry of Defense reported that more than 
300 policemen and soldiers were slain. 

The Congressman And 
The Colombian Cop 

Serrano's vaunted DANT!, the anti-nar
cotics police. "The Madeleine Albright-led 
state department has strangely prevented 
first-class equipment from getting into the 
hands of first-class drug fighters. It totally 
amazes me," reports a Bogota-based DEA 
special agent, who for obvious reasons can
not be identified. The encouraging part of 
this story is that Congressman Ben Gilman 
is well-known for never losing a fight on 
Capitol Hill , and that's where the money for 
the helicopters resides. 

Gilman has been a leader 
in the U.S. Congress along 
with Reps. Dan Burton (R
Ind.), Dennis Hastert (R-Ill.), 
Bill McCollum (R-Fla.), Rob 
Portman (R-Oh.), Bob Barr 
(R-Ga.), Mark Souder (R
Ind.) and Porter Goss (R-Fla.) 
in pushing assistance to the 
DANTI in order to fight the 
drug war at its source. They 
were the core members who 
formed House Speaker Newt 
Gingrich's Task Force for a 
Drug-Free America. This 
group produced H.R.- 4300, 
the "Drug Free America Act." 
"I wouldn 't bet against Ben 
Gilman and that gang, they 
mean business," says 
Messing with a wry smile. 

U.S. Representative Ben 
Gilman, a highly decorated 
WWII pilot, is a leader in 
congress' effort to stop drugs 
where they start. Gilman has 
visited the front lines of 
Serrano's war on drugs. He 
and Serrano, because of their 
shared devotion to stopping 
drugs, have become allies 
and friends over the years. 
When President Clinton cut 
off U.S . assistance to 
Colombia because of decerti
fication in 1996, the con
gressman bypassed the prohi
bition and had six, 36-year
old UH-lH Vietnam-era, 
Huey helicopters delivered to 
replace those shot down by 
narco-guerrillas. 

This was done over the 
objections of the U.S. ambas
sador in Bogota and the state 
department bureaucrats who 

(above) Gen. Serrano greets his long-time friend Congressman Ben Gilman, 
chairman of the House International Relations Committee, during his last 
visit to the "front lines" in Colombia last summer. (below) Former FBI Special 
Agent John P. Mackey (second from left) with DANTI Agents following a raid 
on a clandestine cocaine lab. These anti-narcotics agents have suffered 20% 
casualties in their high-risk direct-action missions. 

The leadership of the DEA 
and FBI supported this mea
sure, even when the White 
House felt that more money 
should be spent on television 
commercials and public ser
vice announcements warning 
America's youth about the 
perils of drug abuse. One dis
gusted DEA agent, who served 
in Bogota, wondered if "You 
should show these commer
cials to UZI-toting gunmen 
who 'enforce' for drug pushers 
... that' ll do a hell of a lot of 

had decertified Colombia. 
Serrano named the first one 
"Big Ben" in honor of Rep. 
Ben Gilman. "Today, Big Ben 
looks like a flying piece of 
Swiss cheese because of all 
the bullet holes," says former 
FBI agent John Mackey, who 
handles drugs-n-thugs for the 
House International Relations 
Committee. "The important 
thing: Big Ben is still flying 
anti-narcotics missions! He 
may have some years on him, 
and ventilation ... but he still 
goes out against the narcos 
without fail! " jokes Serrano. 
The Colombian National 
Police pilots think that Big 
Ben is a very special bird, indeed. 

The aged helicopter is a source of pride 
and affection to these men. Lieutenant 
Fernando Lopez, a young HUEY pilot, 
points at the patch-work covering the bullet 
holes and says, "No one has ever been 
injured ... look, it's a miracle with over 40 
impacts!" Lt. Lopez smiles and says: "We 
know who the co-pilot is ... and he doesn 't 
draw flight pay!" 

Lopez knows that too many of his fellow 
police pilots have become casualties to 
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"The story about the congressman and 
the Colombian cop should be made into a 
book or maybe even a movie, as they are 
two of a kind ... old-style patriots, steeped in 
their sense of what is right," declares 
Messing. "They both fight the scourge of 
drugs, one in Washington, D.C., the other in 
the source zone: Colombia." Over the past 
five years of neglect by the Clinton admin
istration, Gilman and his cohorts have 
fought to get badly needed assistance in the 
form of new Black Hawk helicopters to 

good!" 

Actions ... louder 
Than Words 

General Serrano is called a 
"hero" by FBI Director Louis 
Freeh and, as the "foremost 
hero in the war on drugs" by 
the DEA's Thomas 
Constantine. Gen. Chuck 
Wilhelm, USMC, of the U.S. 
Southern Command,. echoes 

these words of praise. These commenda
tions come from across the board, in the 
congress, in law enforcement and the U.S. 
military, even from the White House where 
the drug war has been treated as a sham. 
Little progress has been made by the 
Clinton White House in stopping drugs. The 
recent DEA statistics on rising teenage drug 
abuse in the U.S. bears that out. "It's going 
to be a real mess if something isn't done 
soon," asserts John Mackey. 

Serrano attacks the source of 80% of the 
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cocaine and more than 75% of the pure 
heroin that is captured on the streets of our 
country. "The amounts of these drugs are at 
an all-time high in our neighborhoods, in 
our schools and around our children. The 
Clinton White House has raised the white 
flag of surrender in the Drug War," contends 
Kevin Long, a congressional staffer who 
follows the anti-drug scene. 

"When Gen. Serrano took command of 
the National Police over four years ago, he 
didn't say much ... but he did a heck of a lot, 
in a very short period of time," says John 
Mackey. Taking over the disheartened 
110,000-man police force in 1994, Serrano 
was faced with a nearly impossible task in 
cleaning up rampant corruption, instilling 
professionalism and training and outfitting 
a bedraggled force. In the ensuing days, 
weeks and years , he dismi ssed nearly 

reduce d1e coca ine and heroin pouring into 
the United States," says a DEA agent sta
tioned at the U.S. Embassy in Bogota. 

At the end of 1998, Serrano commands a 
ready and capable 120,000-man force that is 
considered a model for law enforcement in 
Latin America. They range across this 
Andean country the size of Texas, Arkansas 
and Oklahoma, and they hold together the 
rule of law in this threatened land. This 
miraculous turn-about was accomplished 
against great odds and at great cost to 
Serrano, both professi.onally and personally. 
More than 4,000 of his 
policemen have been 
killed in this decade alone. 
More than 20,000 have 
been wounded in action . 
"Today, he is the most 
respected and popular pub-

A blazing coke lab (right) located near Puerto Rico in the Guaviare region of 
southeastern Colombia. Protected by the FARC, it was taken down by the DANTI 
and DEA agents. An armory with 66 AK-47 assault rifles was discovered after 
the shooting stopped. No narco-guerrillas were killed - they surrendered. 
(below) DANT! Commander Col. Leonardo Gallego shows Gen. Serrano, 
Congressman Ben Gilman latest bullet hole in the nose of "Big Ben," the con
gressman's namesake. 

10,000 policemen for corruption and 
incompetence ahd set tough, high standards 
for his policemen. He requested - and got 
- training teams from the DEA, FBI, 
USMC and Army Special Forces and 
formed competent units. When he had 
enough good men to count on ... he declared 
war on the drug cartels! 

In this four-year period, he demolished 
the deadly Medellin Cartel of Pablo Escobar 
and destroyed the Cali Cartel, either locking 
up or killing its kingpins. "He accomplished 
what everyone said was impossible ... he 's 
an amazing leader," contends a recently 
retired DEA special agent who served with 
Serrano in Bogota. "Today, the DEA agents 
and the DANTI work hand-in-glove with 
Serrano's personally picked drug-buster, 
Colonel Leonardo Gallego." This good 
news is very welcome. "If Col. Gallego 
stays alive, we've got a fighting chance to 
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lie official in all of Colombia," says an offi
cial at the Narcotics Assistance Section in 
the U.S. Embassy, Bogota. This unique 
story about an honest policeman facing the 
narcos is set amid a backdrop of the worst 
violence this country, often drenched in its 
own blood, bas ever seen. The DEA director 
of international operations testified before 
Congress "It's difficult to even begin to 
appreciate what Gen. Serrano has accom
plished during his term as director general 
of the Colombian National Police," Maj. 
Messing reminds congressmen. "When 
Colombia had a president corrupted by Cali 
cartel drug money, General Serrano was a 
virtual poster boy for Colombia ... he held it 
together. 

"Here's a Colombian Cop, who actually 
served as a behind-the-scenes ambassador 
to the United States when his own president 
couldn't even get a visa into our country." 

That assessment is quietly mentioned in the 
halls of the state department, in Foggy 
Bottom, in Washington, D.C. 

Inspiration And Duty 
For inspiration, there are three things 

that the quiet policeman reads each day: his 
oath of office, the Colombian constitution 
and the Bible. He finds great strength in all 
of them. General Serrano needs every bit of 
strength he can muster in order to continue 
his mission. He attends Catholic mass dai ly, 
sometimes with hi s DEA counterparts, 

explain ing that "Any day could be my last." 
It is a very difficult mission that has become 
his li fe ... one fraught with mortal danger. 
"He has faced repeated assassination 
attempts and hi s life, is always in 24-hour 
jeopardy. His family is forced to live outside 
of Colombia for safety," states Messing. In 
truth, it appears that this man who is pro
tecting his fellow Colombians and fighting 
the scourge of drugs is actually a prisoner of 
his own mission. "He is constantly under 
guard and can do absolutely nothing in pub
lic without his legions of bodyguards. His 
li fe is one that we just cannot imagine," 
contends Messing. 

His sense of duty appears to be almost a 
religion in itself. He has a strong spiritual life 
and he shares this with his policemen. He 
shares his sense of dedication with his 
policemen who are on-the-line, every day. 
"He spends much of his time going to the 
most dangerous, remote sites to visit for
ward-based police outposts" says John 
Mackey. Serrano explains: "I d1ink my men 
need to see me ... I know ... that I need to see 
them! It gives me strength and makes me 
stronger.. . they are my inspiration." He 
appears to be tough but understanding in his 
leadership, and he encourages his men to 
always train hard ... and pray. In an organiza
tion that has suffered as many casualties and 
fought so hard to maintain the rule of law, 
help from a higher power seems to be a must. 

On The Field Of Battle 
According to Messing's N.D.C.F 

Colombia Report - 1997, there is a war rag
ing in this endangered republic and the drug 
trade fuels it. Colombia is just crawling with 
narco-guerrillas, common c1iminals, paramil
itaries and teITorists. It is on the verge of 
becoming the fu·st narco-state in the Western 
Hemisphere. This a sessment is based on 
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more than 20 fact-finding m1ss10ns to the 
front lines of the war on drugs since 1985. On 
these trips he inspected front-line units of the 
police and military, visited with human rights 
groups and conferred with nongovernmental 
humanitarian assistance organizations. 

N.D.C.F. traveled to the most remote 
sites possible in order to assess the situation 
fairly and in a balanced manner. Attacking 
the production of drugs is key to limiting 
the massive amounts of money for the guer
rillas. Serrano's police have a well-eared 
reputation for protecting the human r ights 

the paramilitaries and narco-guerrillas of 
the Revolutionary Armed Forces of 
Colombia (FARC), the National Liberation 
Army (ELN) and the Anny for Popular 
Liberation (EPL) ... all 25,000 of them! It's 
a real shooting war, 24 hours-a-day, 7 days
a-week, every week. This brutal conflict has 
caused nearly two million refugees in the 
past decade. The welfare of these people 
falls on Serrano's National Police. 

In many situations, Serrano's policemen 
are out-gunned by the narco-terrorists. The 
situation is one that has been ignored by the 

A cautious DANT! agent (above) inspects a gas tank for booby traps. 
The tank was used in a large FARC cocaine-processing lab near 
Miraflores, a guerrilla stronghold. (right) Congressman Ben Gilman and 
his friend Gen. Rosso Jose Serrano place a wreath at the Colombian 
National Cemetery, honoring the more than 4,000 policemen killed in 
just this decade. (below) The sister of a DANT! agent killed by Pablo 
Escobar's gunmen, who is also a police officer, is comforted by 
Congressman Ben Gilman. 

of Colombians across the country. 
Serrano's security forces have faced a 

mission that few can fully appreciate. They 
are there to enforce the rule of law and pro
tect Colombia's citizens from rampaging 
narco-guerrillas and right-wing paramili
taries. These policemen die in dozens each 
week, in this noble effort. "They do their 
duty because Gen. Serrano asks them to do 
it, it's that simple. The police are doing 
more ... with less," says Messing. 

On the other s ide of the battlefield are 
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Clinton Administration, but 
not by the DEA. There is 
strong evidence that it has 
been avoided due to 
Clinton's hidden belief that 
the drug war isn 't worth 
fighting. U.S. law-enforce
ment officials bristle at this 
condition but are helpless to 

change policy, as President Clinton has sur
rendered in the war on drugs, even with 
General Barry McCaffrey, U.S. Arrny (Ret.) 
as his so-called Drug Czar. 

Congressman Gilman isn 't throwing in 
the towel, especially when the future of our 
children are concerned. One can easily 
imagine that anyone who told the American 
electorate in 1992 that "I didn 't inhale!" 
then went on MTV after he was elected and 
said "If I had to do it over again ... I'd 
inhale!" isn't likely to put much effort into a 

war to stop drugs from entering our country. 
With that type of backdrop, it's no won

der that General Serrano has been fighting to 
enforce the rule of law and stop drugs in his 
embattled country. Serrano has been 
promised vital assistance by the state depart
ment, but little has been delivered. "He is 
fighting a war on drugs on the front lines ... 
without the help he was promised by 
Madeleine Albright's high-minded diplo
mats who have never gotten their hands dirty 
on the working end of th ings," states former 
U.S. Congressman Bob Doman. 

General Serrano must combat the 
expanding violence, amid growing political 
pressures, reactionary outlaw paramilitaries 
and the fledgling new presidency of Andres 
Pastrana, who has shown a willingness to 
engage the guerri llas in peace talks .. The 
reported peace negotiations with the FARC 
and ELN are not viewed with great opti
mism by anyone familiar with the current 
situation. "This is not a strong prescription 
for success," offers Congressman Gilman 
who recently returned from Colombia and 
knows the narco-guerrillas can't be trusted. 

In Flesh And Blood 
The ongoing narco-guerrilla war that is 

raging now in Colombia is predictably 
spreading to neighboring countries. The 
violence in northern Colombia and soud1ern 
Panama has increased markedly in the past 

year. The Panamanians in the southern 
Darian region are very fearful that the 
PARC will move north. "These poor, honest 
Panamanians are scared stiff, because their 
government has no capability to protect 
them. After the last U.S. troops depart the 
canal zone, the chickens will really come 
home to roost, just wait and see what hap
pens," asserts Messing. 

Pablo Escobar is no longer around. but 
the growing narco-guerrilla forces are tak
ing a heavy to ll against those who would 
attempt to impose the rule of law. 

According to some Colombian govern
ment reports, it is estimated that more than 
30,000 Colombians are killed a year in 
this growing conflict. Prospects of lower
ing the levels of violence appear very slim 
at this time. 

Continued on page 85 
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top: "Retaking Kuwait International Airport," 1991 

above: "Morine Recon, 'Operotion Just Couse,'" December 1989 

right: "Jonas Sovimbi of Angolo," 1975 
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by SOF Staff 

hen people think of artists, many imagine 
paint-splattered dilettanfes working in cozy 
studios painting fruit. They don' ~quate 

artists as soldiers of fottuoe risking their lives to 
render a painting. 

That's because most artists don 't sketch the 
pock'et conte0ts of a dead NYA soldier in Vietnam's 
jungles, trek through Laotian mountains with 20 

Pathet Lao commandos, get jn a gunfight with a Khmer Rouge battalion 
commander in Cambodia, traverse the width of .Angola with UNITA guer
rillas, track the elusive PG>LISARIO through the Sahara, or get detained at 
midnight in Beirut by gun-toting militiamen. 
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"Cold Doy In Hell" 1991 

t-fot CaV\VC\S 
Commander Chip Beck, USNR (Ret.), is an artist - and has done all those things 

and more. 
Historically, a special breed of artist has always gone beyond studios, galleries and 

museums to capture Jife and death in the wild, wide-open spaces or close confines of a 
war's trenches. A few become "combat ar(·ists." 

Combat Artists differ from "mi litary illustrators" in that the fom1er must directly wit
ness and experience the wars and events iliey portray. Combat artists are to military illus
trators what combat veterans are to armchair generals. It is a difference between partici
pating and pondering. 

Adventurers Illustrated 
Not all of Beck's artistic heroes braved combat, but they still faced dangers and were 

pure adventurers. 
To paint birds, Jolm James Audubon penetrated forests and swamps infested with poi

sonous snakes, bears, pumas, mosquitoes, disease, and hostile humans. Chip Beck has 
encountered all six, and found the first five to be the most bothersome. 

Winslow Homer rendered tum-of-the-century English and American society and 
seascapes, but he got his start on the Civil War 's front lines. 
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/eh: "Comforting The Enemy." 
As the ground war got under· 
way, American casualties were 
remarkably light. U.S. Navy 
doctors and corpsmen worked 
extensively on Iraqi wounded 
who were among the thousands 
of prisoners being taken inside 
Kuwait. 

right: Cuban POW "Rodriguez," 
Angola, 1975 

27 February 1991: "Liberation Day Stars." A group of Marines draped on 
American flog over a captured Iraqi chopper at Kuwait International 
Airport. This one Morine received Beck~ focus. 

Father Morty Jenco with dying CIA Station Chief Bill Buckley, 2 June 19B5. 
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"[ommonder John Stockdale In [aptivity, " circa 1968 

"SWDs MacKenzie," a Saudi mongrel adopted by USM[ construction 
and Seabee crews near the Kuwaiti harder. 

5 2 

Charlie Russell rode Montana 's high plains, roped cows, and lived among Indian 
tr ibes and cow-punchers as he sculpted, sketched, and painted the Old West. The 
same was true with Frederic Remington, who also covered the Rough Riders' charge 
up San Juan Hill for Hearst Newspapers. 

From the Crimean to the Korean War, from the Great War through Desert Stom1, 
artists accompanied combat troops. Together they shared danger and pain, felt raw 
emotions, witnessed life, death, battles and experienced fear, re lief, joy, and sadness. 

"Mi litary illustrators" avoid harm 's way, relying on others for descriptions and 
reference material needed to paint from their imaginations. 

"Combat artists" go to war to see for themselves what mud-covered uniforms 
look like, how death smells, and what fear tastes Like. These artists draw on their 
experience - not their imagi nations. 

When the Berlin Wall came down, followed by the collapse of the Soviet Union, 
it dawned on Beck that he was one of the few people, perhaps the only one, from either 
side of the lron Curtain, who could lay claim to being the "Cold War 's Combat Artist." 

The reason for this claim is that from the 1960s to the end of communism in 

Self.portrait, Laos, 1971 

the 1990s, he was involved in nearly 
all the overt, covert, and surrogate 
co11flicts between the Soviet Empire 
and the U.S. 

fronicall y, it was not unti l the 
communism was falling apart and the 
Cold War coming to an end, that he 
was assigned by the Navy to be its 
official Combat Artist for Operation 
Desert Storm. 

Before that assignment, his com
bat art was along the lines experi
enced by men like Charlie R ussell. In 
other words, he lived life as a partici
pant in the events around him, but 
recorded what was happeni ng on 
paper and canvas on hi s own. Beck 
did tbis for posterity, rather than for 
any insti tution. In the end, all that 
time, work, and experience constitut
ed an historical collection that is, in 
retrospect, quite unique. 

Chronology Of A Cold War 
Combat Artist 

In 1968, Chip Beck became a Navy 
frogman. When he wasn't running, 
soaking wet, tired to the bone, or let
ting off steam on Liberty, be found time 
to sketch the body- and mind-busting 
U nderwater Swimmer and Demo
litions training he was undergoing. 
Earlier, he did the same at Officer 's 
Candidate School in Newport, R.I., 
from 1966-67, but his artwork there 
was mostly in cartoon form. (Believe 
it or not, OCS, he states, exhausted his 
mind and body more than the r igors of 
Dive Training.) 

In 1969, Beck entered the Super 
Power struggle and spent a combat 
tour with the 3rd Marine Division in 
Vietnam. Hi s territory as a Forward 
Observer ranged all along the DMZ, 
from the mouth of the Cua Viet R iver 
to the Khe Sanh valley on the Lao 
border. The experience of war was 
new to him, but one he accepted with 
a great deal of preparation. As he got 
deeper into the war, he began putting 
scenes down on paper as a form of 
relaxation and to combat the enemy 
of all soldiers, boredom. 

While in Vietnam, Chip made his 
first contacts with the CIA. As the 
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Marines prepared to withdraw, he initiated plans that kept him involved 
in Indochina for the next five years, until the U.S . hastened off the sub
continent in April 1975. 

After a year of advanced paramilitary, intelligence and commando
style training, in 1970, he returned to Laos as a guerrilla advisor from 
1971-1973. By then, Beck was very conscious of the history taking place, 
and took care to record events through sketches, photographs, or notes. 

The Paris Peace Accords sent the "secret advisors" home from Laos 
and ended the presence of American combat infantry forces in South 
Vietnam in 1973. A relative handful of military advisors and paramili
tary experts remained in Indochina, and Beck was dispatched deep 
inside Cambodia to live and fight alongside Khmer under siege in 
Kompong Thom and Siem Reap. From January 1974 until the fall of 

Continued on page 87 
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clockwise from /eh: 

'Witness lo War. A Mujohid In Afghanistan,• 1985 

' Ethiopian Refugees,• 1979 

"[omandanle Zero, Nicaragua,• 1985 

' [M[ Hershel 'Bull Frog' Davis, USN SEAL, Panama," 1990 







Staff Sgt. Steven Merrill 
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Staff Sgt. Steven Merrill 

(top) Rare photo! A Nikon 300mm lens F5.6 @ 
1/125th captured this exclusive shot of the 8-
1 B with afterburners plugged in. (right) Beak
to-beak with the B-18, emerging from Row 90, 
at Ellsworth AFB. "[I] just stood there in the 
drizzle ... mesmerized by its massive size: 146 
feet in length, with a wingspan of 137 feet ... 
(above) War Eagle's beak, nose of B-1 B. Note 
SMCS (Structural Mode Control System; pro
nounced "smucks"), the dorsal-like fins which 
add stability during tight turns. (below) A trio 
of BLU 50, high-drag 500-pound inert bombs 
in intermediate weapons bay of EAGLE ONE
ONE ready to crater into the Nevada desert. 



"Fence-In" point on the range. 
"You can't hear the B-1 till it passes," said Chester Watson, the 

Boeing representative at Ellsworth , "And you've been had by the 
time you see it." 

Dry Run - Then -Release!" 
The first pass we made over the enemy airfield was dry; no 

bombs were released. Colonel Bush wanted to make sure the range 
was clear of traffic. 

"Okay, cleared right," said Gump as Bush banked hard right. 
"Watch the peak, 8300 on your right." Captain Alan Sanders, better 
known to his buddies as "Gump," is the Offensive Systems Officer. 

"It 's all yours ... " Bush said as we came around the backside of 
a ridge and lined up on a pile of conex 
containers and concrete blocks that repre
sented the troop barracks. 

"Target 's in sight ... 30-seconds doors 
coming open ... IO-seconds ... doors open 
... 5-4-3-2-1 ... Release!" said Gump. 
"Good release. Cleared right, 60-degrees 
bank off the target." The airfield bristled 
with AAA and SAM batteries in the form 
of threat simulators. 

The bombs Gump dropped were inert; 
instead of being filled with high-explo
sives, they were filled with cement. But 
they still made a big storm of dust when 
they impacted the target. 

"Impact 422 at 6:30 [position on the 
clock]," radioed the Range Officer at 
Fallon as the first bomb fell 422 feet short 
of the barracks. 

"Hey, what did she say?" asked Gump 
as the doors of the bomber's intermediate 
weapons bay just ahead of the engine 
intakes slammed shut, and we came off the 
target in a 60-degree bank with the right 
wing pointing at the ground. 

"Four hundred twenty-two feet short," 
said Bush, who wanted to know what was going on in the back seat. 

"Got a problem with the computer," said Sanders as the tum 
tightened. As the swing-wing Lancer slid into a 2.5-G tum I could 
taste my breakfast, especially the "S.O.S.," the "same old stuff' I 
ate in the Air Force in 1961. 

"When we fight at low altitude [1 ,000 to 200 feet] like we are 
fighting today," said Bush, "We swing the wings all the way back 
to 67.5 degrees. When we fight at high altitude [above 20,000 feet] 
we sweep them back to 55 degrees. That gives us more lift while, at 
the same time, allows us to go fast. " 

My arms felt heavy, and my head light, as the big bomber slid 
into a tight tum. I took a deep drag on oxygen that flowed through a 
hose into my face mask hoping to regain my situational awareness. 

As we leveled off, my senses returned, and the rumbling in my 
stomach subsided. 

Glancing out the aircraft commander's side of the cockpit, I 
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(above) Post-mission photo: (left to right) 
Captain Alan "Gump" Sanders, author, Lt. 
Col. Bryan "Sumo" Bush, 1st Lt Rob 
"Spoon" Goddard, and EAGLE ONE-ONE. 
No one needed to feel "ejected." (left) Lt. 
Col. Bush pre-flighting the B-1 B's massive 
engines. Shortly thereafter, Cooper was 
advised, "The bird is ready to fly." 
(left) " ... Bush closed the distance in a few 
seconds, and hit the boom on the first try. 
We took on 15,000 pounds of fuel (just over 
2,200 gallons) in about 5 minutes." 

watched the bomber's shadow streak 
across the barren desert below. We were 
moving so fast, the only sounds you could 
hear up front were the SMCS, pronounced 
"Smucks" - the Structural Mode Control 
System are two shark-like fins on the nose 
of the bomber that give the B-IB added 
stability in tight turns. The "Smucks" 
made a flapping sound as they constantly 
adjusted to the wind rushing past the nose 
of the aircraft. 

Bush used the rugged mountainous ter
rain to mask the radar signature of his 
bomber, and make it difficult for threat 

simulators at the mock airfield to get us in their electronic crosshairs. 
By the time Bush lined up for the second bomb run, Sanders had 

done some calculations in his head, and added in a little "Kentucky 
windage" to compensate for the computer problem. 

"Eighty-seven feet south," radioed the Fallon Range Officer. 
The third and final pass was even better; 64 feet! 

"That's more like it," muttered Bush as he made another hard 
turn off the target, popped up to 15,000 feet and came around to 
simulate a medium-altitude release; a dry pass before exiting the 
target area and heading north to hit a tank.er. 

Had Gump been dumping a full-load (84 Mk 82s) the fact the first 
bomb fell 422 feet short wouldn 't have mattered, because the bar
racks would have been in the weapon's stick. 

A B-1 can lay down a 2,000-foot corridor of death and 

Continued on page 82 
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Quac:lce11bush Air l~ifle 
The Quackenbush company, of New York, was a turn-of-the-centu

ry American producer of quality air rifles which so popularized the .22 
air gun for target and plinking that in the American eye an air 1ifle 
became only a pl.inker. In Europe the big-bore air rifle continued as a 
respected hunting arm among the landed gentry. 

Although original Quackenbush products are now collectors' items, 
a fine fellow of the same name in Missouri , a shirttail relative of the 
earlier Quackenbush, is now producing big-bore air rifles that would 
make the old-timers hang their head in shame. 

Dennis Quackenbush sent us a powerful 
and accurate .375 "Brigand" for T&E. He 
builds them in small lots, as would a custom 
rifle-maker. The workmanship is as good as 
anything that ever came out of London or 

• Liege. The B1igand comes in three models of 
equal ability but varying degrees of fancy, 
and he has a full range of accessories to 

• charge the rifle from C02 bottles or SCUBA 

Qua<:lcenbush Air l~ifle 

tanks. He al so has a hand air pump for charg
ing the rifle to about 1,400 pounds, which 
works fine and is not as much work as you 
might think. A charge will net you 6-10 pow
erful shots. 

The rifle is simply loaded in the manner 
of a small-pellet rifle by opening the bolt and 
placing a .375 ball behind the chamber, and 
closing the bolt to chamber it. The striker is 
then cocked. An approximate 5-pound pull on the trigger releases the 
striker to fly forward where it impinges on the valve, momentarily 
opening the valve and permitting the high-pressure gas or air to move 
the ball out the tube. 

Due to a lack of volunteer targets, our rather subjective tests were 
limited to blasting two raccoons out of our plumb tree and some off
hand shooting at info1mal targets. We did no chronograph tests , but it is 
typical for the 83-grain lead ball to come out of the 23-inch barrel at bet
ter than 600 f.p.s. with C02, and when chaiged with air at more than 800 
f.p .s. The size of the game one could haivest with this rifle is a function 
of your marksmanship and the range, and will fall somewhere between 
bigger-than-rabbits and smaller-than-bear. Fired into a masonry wall 
the soft-lead ball fl attened out like a lead washer: Expansion and other 
terminal ballistics will be a function of what you shoot and where you 
hit it. The balls went through the raccoons and were not recovered, but 
I doubt if there were much deformation in small light targets. 

Quackenbush reports the biggest game he is awaie of having been 
taken with a Brigand is white-tail deer. He also builds air guns in cal
ibers from . 177 to .50 for targets from bullseyes to boars. A .50 ·deliv
ering 250 foot-pounds is a serious arm. 

As shown in the photo, the Brigand comes with its receiver grooved 
for a scope, and it is accurate enough to take advantage of optical 
sights. We did no formal taiget work (didn't want to embarrass our-
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selves, you understand), but the Brigand is obviously plenty accu
rate enough for shooting game in brush country. 

Big-bore air rifles have a reputation for being rather individual, 
not unlike a particular black-powder arm that has a preferred projec
tile and load. In fact, shooting the Brigand is not unlike shooting a 
muzzle loader: very pleasant - and it smells better. Once charged, 
repeat shots are as fast as a single-shot cartridge arm, and the weapon 
requires essentially no cleaning. There is no powder-fouling, and at 
these lower velocities and temperature there is no leading. An oiled 
patch through the bore is all it requires. Quackenbush supplies an 
illustrated no-nonsense manual with the Brigand. 

The Brigand has a great deal going for it as a forager's tool, not 
the least of which is that the ammo is very cheap if you buy it 
(Speer, Hornady or Buffalo) - and free if you scrounge lead and 
make it. Recovered rounds can even be recycled through your own 
ammo factory. The ammo will store forever - and you don't have 
to "keep your powder dry!" The Brigand, an air pump, a ball mak
ing set up, and you ' re essentially set for life. 

Available from Dennis Quackenbush, Dept. SOF, 2203 Hwy. 
AC, Urbana, MO 65767; phone: 417-993-5262. 

Next month we will have good news for those striving to get 
independent in case of a possible Y2K glitch and who want the abil
ity to make their own .375 balls from their brother-in-law's wheel 
weights and fishing sinkers: As we go to press, we have received a 
production prototype from Dave Corbin, preeminent maker of bul
let swaging machinery, of a new .375 true-ball swaging machine. 
This represents breakthrough engineering, as all previously made 
balls either were cast, which left a mold line or sprue, or were 
swaged in a process that did not produce a true ball but rather a 
many-faceted polyhedron. See next issue for a review. 

Lainharcl Spe<:ial C>ps 
,Jungle IVla<:hete 

A machete is a chopper, and chopping underwater with any tool 
can be a chore. A blade that is too long or has too deep a profile is 
as unhandy underwater as a ten-gallon hat in a tornado. This 
machete was designed to government specs for Navy SEALs, so it 
had to be wieldable underwater, and effective on land. Custom 
knifemaker George Lainhard succeeded admirably in creating a 
design that does both with no compromise. 

The relatively short length for a machete (9-1/2 inches) is com
pensated by the solid heft and weight-forward profile of the blade. 
For harvesting sugar cane a longer blade would be better - but for 
military tasks such as wending your way through the jungle, slash
ing trail , chopping wood, rope or even hostiles, a design such as this 
is not only "as good" as a longer blade, it is preferable. A well-con
toured (flat) handle formed from non-slip Kraton ensures a firm wet 
grip and keeps the operator aware of the tool 's position in the hand 
- important for underwater work where frequently one cannot see 
the workpiece. Built from ATS-34 stainless, the blade has a black 
Roguard coating that is resistant to corrosion and peeling. The sheath 
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is made from heavy black latigo leather, treated with mildewcide. 
The Special Ops Jungle Machete is lifetime-solid gear designed 

with user input, that will do exactly what it was made to do: no bells, 
whistles nor excuses. 

United Cutlery Brands, Dept. SOF, 1425 United Blvd., 
Sevierville, TN 37876; phone: 423-428-2532; fax: 423-428-2267. 

A solid and worthy addition to the Colt line of knives is their 
Python Liner Lock folders. Form follows function and when the capa
ble designer Ken Onion originated this design as a custom knife, his 
serendipitous combination of acceptable form, excellent ergonomics 
and robust dimensions resulted in a truly excellent folder. Colt is mak
ing the Python in your choice of black (CT24) or silver (CT25) finish, 
and with a pocket clip (CT024/24-CLP), or without. 

The design features a 3-5/8-inch 420 J2 stainless blade, and a 
closed length of 4-3/4 inches. The grips are finely finished alu
minum, the liner lock is stainless. The belt clip is removable and the 
thumb stud is reversible. The CT models without belt clip come in a 
nylon sheath, although the very comfortable and fluid contours make 
it quite pocketable. The overall esthetic is almost sensuous, highly 
pleasing to the eye. Ergonomic assessment of any given tool can be 
a very individual thing, but this knife fits my hand like an extension 
of the wrist. The comfortably contoured but smooth handles give a 
secure grip and do not work blisters. 

A folder that opens with only the working hand is preferable, 
although some one-handed, thumb-stud designs are one-handed only 
if you hold your mouth just right. The Phythons, however, open read
ily and effortlessly and lock securely. They dismount with a Phillips 
screwdriver and a hex wrench for maintenance or repair. Good 
design, solid materials , excellent workmanship-worthy gear. 

Colt knives are distributed exclusively by United Cutlery Brands, 
Dept. SOF, 1425 United Blvd., Sevierville, TN 37876; phone: 423-
428-2532; fax: 423-428-2267. 
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The A11nalite Al~-·10 - The Saga <>f the 
First IVloclern Co1nbat l~ifle 

by Major Sam Pikula, USAR , 1998. Published by REGN UM fund, 
Z. Liauksmino 813, 2600, Vilnius, Lithuania. 172 pages, illustrated 
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including fold out mechanical drawings. Softcover. Available fi'om 
CSP Press, Dept. SOP, P.O. Box 705, Scottsdale, AZ 85252-0705. 
$19.95 plus $5.00 s&h. 

Sam Pikula has written the ultimate book on what I once referred 
to as "The AR-10, The Battle Rifle That Never Was." In 1956, the 
Armalite Division of Fairchild Engine and Airplane Corporation, 
with former Marine Eugene Stoner as its chief engineer, introduced 
the 7.62x5 l mm NATO caliber AR-10 rifle into fierce competition 
then raging between the FN FAL and what was to become the Ml4. 
The AR-10 combined many advanced features into a thoroughly 
modern rifle fabricated largely of aluminum alloys and plastics. The 
few steel parts, such as the bolt and bolt carrier,.were chrome-plat
ed, rendering the entire rifle highly resistant to rust. The stock was 
of straight-line design to counteract muzzle climb and was con
structed of a fiberglass-reinforced plastic shell filled with rigid foam 
to increase strength. 

The final prototype, submitted to the U.S. Army for trial at the 
end of 1956, had an aluminum barrel with a stainless steel liner and 
was fitted with an odd canister-type muzzle brake and flash sup
pressor which reduced recoil by almost 40% and completely e limi
nated flash. 

Unfortunately, Arrnalite had not subjected the rifle to enough pre
liminary testing to induce overheating. When the Army commenced 
the burst-fire portion of its trials, the perforated "tomato can" muzzle 
device literally disintegrated and repeated hammering of the barrel 
liner caused it, and the barrel itself, to split wide open. This immedi
ately knocked theAR-10 out of contention, producing a state of undis
guised glee among the U.S. Army Ordnance personnel, as they were 
completely committed to the T44 (adopted as the M 14 ). Tragically, the 
improved AR-10 was tested some years later against the M 14 and won 
hands down in every area of comparison. But, we had already adopt
ed the Ml4, which was little more than an upgraded .30 Ml Garand. 

The author 's chapters on the history of the AR-lO's develop
ment, titled "The Quest For Firepower," "Armalite: The Dream 
Factory," "Nothing Succeeds Like Success," and "Testing, Testing, 
One, Two, Three," respectively, provide the non-stop reading of a 
techno-thriller. Pikula covers the last and best of the AR-10 series, 
the so-called Portuguese variant, in explic it, yet fascinating, detail. 

There are chapters on the end of AR- LO production and, more 
importantly, a complete and all-too-often appalling history of the 
semiautomatic-only receivers that were built for the AR- I 0 parts 
kits imported to the United States. This is absolutely essential 
information fo r potential collectors of the AR- LO. A brief chapter 
on the Knight Armament Company SR-25 sniper rifle is fo llowed 
by sections on collecting AR-I Os and a comprehensive shooters 
guide to the AR- I 0. An original AR- I 0 user 's manual is repro
duced in its entirety. 

Throughout, the drawings, rare historical photos and close-up 
photography are excellent. This superb labor of love is must read
ing for everyone interested in the history of modern military small 
arn1s, and a bargain, as well. - Peter G. Kokalis 

S1nith & \f\fessc>11 
IVl<>clel 49 "l:i<>cl1,guarcl" 

Anyone who grew up on a healthy diet of private investigators: 
Sam Spade, Phillip Marlowe, et al., knows exactly what weapon to 
carry. These guys faced danger in back alleys on rainy nights and 
poorly lit rooms above seedy bars with their hand thrust deep into a 
long overcoat gripping the butt of a snubnose .38 revolver. Although 
that is probably not the best choice for a primary-carry piece, you 
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can do far worse when picking a back up. 
Bill Clinton, with the stroke of a presidential pen, re-established 

the stature of short-barre led wheel guns. Perhaps we should thank 
him, for there are many reasons to consider these weapons. Among 
the many variables in solving the "back-up" equation are conceal
ablity, type of carry, and caliber. In the caliber department, today's 
brand of .38 special and +P loads certainly outclass any .32 or .380 
ACP offerings in both re liable penetration and expansion. Even in 
the small 2-inch barrels that help define snub-nose revolvers, there 
is little comparison between the .38 Special and the diminutive ACP 
rounds. And in a five-round envelope, there are more options for 
concealed-carry than you will find with the current six- and seven
round .357 Magnum revolvers. 

Such weapons are available from Colt, Smith & Wesson , Ruger, 
and Taurus. Smith & Wesson has several models worth considering. 
The Model 36 Chiefs Special is a steel-framed, five-shot, .38 
Special revolver with a 2-inch barre l and exposed hammer. It is also 
available in an alloy-framed Airweight version. The Model 442 
Centennial is a five-round, Airweight version of the 2-inch barre led 
model but in double-action only. For our testing purposes, however, 
SOF chose the Model 49 Bodyguard featuring a 2 L/8-inch barrel , 
shrouded hammer, five-shot, .38 Special. Stainless and Airweight or 
alloy versions are also available. 

This handgun utilizes a unique hammer shroud that allows only 
a small grooved portion of the hammer to be e.xposed. A smooth 
draw from any concealed-carry position is possible without snag
ging what would normally be an exposed hammer on clothing. And, 
if for some reason, the shooter desires a deliberate s ingle-action 
shot by first cocking the hammer, the option is still available. 

A notch-type rear sight is utilized in conjunction with a ramped, 
serrated, black front sight. This system further enhances a snag-free 
presentation. The rear sight, although small , aligns naturally in an 
easi ly recognizable sight picture. 

The natural pointing ability of this revolver lies partially due to 
the J-frame Smith's round-butt configuration. We added a set of 
rosewood Secret Service grips from Eagle Grips (Eagle Grips, Dept. 
SOF, 460 Randy Road, Carol Stream, IL, 60188; phone: 708-260-
0400). These grips, designed specifica lly for concealed-carry, are 
the perfect companion to a back-up weapon such as the Model 49. 
Grips that are too small for the shooter's hand will be uncomfort
able, or worse, uncontrollable when firing; nor, do they lend them
selves to a consistent firing grip if they offer the hand too little 
material to grab. On the other hand, grips that are too big degrade 
the concealability of the piece - which was an important factor in 
choosing the weapon in the first place. By providing a sturdy, three
finger grip without increasing the size of the weapon, the Eagle 
Secret Service grips are an inte lligent compromise. 

On the range this weapon performed flawlessly. In a limited test 
of Hornady's (Hornady Manufacturing Company, Dept. SOF, P.O. 
Box 1848, Grand Island, NE 68802; phone: 800-338-3220; fax: 
308-382-576 1) 158-grain XTP jacketed hollow-point factory 
ammunition, accuracy exceeded self-defense standards. With a ljttle 
practice, balancing speed vs. group size became second nature. 

This weapon certainly meets the standards for a c lass ic back
up handgun. There is effective ammunition available, the wheel 
gun is re liable, and performs we ll in a varie ty of carry options. 
Highly recommended. - Dwight Swift~ 
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... BEFORE 
CONGRESS 

TAKES 
ACTION? 

We hope the answer is none. 

But the chance of even one of our 
nation's trained law enforcement 
officers being denied the right of 

self-protection - when they need it 
the most - is one too many for us. 

That's why the Law Enforcement 
Alliance of America is now mounting 

a major drive to enact H.R. 218, the 
Community Protection Act, into federal law. 

H.R. 218 would allow qualified retired and 
off-duty law enforcement officers to carry concealed 

firearms nationwide. Simply put, LEAA believes that 
your life and the lives of your loved ones are worth 
protecting 24 hours a day - wherever you may be. 

For too long, politicians have ignored the public safety 
benefits offered by having trained law enforcement officers, 

ready to respond, among the citizens in our communities. 

The Law Enforcement Alliance of America is devoted to enacting H.R. 
218, the Community Protection Act. Join our effort - before it's too late. 

Call your Congressman Today! 202-225-3121 
Askfortheirsupportof H.R. 218-The Community Protection Act 

The Law Enforcement Alliance of America 
7700 Leesburg Pike, Suite 421, Falls Church, VA 22043 

703-847-COPS Toll Free 1-800-766-8578 



Premium Arms From 
South Africa 

Jlbout 250 kilometers west of Pretoria, 
South Africa, near the border with 
Botswana, lies the 7,500-acre Orion 

Game Ranch. At an elevation of approxi
mately 3,600 meters above sea level, the area 
can be best characterized as broken bushveld 
(a transition zone between bushveld and high 
veld). The ranch contains a herd of over 400 
Blue Wildebeest (Gnu) and numerous Oryx, 
Kudu, Impala, Red Hartebeest , Eland , 
Blesbok, Waterbuck, Steenbok, Duiker and 
Warthog. I'm there to test the new Vektor 
Lyttelton rifles, which will soon be available 
in the United States. To test a hunti.ng rifle, 
you must hunt with it. 

The Vektor Lyttelton hunting rifle series 
represents, in my opinion, a highly success
ful effort to combine all of the best features 
of the greatest hunting rifle actions ever 
produced. Development commenced in 
June 1997. Vektor, a division of Dene! (Pty) 
Ltd (Dept. SOF, 368 Selbourne Avenue, 
Lyttelton, Gauteng, P.O. Box 5445, Pretoria 
0001, South Africa; phone: 011-27-12-620-
2387; fax: 011 -27-12-620-2407) , first 
called for and received input from both 
hunters and technical experts. Their desi gn 
staff took a critical look at both the good 
and bad points of the famous Mauser Model 
1898 action. While the steel used in its man
ufacture was not very good by today 's stan
dards, the design itself made up for any 
deficiencies in the material. Vektor 's 
designers also examined the pre- ' 64 
Winchester Model 70, Remington 700 , Jli,.l~--~&'·,,..,,..,.,.,,.r.='!".~!W,"'~~·~~_.;~q 
Kimber, Weatherby, Sauer, Sako and sever
al other actions. 

They decided not compromise with 
either the design or quality. The final Vektor 
Lyttelton action is sirg.ilar to both the '98 
Mauser and pre-'64: Winchester Model 70. 
The receiver is machined from EN24 (a 
British WWII term that stands for "Emer
gency Number" and indicates the alloy con
tent of the steel) solid steel bar stock. The 

_trigger housing and t1oorplate are presently 
machine-finished investment castings from 
EN l 9 steel. In the future, they will be 
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machined from solid bar stock. The receiv
er 's sidewall area has been increased dra
matically over that of the Mauser '98 to 
enhance both rigidity and smoothness. The 
rear receiver screw threads into a blind hole 
in the receiver. As a result, the screw can 
never protrude to interfere with the bolt's 
movement. 

The Mauser bolt guide rail has been 
deleted and replaced by a pre- '64 Model 70-
type bolt guide on the left side of the bolt 
body. The long leaf spring Mauser extractor 
has been retained along with the concept of 

so-called "controlled feeding" as well. This 
means that rounds cannot be dropped into 
the chamber because the extractor claw will 
not slip over the rim and so the bolt cannot 
be closed. All feeding must be from the 
magazine and the extractor claw rides in the 
case 's extractor groove starting at the time 
the cartridge moves upward out of the mag
azine. Thus, the extractor "controls" the 
case's movement throughout the feedi ng 
cycle. While there are arguments for and 
against this system, by and large most hunt
ing authorities feel this to be a positive fea-
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ture as it provides maximum reliability, both in feeding and extraction of the 
empty case and tends to inhibit double feeding. 

Like that of the Mauser '98, the bolt lift is 90 degrees. The bolt handle is 
in the standard Mauser low scope configuration. A one-piece tiring pin, 
machined from soJid stock , screws onto the cocking piece. The firing pin trav
els only 6.5mm after the sear is released, thus the lock time is fa irly short. The 
cocking piece does not protrude from the cocking piece housing. As with the 

Author with Rowland Ward record Blue Wildebeest taken with Vektor Lyttelton 
rifle chambered for the .375 H&H Magnum cartridge with a Swarovski 1.25· 
4x24mm variable power scope. (right) Vektor Lyttelton rifles tested by SOF, from 
left to right: caliber .270 Winchester with Swarovski 6x42mm scope, caliber .375 
H&H Magnum with Swarovski 1.25-4x24mm variable power scope, and caliber 
.30-06 with Shirstone 6x42mm scope. 
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Winchester pre- '64 Model 70, the bolt 
group is easy to disassemble. 

Unllke the '98 Mauser, the Vektor 
Lyttelton action has no cut on the left (top) 
locki ng lug for the ejector. The ejector is 
set at a 32-degree angle and the bolt groove 
for this Gomponent is below the locking 
lug. This groove is also set at a 32-degree 
angle to throw empty cases up and outward 
so they miss the receiver's side rail and the 
scope. The safety locking lug (i.e., the bolt 
handle) cutout in the receiver is larger than 
that found on the Mauser '98 . 

The receiver's threads for the ban·e] are 
6 mm longer than the '98 Mauser action. 
This provides more stability and rigidity to 
enhance the rifle's accuracy potential. The 
threads remain those of the original 
Mauser: 12 threads per inch with a pitch of 
55 degrees Whitworth. 

A pre-'64 Winchester Model 70-type 3-
position safety has been incorporated. A 
so-called wing-type, it pivots horizontally 
and will not interfere with a scope. The 
rearward position is safe and locks both the 
firing pin and bolt (by far and way the pre
ferred type). The center position locks the 
firing pin, but pennits manipulation of the 
bolt for loading. The forward position, 
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Trophy Red Hartebeest was 
taken with caliber .270 
Winchester Vektor 
Lyttelton rifle 
equipped with 
Swarovski 
6x42mm 

ten -
dency to 

sl ip from one 
position to anoth

er, on the specimens 
I fired movement of the 

safety lever was a bit stiff. 
There is a Mauser-type gas 

deflector on the Mauser-type cock
ing-piece housing. The bolt stop is 

smaller than that of the Mauser '98. 

plate. 
T h e 

magaz i ne 
floorplate 

release is inside the 
trigger guard in a style 

reminiscent of the early 
Mausers. This mechanism pro

gressively closes the floorplate as 
pressure is applied, without any rattle. 

Floorplate latching is completely secure. 
This is an all-important consideration when 
hunting dangerous game, as having all the 
rounds in the magazine dump onto the 
ground while facing a charging Cape Buffalo 
is a surprise no one needs, no matter what 
time of day it is. 

which exposes a red dot at the rear, permits 
the rifle to be fired. While the positions 
were positive and the safety exhibited no 

The Vektor Lyttelton action's magazine is 
simi lar to that of the pre-World-War-II 
Mauser commercial rifle, with a solid floor-

The same action is employed for .243 
Winchester, .308 Winchester and .22-250 
Remington. Another action with a longer 
cutout and bolt is used for .270 Winchester, 
.30-06, 7x57mm, 7x64mm Brenneke and 
9.3x62mm Mauser. A third action with an 
even longer cutout and bolt is used for the 
7mm Remington Magnum, .300 Winchester 
Magnum, .300 H&H Magnum, .338 
Winchester Magnum, .375 H&H Magnum, 
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Bunting with the VEITOR Lytlelton ;Rifles 
WAT arrived at the Orion Game Ranch (Dept. SOF, P.O. Box 
WW e 151, Zeerust 2865, North West Province, South Africa; 

Boeta du Toit, owner of the Orion Game Ranch, together with 
his wife, Cornet, assigned us two bushmen trackers, Johannes and 

phone/fax: 011-18-642-3350) with 
three Vektor Lyttelton rifles to test 
and evaluate on wild game. The rifles 
represented an excellent range of cal
ibers for the game available to us: a 
.270 Winchester with a Swarovski 
6x42mm scope, a .30-06 with a 
Shirstone 6x42mm scope and a .375 
H&H Magnum with a Swarovski 
I .25-4x24mm variable power scope. 
The .375 H&H Magnum rifle had a 
Monte Carlo stock, the other two 
were equipped with classic stocks. 
The rings were too high on the .30-06 
rifle and as I thus could not obtain a 
proper cheek weld, I did not use this 
ri fie for hunting. 

Boeta du Toit, owner of the Orion Game Ranch, with Vektor 
Lyttelton caliber .30-06 rifle. 

George, who spoke only Afrikaans. 
Members of the Kgung people from 
Caprivi in northeast Namibia, they were 
persecuted by SWAPO and so most of 
them moved to Omega base where they 
became members of 31 Battalion of the 
South Africa Defense Force (SADF). 
When the SADF withdrew from South 
West Africa on 14 March 1990, approx
imately 4,500 bushmen people came to 
South Africa. Most are now living in 
Smitsdrift, near Kimberly. Our two 
trackers were combat veterans and still 
wore their SADF uniforms. Boeta du 
Toit, himself, is recently retired as com
mander of the local civil forces, so I 
was in a friendly, and familiar, military 
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(above) The receiver is milled from 
solid steel bar stock on CNC 
machinery. (above, right) Stock 
blanks are roughed out on auto
matic equipment. (far right) Highly 
skilled artisans hand-fit the bar
reled actions to the stock using 
smoke from a kerosene lamp that 
is re-applied until the fit is perfect. 
(right) Vektor's engraver works on 
a floorplate for a custom rifle. 
High quality engraving is available 
on special order. 

.4 16 Remington Magnum, .458 Winchester 
Magnum, and .470 Capstick rounds. By the 
end of 1999, a smaller, or "mini," action 
wil l be available for the .222 Remington 
and .223 Remington (5.56x45mm) car
tridges. At the same time, a scaled-up 
"ultra" magnum action will be introduced 
for the .404 Jeffery, .416 Rigby, .505 Gibbs 
and .500 Jeffery rounds. 

Winchester Model 70 or Weaver-type scope 
bases. These bases will feature American 
spacing and thread (6x48). The action's inside 
collar is the same as that of the Mauser '98. 

The trigger mechanism is of the Timney
type and is fully adjustable for both pull and 
let off. The trigger-pull weight is adjusted at 
the factory to between 3.0 to 3.5 pounds. 

Vektor Lyttelton rifles imported to the 
United States can ordered with either Warne, 

Vektor Lyttelton barrels are hammer 
forged. They are tapered and of medium 
weight. This adds stiffness and provides the 

environment during my entire stay at Orion. 
My first objective was a trophy Blue Wildebeest. Often referred 

to as the poor man's Cape Buffalo, the Blue Wildebeest is large and 
tollgh to put down. As a consequence, I selected the .375 H&H 
Magnum ri fie with 300-grain SP ammunition. Introduced in 1912 
by Holland & Holland, it is one of the first belted magnum-type 
cartridges. Tt is one of the best of the medium bores for African 
hunting. However, principally because of the late Peter Capstick, it 
has been incorrectly promoted for use against Cape Buffalo, the 
most dangerous animal on the face of the earth. For large 
antelopes, such as E land and Blue Wildebeest, and both leopards 
and lion, the .375 H&H Magnum is an excellent choice. But, for 
hunting the wily and exceptionally dangerous Syncerus caffer caf
fer, it remains borderline at best. 

We hunted for an entire day until , at 1630, our trackers located a 
large herd of Blue Wildebeest. They directed me to a large bull and 
I waited until he presented me with a broadside shot. The heart is 
very low on the Blue Wildebeest and you must mentally divide the 
animal into four quarters. The heart will be in the bottom quarter 
directly in back of the front shoulder. Taken at 110 yards, my shot 
took away the bottom half of the heart and after running 20 paces 
the bull dropped dead. However, the overall performance of the 
PMP 300-grain SP was unacceptable, in my opinion. Almost 46% 
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of the projectile was lost to fragmentation and several fragments 
ruptured the stomach. The moral of this experience is to use 
nothing but high-quality bonded bullets, such as those produced 
by Barnes, Nosier and Woodleigh. Weighing close to 700 hun
dred pounds, the horn spread on this approximately 8-year-old 
bull was 29 3/8 inches, placing it well within the Rowland 
Ward's records. 

The fo llowing morning I decided to hunt for a Red 
Hartebeest trophy. A much smaller antelope than the Blue 
Wildebeest, with bulls averaging about 350 pounds, I chose the 
caliber .270 Winchester Vektor Lyttelton rifle. Again, it was not 
until the end of the day that our trackers located a small herd 
containing a trophy bull. Shooting from about 150 yards, my 
bullet found the animals heart and after a few paces he 
dropped. The 22-inch horns were just below the Rowland Ward 
minimum for this species. This time I used a 150-grain PMP 
ProAmm premium bullet. This projectile has two lead cores: a 
soft core in the point to insure adequate expansion and a hard 
core to prevent excessive expansion and loss of mass. There is 
also a strengthened jacket wall to lock the second core and pre
vent its separation from the jacket and prevent excessive curl
ing and tearing. It obviously works as only 7% of the original 
bullet weight was lost to fragmentation. 
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muzzle-heavy balance most shooters desire. 
They feature a standard rounded crown. 
They are all 24 inches in length. This maxi
mizes the velocity potential generated by 
large propellant charges and keeps muzzle 
blast away from the shooter. Rate of right
hand twist varies with the caliber. Caliber 
.300 Winchester Magnum barrels and up 
have six grooves. Caliber .308 Winchester 
barrels and smaller have four grooves. The 
barrels of the three rifles provided to me for 
test and evaluation were all equipped with 
folding-leaf express-type rear sights and 
blade-type front sights with a protective 
hood. Overall length of these rifles is 48. J 6 
inches (I, 180 mm). 

Two types of Turkish walnut stocks are 
available: a classic style or a high comb 
Monte Carlo style. They can be ordered 
with either an oil finish or so-called fi"ench 
polish. These stocks are equipped with a 
conventional solid rubber recoil pad. The 
forearm cap and grip cap are made of exot
ic African darkwood. The grip cap carries 
the Vektor escutcheon. The hand checker
ing on the pistol grip and forearm is 20 
lines per inch, and beautifully executed on 
all the specimens I examined in the facto
ry. While only right-hand actions are avail
able at this time, the stocks are available 

Vektor, known principally in the field of military small arms, has produced a surpris
ingly wide array of bolt-action sporting rifles. In addition to the new Vektor Lyttelton 

rifle, during the I 970s, Vektor (then known as LIW) manufactured the RSA-Lyttelton tar
get rifle in caliber .308 Winchester (7.62x51mm NATO). Today there is a totally new 
Lyttelton target rifle, also chambered for the .308 Winchester round. Both of these rifles 
are bolt-action, Palma-types with precision, target-type adjustable iron sights. Vektor also 
manufactures sporting rifles using original '98 Mauser surplus military actions. 

Vektor has just re-introduced the famous '98 Mauser magnum action. The ammuni
tion wiJI be provided by Kynoch (loaded with Australian Woodleigh soft points and 
solids). This rifle will be available chambered for all of the famous British dangerous 
game calibers: .300 Holland & Holland ( 180-grain SP and 220-grain SP and solid), .350 
Rigby (225-grain SP and solid), .375 H&H Magnum (235-grain SP, 270-grain SP and 
300-grain SP and solid), .404 Jeffery (400-grain SP and solid), .416 Rigby (400-grain SP 
and solid) and .500 Jeffery (535-grain SP and solid). Eventually, .505 Gibbs, .470 
Capstick and others will added. 

The '98 action was the epitome of Paul Mauser's bolt-action designs. The one-piece 
receiver was machined from a carbon steel forging that was heat-treated only in the 
required areas. The bolt was a solid, one-piece-steel machined forging with an integral bolt 
handle and dual, opposed locking lugs on the front end. The right (bottom) lug is solid, but 
the left (top) lug is slotted to allow the ejector to pass through. The bolt has a third, or safe
ty, lug at the rear of the bolt just forward of the bolt handle, and in alignment with the right 
locking lug. There is a recess in the receiver below the bridge into which this lug locks 
when the bolt is closed. The receiver ring has an integral inner collar that circles the front 
end of the bolt just ahead of the two locking lugs. lt was designed to block escaping gases 
in the event of a ruptured case. The wing-type safety is located in a hole in the top of the 
bolt sleeve. The bolt stop, at the left rear of the receiver, pivots on a pointed screw. The 
trigger guard and magazine were machined from a single piece of steel. 

The first Magnum action was built around 1900 for John Rigby & Co. to accommo
date their .400/350 rimmed cartridge. These actions had a distinctive stepped-down 
receiver and slanted magazine box to handle the rimmed case. Most of these Magnum 
actions and rifles were purchased by the British. 

Vektor has made the fo llowing changes to the Mauser Magnum action. The extractor 
is about 4-5 mm longer to inhibit bolt wobble. The bolt diameter has been increased from 
17.8 mm to 18 mm to accommodate larger calibers, such as .500 Jeffery and .505 Gibbs. 
The stripper clip guide has been removed. 

These rifles will eventually be avai lable in the U.S . However, they wi ll be priced at 
$5,000 and up. - P.G.K. 
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Hand checkering on both the pistol grip and 
forearm is 20 lines per inch, and beautifully exe
cuted. (inset) Two types of walnut stocks are 
available: classic style (bottom) or a high 
comb Monte Carlo style (top). 

with either right-hand or left-hand combs. 
On heavy caliber Vektor Lyttelton rifles, 

an internal steel recoil lug is installed in Lieu 
of the usual cross bolt. The BATF has stat
ed that a cross bolt recoil lug is a feature of 
"military rifles!" This is a preposterous rul
ing. This internal steel recoil lug is the only 
component in the barreled action 's interface 
with the stock that is glass bedded. 

The barreled actions are all hand-fitted to 
the stocks using smoke from a kerosene 
lamp that is re-applied until the fit is perfect. 
The barrel is free floating except at the front, 
where the stock places a slight upward pres
sure on the barrel. Extensive testing has con
vincingly demonstrated that this dampens 
vibrations and improves accuracy. 

These rifles are furnished with a medium 
high-gloss black-oxide finish. Actions are 
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\IEKTOR Lyttelton RiDe 
SPECIFICATIONS 

Calibers: .243 Winchester, .308 Winchester, .22-250 Remington, .270 Winchester, .30-06, 7x57mm, 
7x64mm Brenneke, 9.3x62mm Mauser, ?mm Remington Magnum, .300 Winchester 
Magnum, .300 H&H Magnum, .338 Winchester Magnum, .375 H&H Magnum, .416 
Remington Magnum, .458 Winchester Magnum, and .470 Capstick. 

Operation: Bolt-action. Two-lug bolt. Three-position safety on the right side of the bolt sleeve. 

Weight, empty: 8.4 pounds; magnum calibers: 9 pounds. 

Length, overall: 48.16 inches (I , 180 mm). 

Barrel: Hammer-forged, medium weight, tapered, right-hand twist varies with caliber; .300 
Winchester Magnum and up: six grooves; .308 Winchester and smaller: four grooves. 

Barrel length: 24 inches. 

Feed mechanism: Staggered-column integral magazine with steel hinged floorplate. Capacity varies with caliber. 

Sights: Folding-leaf, express-type rear sights. Blade-type front sight with protective hood. Either 
Warn, Winchester Model 70 or Weaver-type scope bases are avai lable. 

Furniture: Walnut stock, select grades available. Classic style or a high comb Monte Carlo-style. Oil 
finish or french polish. 

Finish: Black oxide. 

Manufacturer: Vektor, a division of Den el (Pty} Ltd., Dept. SOF, 368 Selbourne Avenue, Lyttelton, 
Gauteng, P.O. Box 5445, Pretoria 0001, South Africa; phone: 011-27-12-620-2387; 
fax: 011-27-12-620-2407. 

U.S. Importer: Vektor USA, Inc., Dept. SOF, 5139 Stanart Street, Norfolk, VA 23502; phone: 1-888-740-
0837 [toll free] ; fax: 757-461-9155; e-mail: vektorusa@series2000.com. 

_T&E summary: High grade hunting rifles with mid-range pricing. Best features of '98 Mauser and pre-'64 
Model Winchester with added design enhancements. Quality and design match Vektor's 
combat-established reputation. 

also available in-the-white. Custom engrav
ing and select stocks of the very highest qual
ity are also available on special order. The 
total weight for rifles chambered for calibers 
such as .30-06 is 8.4 pounds. Rifles cham
bered for magnum calibers weigh 9 pounds. 

All of the Vektor Lyttelton rifles are 
capable of exceptional accuracy. The three 
that I tested (.270 Winchester, .30-06 and 
.375 H&H Magnum) all shot to 1 MOA at 
l 00 meters from a sandbag rest using stan
dard hunting-grade PMP ammunition. 

No attempt has been made to compete 
with mass-produced rifles such as the Ruger 
Model 77 or the Remington Model 700 
series. The Vektor Lyttelton rifle has been 
designed for a more discriminating market. 
Reflecting the best design features of the 
past and representing a major engineering 
effort to present the finest hunting rifle ever 
fielded, the Vektor Lyttelton still displays a 
significant amount of highly skilled hand
crafting. Vektor Lyttelton rifles chambered 
for standard calibers will most probably be 
priced in the $1,000 range. This is actually 
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a small p1ice to pay for the quality provid
ed. I expect these rifles to be an outstanding 
success in the U.S. among those with the 
discernment to appreciate a high quality 
accurate rifle. For further information con
tact the U.S. importer, Vektor USA, Inc. 
(Dept. SOF, 5139 Stanart Street, Norfolk, 
VA 23502; phone: 1-888-740-0837 [toll 
free]; fax: 757-461-9155; e-mail : vek
torusa@series2000.com). ~ 

Product List 
Vektor, a division of Denel (Pty) Ltd. 

(Dept. SOF, 368 Selbourne Avenue, Lyttelton, 
Gauteng, P.O. Box 5445, Pretoria 000 I, 

South Africa; phone: 011-27-12-620-2387; 
fax: 011-27-12-620-2407) -------· Orion Game Ranch 

(Dept. SOF. P.O. Box I 5 I, Zeerust 2865, 
North West Province, South Africa; 

phone/fax: 011-18-642-3350) 

Vektor is also importing a line of hunt
ing knives and locking folders that 

are more than several notches above the 
ordinary. All of these knive are made by 
members of the South .1\frican Knife 
Makers Guild. As an example, the model 
referred to as The Hunter is made by the 

VEKTOB 
Bunting Knives 

well-known South African custom knife 
maker, Derek Rausch. It has an approx i
mately 3.8-inch blade that is idea l for 
both sk inning and general camp purpos
es. All of these handmade knives feature 
440C stainless steel hollow ground blades 
with a 59 HRc (Rockwell Hardness). 

The Skinner model also has a 3.8-
inch bl ade, shaped specifically for skin
ning game. It wou ld be my choice for a 
hunting companion. In fact, we used 
both the Hunter and the Skinner models 
to dress out the Rowland Ward record 
Blue Wildebeest bull that I shot. It wa 
an especia ll y large speci men and the 
blades began to tire only at the end. A 
few seconds of honing and th ey were 
back in serv ice. The largest knife in the 
Vektor line is the Cha ll enger with a 4 .6-
inch general purpose blade. These 
knives are all very li ght with excell ent 
balance, as the handles have been skele
toni zed under the grips. 

Both the hunting knives and locking 
fo lders come with grips made of exotic 
African woods, including red ivory, 
African blackwood, wild olive, lead
wood (which is harder th an ebo ny) and 
tambotie. U.S. wood laminates are used 
on the knives destined for domestic 
South African cons umpti on. A ll of the 
knives carry the Vektor escutcheon. The 
leather scabbards are made in South 
Africa and the pocket knife scabbards 
are designed for either horizontal or 
vertical carry. 

More than just an ornamental com
plement to the Vektor Lyttelton hunting 
rifles, these knives, while made by cus
tom knifemakers , were designed for 
heavy use in the field. I am personally 
well-satisfied with their performance in 
the bushveld. - P.C.K. 
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- - -
SOFS Impossible Infiltration Mission 

Text & Photos by Rob Kratt 

,~ or years I've wanted to go to 
Bouga in vill e, a South Pac ifi c 

• sland 800 kilometers from Papua 
_ New Gu inea (PNG) to observe its 

ongoing guerrilla war over envi
ronmenta l conservation, self-determinati on 
and a copper mine. 

The nat ive islanders, cheated out of their 
cut of the Panguna mine 's $ 1.3 billion in 
mineral riches, are angry about the atten
dant ecolog ica l destruction. S ince 1975, 
there 's been a secessionist movement. ln 
1987, Francis Ona, a former truck driver 
and mine surveyor, formed the Panguna 
Landowner's Association and demanded 
compensation o f $ l 0 billion , increased 
environmental protection, and payment on 
past profits. The demands were ignored and 
in 1988 the Bougainvi lle Revoluti onary 
Army (BRA) began the revolt in earnes t. 
The Papua New Guinea Defense Force 
responded w ith assass inati on attempts , 
forc ible relocation, burnt villages , gunship 
attacks on c ivil ian villages, and commando 
raids on BRA supply dumps in the neutra l 
Solomon Is lands . Reports filtered out about 
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rapes, mutil ations, to rture, and massacres . 
It's not a nice war. 

T hi s past spring set off fo r 
Bougainville wi th Robert Young Pe lton, 
publisher and author of The World's Mosr 
Dangerous Places. Along for the ride would 
be two TV journalists from ABC News , 
doing a story on Robert. My plan was to 
hook up w ith BRA fi ghters on combat oper
ati ons. I was careful about operational secu
rity because Bougainville was blockaded by 
PNGDF and Australian helicopter gunships 
and patrnl boats. Travel to Bougainv ille 
mea nt infiltrating via motorized canoe and 
illega lly crossing the Solomon Is lands/ 
Papua New Guinea border. 

Unfortunate ly, Pe lto n went on an 
Austra lian TY talk show and informed mil 
li ons he was on his way to Bougainville via 
the Solomons. So much for operational 
security. Pelton was also in contact w ith 
Rosemarie G illespie, a SO-something libera l 
and lawyer who was suppo ed ly orchestrat
ing ou r reception in Bougainville. Robert 
oon surmi sed she was unable to communi

cate directly with anyone on Bougainville 

and that the BRA is extremely parano id 
about assass ination attempts. She also 
learned another ... Dangerous Places con
tributor (not me) was asked to take in a back 
pack, as a g ift to the BRA, bugged with a 
transmitter in tended to vector in So uth 
Afr ican Executive Outcomes mercenaries. 
Ona is as reclusive as Kurtz in H earl of 
Darkness. Pe lton mentioned this , fancying 
himse lf Marlow to Franc is' Kurtz. Ona is a 
bit paranoid about visitors, and rightl y so, 
considering the back pack scenario. Pelton 
says that with my blonde hai r, b lue eyes, 
bush shorts, and general military deport
ment I look like everyone's idea of a stereo
typica l South African mercenary. Great. To 
get to Bougain ville we've got to cross hun
dreds of miles of shark-infested wa ters 
(patro lled by helicopter gunships) in small 
motori zed canoes piloted by people who 
may very well g ive us the chop and throw 
us over the side. Meeting Ona would be 
interesting. But I can pass on the who le 
Heart o,f'Darkness a llegory. (R ead the book , 
saw the movie.) We arri ve in Honiara, cap
ital of the So lomon [slands, on the is land of 
Guada lcanal and checked into the Hon iara 
Hotel. In tJ1e morning the dawn broke on a 
gray sky piss ing down ra in. The scenery 
was limited to Chi nese-owned hardware 
and sundry shops, battered Toyotas, mangy 
clogs, and people wandering listless ly about 
whi le casti ng curious glances our way. We 
caught a tax i out of town to meet wi th 
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Father Norman Ark
wright, a Marist brother 
who runs a BougainviIJe 
refugee camp. We hoped 
he'd faci litate our entry to 
Bougainville. Father Nor
man has been out here for 
34 years, with not even a 
hint of a tan. While he 
was polite and listened to 
Robert's pitch, he eyed 
die three of us with barely 
concea led di stru st. We 
learned later that the good 
father promptly alerted 
the authorit ies of our 
plans to cross over to 
Bougainville. Maybe I 
should have tol d him I 
was an altar boy at St. 
John 's . On the way back 
we stopped fo r dinner at the Solomon 
Kitano Mendana Hotel (the Japanese have 
now bought what they couldn't hold onto SS 
years ago). 

Eskies and Aircrews 
Wandering around die lobby and dodg

ing the ubiquitous Japanese camera-toting 
tourists, I trike up a conversation with a 
New Zealand air force air crew. The Auss ie 
and New Zealand flight personnel transiting 
through Honiara, busy flying personnel and 
supplies into Bougainvi lle, are easily recog
ni zable: diey ' re the guys carrying cases of 
Victoria Bitter or Fosters ' and dragging 
"Eskies" full of ice to their rooms. In the 
course of two or three visits to the hotel I 
chatted with a few of them, friendly but 
tight-lipped . ln the two loca l papers in the 
lobby was a prominent artic le that detailed a 
shifty arms deal. U.S. weapons had arrived 
- to defend against PNGDF incursions and 
bi lled to the Solomon Islands treasury at 
$3.S million , but the shipping invoice 
$800,000. Everyone is suspicious that we ' re 
there to do a story on the dirty arms deal. 

Meeting us later was Bob Woodruff. 
Three out of the four of us a.re named 
Robert. This will cause some strained looks 
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(above) SOF Senior Foreign Correspondent 
Rob Kratt winning hearts and minds on 
Guadalcanal. The crowd in The Heron Club, 
(below) in bustling downtown Honiara; a 
beachside watering hole, surrounded by 
chainlink fencing, is considered the roughest 
bar in town. SolBrew beer is the drink of 
choice. It's 2100 hours and just about every
one is already staggering drunk. (bottom) 
Fishermen with their catch in Ghizo Lagoon. 
Canoes like these are used for smuggling men 
and supplies into Bougainville. 

of disbe li ef from customs officers and 
police. Another problem is that four 
Americans wandering around thi s Little 
South Pacific backwater attract a lot of 
attention. Woodruff, die " faceman" ABC 
News has sent to do a stand-up, is a former 
lawyer·· turned-correspondent. Woodruff 's 
claim to fame is hav ing covered Princess 
Diana 's fu neral. What's really strange is that 
he is a dead-ringer for Tom Cruise - and he 
knows it. Pelton is mystified how the guy 
can pull a different daisy-fresh adventure
wear ensemble from his pack every day. At 
dinner diat night, in fu ll earshot of some 
nosy re lief workers, Woodruff asks me, "So 
where were you a mercenary?" The dini ng 

_g room gets noticeably quieter. l hope they 
~ think he said "mi ss ionary." Thi s is already 
a; an interesting trip . 
.0 
0 
a: ffosepiping With Badger 

That night we stop at The Heron Club in 
bustling downtown Honiara. A beachside 
watering hole surrounded by chainlinkfenc
ing, I later learn that it i considered the 
roughest bar in town . SolBrew beer is the 
drink of choice. Because there is no choice 
. .. it 's SolBrew or nodi ing. It 's 2100 hours 
and just about everyone is already stagger
ing drunk. [quickly learn some local slang: 
hosepiping is putting the bite on someone 
for a beer or hustling them for money, any-

thing. Four Americans are 
pr ime candidates for 
hosepiping. We sudden ly 
have a dozen new friend s. 
Each. '" Welkam frens!" 
When someone tries to 
wheed le a beer out of me 
I just te ll them I work for 
Pelton and that he has all 
the money. He was proba
bly beginning to wonder 
why he was so popular. 

A li tt le gray-haired 
derelict wearing a dirty 
baseball cap, exhaling 
sta le beer fumes and 
claiming to be a journal
ist, latched onto Pelton. 
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Badger Patterson was 
about 50 years old and 
claimed he could arrange 
everything to get us to 
Bougainville. Badger's 
not only a first-class char
ac ter, but a wealth of 
information on the 
islands. "Badger 's most 
oft heard line is: "Yes, I 
think one more (SolBrew) 
would be good. Capital!" 
As we leave the bar 
around 0300 hours, "the 
Badger-man" makes a 
bargain to be Pelton's 
guide the next day. I was 
sure it would be an eventful day. Capital! 
Getting to Paradise 

That evening at dinner we meet Clement 
Base, Premier of the Western Provinces. He 
was born on Bougainville, in a town called 
Paradise. When we ask him if we can go to 
Paradise he replies, "not everyone can go to 
Paradise." Premier Base says we've come at 
a good time to visit Bougainville - the first 
positive response we 've heard from any
body. We ' ll meet Badger on Ghizo Island, 
our jumping off point in the Bougainville 
Strait. Pelton pays Badger $50 to meet us in 
Ghizo. I'm skeptical we ' II see Badger 
before he's squandered it on SolBrew. 

In the morning we take a short hop and 
check into the Ghizo Hotel. PT-109 was 
sunk near here and from Ghizo's dock we 
can see Plum Pudding Island (aka Kennedy 
Island) where JFK swam ashore. In Ghizo, 
a sleepy little fishing village boasting one 
main dirt road through a cluster of c01TUgat
ed tin buildings, the four of us were soon 
big news. The next day we go SCUBA div
ing while waiting for a flight on to the 
Shortland Islands, closer to Bougainville. 
Dudley Ferries and his very attractive 
blonde partner, Ji ll Young, are two Aussies 
who decided to screw the rat race and run a 
dive business on Ghizo. With Dudley, 
Robert, and Bob, I made two dives. On a 
wall known as Grand Central Station we 
dove to about 110 feet with some sharks . 
After lunch we explored the Toa Maru 2, a 
6,372 ton Japanese freighter at a depth of 37 
meters in Kololuka Bay. Inside are thou
sands of old sake bottles, piles of crockery, 
crates of ammunition, a 
complete motorcycle with 
sidecar, and a truck. As 
we surfaced and swam to 
the boat, some local boys 
in dugouts paddled up to 
us. The canoes were just 
big enough for the smil
ing IO-year-olds. Barely 
in sight of land, they were 
floating idly on a serene 
sea under the tropical sun. 
Riding the dive boat back, 
with the wind whipping 
my hair and the sun bak
ing my face, I decide 
Ghizo is Paradise. And 
Base was right, everyone 
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SOF 's Rob Krott off for Bougainville with 
Robert Young Pelton, publisher and author of 
The World's Most Dangerous Places, pictured 
here on his way into the Ghizo Police Station 
by order of a summons. He was to arrive at 
0900, but showed up 15 minutes early. That 
meant trouble. 

A little gray-haired derelict wearing a dirty 
baseball cap, exhaling stale beer fumes and 
claiming to be a journalist, Badger Patterson 
was about 50 years old and claimed he could 
arrange everything to get us to Bougainville. 
Badger's not only a first-class character, but a 
wealth of information on the islands. (below) 
Krott loads up at Honiara's answer to KFC ... 
after eating things that "taste like chicken," it 
was nice to have some of the real thing. 

probably can ' t get there. 

The Man With The Tooth 
Back from the dive, we had dinner and 

more than a couple of SolBrews. Robert 
and I discuss the best way in to 
Bougainville without local contacts. Dom 
Rotheroe, an English journalist friend of 
Robert's , spent four weeks in Ghizo wait
ing for his boat. Once at sea, the engine 
broke down repeatedly and they soon 
found themselves adrift and lost. After 
landing in Chosieul they were shunted 
from village to village for several days 
before heading for Bougainville interroga
tion by BRA "military intelligence." 

The next day we bought tickets for a hop 
to Choiseul. We 've each got a rucksack and 
then there 's a couple of gym bags and Jay 's 
green duffel of camera gear we call "El 
Gordo Verde." onboard the DeHavilland 
Twin Otter. 

At Chosieul Bay there was a very large 
Royal Solomons Islands 
Police constable striding 
toward the flight line. 
This didn't look good. As 
we got off the plane, 
Constable A . . Markifeneu 
had a piece of paper list
ing our names. The con
stable, his teeth stained 
red by betel nut, was huge 
- well over 6 feet and 
probably close to 270 
pounds. He was even big
ger than Pelton 's 
respectable 6 '5". Stretch
ed around his neck like a 
choker was a bead neck
lace with pendant. I 
immediately recognized 
its origin. Hmm, interest
ing. Meanwhile, Pelton 
was failing to charm the 

constable. He had orders to put us back on 
the plane to Ghizo and on to Honiara 's 
immigration office. Despite being told not 
to by the constable, Jay was filming smTep
titiously. Pelton asked, "Is that a tooth on 
your necklace?" The constable, si lent for a 
moment, replied, "It was my father's ." 

We got back on the plane. 

Vietnamese Mercenaries 
Carrying Machine Guns 

At Ghizo, Pelton and I jumped off while 
Jay and Bob - severely rattled by the 
encounter with the police constable and 
fearing arrest, a bag search, and possible 
indignities to their persons - left the 
islands. We checked into the Koburutavia 
(Baby Dolphin) Lodge above the PT-109 
Bar and Restaurant. No air conditioning, no 
amenities; just two bunks. Sure beat the hell 
out of a jai l cell or jungle living, though. 
While we're on the back porch overlooking 
the lagoon, who should show up but our old 
friend Badger. About five SolBrews later, 
Badger, in fine form, insists that "Peter" 
join us for dinner. Peter is the boat mechan
ic and skipper who took three of Pelton's 
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acquaintances to Bougainville. When we 
teU him we'd like to meet Francis, the soft
spoken boatman just frowns and suggests 
we go into Bougainville in a round-about 
way, landing on the center of the island. The 
northern end, closest to us, is crawling with 
PNGDF troops. It would be a bad idea to 
land there. We wholeheartedly agreed. 

Interrogated By Kipling 
At breakfast we have a phone call. A 

summons to the Ghizo Police post at 0900. 
At 0845 we walk in. Chief Superintendent 
Aloyisius Ora snaps to attention in front of 
us, and looks above our heads at the wall 
clock. He 's wearing full kit: uniform slacks 
instead of shorts; shoes instead of flip-flops. 
The insignia on his service cap is gleaming 
and there 's a swagger stick under his arm. 
He's wearing sunglasses indoors. It's 0845 
and we're 15 minutes early. That makes him 
unhappy with us. 

Sputtering in heavily accented island 
English, he points at the wall clock and tells 
us we must come back at exactly 0900. No 
waiting permitted. We wander down the 
street to the government offices and bump 
into Premier Clement Base and chat. Back 
to the police station, we ' re on time but now 
must cool our heels for 10 minutes. Finally, 
ushered into his office, we ' re joined by 
Eddie Kipling, his male secretary and the 
local Immigration officer. Kipling wants to 
see our passports. Problem. Despite what 
the numbers say he deter
mines my visa stamp is 
only good until the 8th (it 
was already the 5th) yet 
my flight back to 
Australia doesn't leave 
until the 12th. We tell 
them we planned on leav
ing town tomorrow. We 
are asked the usual ques
tions. Chief Superinten
dent Ora gave us his well
rehearsed spiel (he had 
since at least 0845 to pre
pare) : "You were returned 
from Chosieul Bay. We 
received information 
about you. Carrying these 
green bags and things on your belts , which 
we think are weapons. You have scared all 
the people in the Shortlands with your pres
ence. We received information of these mil
itary - Vietnamese - er, or Vietnam war 
veterans coming here. We got this from 
Australia." The whole time Pelton is hold
ing his Sony CDV between his knees and 
videotaping the Chief Superintendent. Ora 
tells us that people all over the islands have 
been calling in with strange tales of four 
large white men walking around with guns 
in holsters, ammunition pouches, and heavy 
weapons in green gear bags. Then Ora 
begins talking about Bougainville explain
ing how the colonial powers screwed up 
when they drew borders through the South 
Pacific. Pelton then asks, "So can we go to 
Bougainville?" No one is amused. 
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A Three-Hour Cruise ... 
In the evening "Peter" the boat mechanic 

stops by. He te ll s us the trip takes seven 
hours each way and how much fuel it will 
take round trip, plus ex tra for the locals who 
help. It wi ll cost $800 just for fuel, and we 
have to pay off the boatman and pay a "jour
nalist fee." It 's a sure bet we' ll be held up for 
more cash to leave the island (return trips 
from pestilential jungle hell-holes always 
cost more) . If we split the cost it 's going to be 
at least $1,000 each. Pelton doesn't want to 
go. He's on a tight schedule to make it to 

(above) Ghizo Lagoon is a sleepy tranquil 
place - but the logistical epicenter for the 
longest-running guerrilla war in the South 
Pacific. (below) Abandoned WWII aircraft litter 
the jungle. 

(below) Bob Woodruff, a Tom Cruise lookalike 
(center), and Jay Aninia (in trademark Panama 
hat) ... the two ABC News guys were mistaken 
for "company men from Langley ... " 

Pakistan and Afghanistan. Personally, I can't 
afford to lay out that kind of money for an 
iffy boat trip. Besides, I don't have the cash, 
there's no ATM, and they don't take Visa. 
Adding to the downside: 1) Even if we meet 
with Francis Ona, we ' ll probably be picked 
up by the Australians and deported to Port 
Moresby; 2) we 'll have to pay our own way 
back from Port Moresby; 3) if we make it to 
Bougainville, and are free to return to Ghizo, 
we may have to wait several weeks for a 
boat. I'm sick and disgusted with the whole 
affair. Maybe ABC News would have 
bankrolled me (they wanted me to take a 

video camera in if they 
didn 't make it) but they're 
gone: already back in 
Australia. It 's obvious I'm 
not going to Bougainville. 
I am not a happy camper. 
The next day we left for 
Honiara and traveled on to 
Australia a day later. Back 
in Brisbane, Pelton hears 
from a very upset 
Rosemarie. She received a 
phone call from someone 
in the BRA/BIG asking 
why she tried to help send 
mercenaries to Bougain

ville. BIG Foreign Secretary Martin Miriori 
wrote a press release about us. "BIG/BRA 
Congrat-ulates Solomon Island Authorities 
For Apprehending Foreigners Attempting To 
Cross Into Bougainville Illegally." It says we 
"were spotted ... while acting on a tip-of from 
BIG/BRA authorities in Bougainville." It 
further claimed we were all forced to return 
to Honiara and held for questioning. 

But the funniest line in the press release? 
"It has been alleged from reliable sources that 
one of these foreigners, Mr. Rod Krott (sic), 
was involved with foreign mercenaries on the 
Sandline issue last year, which the former 
PNG Prime Minister, Sir Julius Chan, had 
allegedly hired and wanted to use against the 
population of Bougainvilie." But why were 
we snitched out to the Solomon Islands police 
by the very people we were going in to help? 
Why the back-stabbing of everyone involved 
including the left-wing do-gooders? Miriori , 
and other "elements" in BIG, schemed to keep 
Francis Ona and his clique out of the world 
media loop. Miriori and his ilk cut themselves 
a juicy deal with the PNG government. 
Francis Ona is sequestered on a jungle moun

taintop and isolated from 
outsiders. His only com
munications link is Miriori 
via radio and sat-phone. 
Ona had no clue he'd just 
been double dealt in the 
peace talks. As Pelton said, 
"In a hotel room in 
Canberra, the longest and 
most righteous war in the 
Pacific was being turned 
into a sell-out." 

Rob Krott is an SOF 
senior fore ign corre
spondent. ~ 
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by James L. Pate 

Just Cronies or Jim Crow? 
other federal Jaw-enforcement agency has a reputation more tarn ished by per
sistent reports of alleged institutional bigotry and racism than the Bureau of 
Alcohol , Tobacco and Firearms. 

In January 1993, for instance, a few weeks before the bureau's singularly spectacul ar dis
aster outside Waco, Texas, the front page of the Washington Post documented pervasive pat
terns of sexual and racial bias within BATF, under a headline that bl asted the bureau's 
"White, Male Traditions." 

Then came the revelations about the Good O' Boys Roundup, an annual drunken 
debauch in the Smoky Mountains, organi zed by BATF agents in Tennessee - spiritual 
home of the Ku Klux Klan - the Carolinas, Alabama and Georgia. It drew federal, state and 
local lawmen from across the South. 

Congressional hearings on the Good O' Boy Roundup begat a bli zzard of blistering 
press. BATF spinmeisters went running for cover. The hearings disclosed tasteless riverside 
revelry that included tee shirts and signs with racist slogans, and ski ts such as one called The 
Birth ofa Nation, a spoof on the legendary film about the Civil War and the rise of the KKK. 
The BATF version played to the theme of 2001: A Space Odyssey, featuring the emergence 
of a Negro baby from a watermelon. The public was outraged. 

Then, in July 1996, BATF agreed to a multi-million-dollar settlement of a c lass-action 
lawsuit filed by nearly 250 agents of African heritage, who alleged a pattern of insti tution

al bias and racism by headq uarters in hiring, 
promotions and assignments. Bureau bosses 
were forced to pay out more than $4 million 
in tax dollars in punitive damages, $675,000 
in back pay and $1.3 million in legal fees. 

The settlement included newly mandated 
procedures fo r promotions and assignments 
for African-American agents, and a separate 
bureaucratic path for Internal Affairs inves
tigations of black agents. Advocates of the 
settlement hailed it as a model in affi1mative 
action for other federa l agencies to fo llow. 
Critics, however, said the new mandates put 
agents of European, Hispanic, Asian and 
Native American descent at an unfa ir disad
vantage, and claimed the solution was at 
least as bad as the problem it was supposed 
to solve. 

But the settlement was, at the very least, 
a benchmark on which the bureau cou ld 
hang a claim that a new era was at hand, that 
things would be different, that racist good o' 
boys in the ranks would no longer be 
ignored, much less tolerated. But now a case 
in Detroit has cast doubt on whether the atti
tudes of BATF's bosses have changed that 
much. 

BATF Director John Magaw (left) and Treasury Undersecretary Ron Noble testify in July 
1995 before the Senate Judiciary Committee, which was holding hearings on the "Good 0' 
Boys Roundup." Organized by federal law-enforcement personnel, the debauch featured 
tasteless racist themes and wide attendance by law-enforcement personnel. 

A Beating In Irons 
On 17 September, a c ivil ri ghts probe by 

the Federal Bureau of Investigation into an 
alleged act of brutality against a black pris-
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oner resul ted in the indictment of two BATF agents on 17 September in Detroit, a city 
already tainted by bad publicity about law-enforcement's race relations. The most notorious 
such case was that of Malice Green, an unemployed black man who was pulled from his car 
and severely beaten by two white city police officers who said Green was concealing a rock 
of crack cocaine in his fi st. Green later died and the two policemen were sentenced to prison . 

In the September indictment, BATF Special Agent Regan J. Scott, 34, a nine-year bureau 
veteran, is accused of violating the constitutional rights of Arthur Bruce Norris, a black sus
pect and convicted armed robber who was wanted for a parole viol ation. The 10-page, four
count indictment alleges that Scott used "unreasonable force," and thereby violated Norris ' 
civil rights. 

Norris was handcuffed and lying on the 
floo r during a raid by the Detroit Police 
Department on 7 October 1996, when Scott 
allegedly kicked him in the head and other
wise assaulted him, according to the indict
ment and law-enforcement sources fami liar 
with the case. 

Scott is also accused of lying in subse
quent official statements about the incident, 
along with a fellow BATF agent, Joel J. 
Kirkpatrick , 33. Kirkpatrick, who has been 
with the bureau fo r 10 years, accompanied 
Scott on the city police raid. BATF 
Superv isory Special Agent John Carpenter 
told Scott he was not to participate in the 
raid or arres t because Norris was wanted on 
a state - not a federal - warrant, the 
indictment alleges. 

Through the ir attorneys, Scott and 
Kirkpatrick declined to comment directly. 
Bu t both attorneys vigorously maintained 
the innocence of the two BATF agents. 

"When all the facts are developed at 
tria l, he ' ll be vindicated and found not 
guilty of all charges ," said Robert Forrest, 
who is representing Scott. 

Atto rney David Lawson, who is defend
ing Kirkpatrick, said his client denies the 
charges that he made fal se statements. 

"Our defense will be the truth," Lawson 
said . "It is irresponsible to handle this in the 
criminal j ustice system. My client found out 
that hi s supervisor misrepresented his dis
cussion in a fi led report .. . There will be no 
plea bargains. This case is going to trial." 

It may be an interesting trial. Critics of 
BATF, inside and outside the bureau, say 
bureau bosses, both in Detroit and at headquarters, were slow to act. The facts alleged in the 
indictment seem straightforward. Yet almost two years passed between the incident and the 
indictment. Why did it take so long to get a case not at all complex into court? 

"That's a very good question," defense attorney Forrest said. "I won 't address that until 
l get to court. " 

During the two-year interim between the alleged incident and the indictment, SOF's 
sources said, Scott was on paid administrative leave - in essence, an open-ended paid vaca
ti on. During that time, he earned a Jaw degree from the University of Detroit. 

It 's further evidence, critics say, that Scott 's BATF bosses did not take the allegations 
against him of brutali ty very seriously. 

"1 don 't want to discuss his personnel status," Scott 's attorney, Forrest, said when asked 
to confirm that his client had been on paid leave for two years. 

Kirkpatri ck's lawyer, Lawson , said his cli ent has been on paid leave since the indictment 
in September, but stressed that Kirkpatrick had been on full -time duty during the interim, 
until hi s indictment. Both agents have been arraigned and are free on an unsecured bond, 
U.S. District Court records indicate. 

Kirkpatrick "has received notice of suspension, pending resolution of the case," Lawson 
said. 

Additional Allegations 
Both agents graduated from the University of Detroit 's law school in May, school offi

cials confirmed. 
The prosecution may al so delve into earlier allegations that Scott had physically 

abu sed another handcuffed black suspect in l 994. Critics of BATF point to the alle
gat ion as evidence that Scott 's supervisors and headqu arters bosses are not serious 
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"Good O' Boy Roundup" coffee mug 
features Treasury Department 
insignia. 
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ATF and FBI agents attend ing annual 
"Good O' Boy Roundup" in east 
Tennessee were greeted at the entrance 
with this home-made sign. The racist 
gathering was videotaped and presented 
to congress in 1995. 

Other racist souvenirs distributed at the 
"Good O' Boys Roundup" in 1995 was 
this "hunting license," which was also 
seen posted on the Oklahoma City ATF 
office bulletin board. 

about dealing with such incidents. 
"It's unfortunate that ATF did not take 

appropriate action in the incident in 1994," 
said Kay Kubicki, a lawyer and former 
bureau agent who served in BATF's Detroit 
office and has represented many agents in 
legal disputes with BATF. 'Tm not sur
prised that it didn 't, though. I think it 's just 
another example of the government's insti
tutionalized racism." 

Asked if Scott had been accused in an 
earlier case of brutality against a black sus
pect, his lawyer equivocated. 

"I can't verify that," Forrest said. 
But sources close to BATF did verify it, 

and it was confirmed by Steve Fishman, an 
attorney who represented Eric Norton, the 
man who allegedly was beaten. 

"Norton told me that Agent Scott beat 
the hell out of him, and not just once," 
Fishman said. 

Th is was confirmed by Norton. 
"He beat me a few times," Norton told 

Soldier Of Fortune in a telephone inter-
view. "He hit me in the car after I was 

arrested. He beat me in the elevator when they took me up to his office. He smacked me 
around in the office. And after they came to get me at jail the next day to take me to court, 
he hit me some more. 

Norton said Scott never made any racial remarks when he allegedly hit Norton. 
"He 'd say, ' tell me th is, te ll me that. ' He was angry, very upset." 
Norton said in each instance, his hands were cuffed behind his back and he was unable 

to fend off the blows. He said one technique Scott seemed to favor was to place a book 
against Norton's head, and hit the book hard with his fist. 

"He 's a big elude," Norton said. "He can hit hard." 
Norton said bruises and welts on his face were visible in mug shots taken after his anest. 

Even In Front Of Witnesses 
Norton was anestecl in northwest Detroit, in April 1994, after a high-speed chase. Agents 

and officers alleged ly found several ounces of crack cocaine and a pistol in the car Norton 
was driving. Norton said Scott was visibly angry when he was anested, and cursed him as 
he rained blows on him in the back of a government vehicle. 

The allegation that Scott vicious ly beat Norton is not just the word of the suspect against 
the word of the federal agent. At least one of the alleged beatings were witnessed by two 
other BATF agents, Sierra L. Donaven and Stan C. Brue, who are black. Donaven reported 
Scott for being needless ly brutal , sources told SOF. 

But an Internal Affairs investigation by BATF into that alleged incident cleared Scott of 
any wrongdoing, the sources to ld the magazine. Donaven, on the other hand, began to expe
rience the type of bureaucratic harassment and on-the-job intimidation for which BATF 
management has been openly critici zed by street-level agents in the past. Her bosses 

0 ,., , 

attacked her credibility and accused her of 
fabricat ing the incident. They began to scru
tinize and find fault with the most minute 
aspects of her job performance. She was 
shunned by many of her colleagues. 
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BATF's spokesperson in its Detroit office, 
Vera A. Fedorak, would not answer any 
questions, such as whether Special Agent 
Scott was ordered to take a fitness-for-duty 
exam after he was accused of beating Eric 
Norton in 1994, and if not, why not. 
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"We are standing by the press release 
issued by the U.S. Attorney's office," she said. 

A Loose Cannon? 
It is significant, though, that despite the 

seizw·e of several ounces of crack cocaine 
and a pistol, Eric Norton was acquitted by a 
jury. A government's key witness was not 
called. Fishman, Norton's attorney, said he 
told the prosecutor about the alleged beating. 

"That guy's going to lose your case for 
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you," Fishman said he told the prosecutor, 
referring to Special Agent Scott. Norton has 
no criminal convictions, Fishman said. 

Others who know Scott say they are not 
surprised by the accusations against him. 

Special Agent Scott "had a reputation as 
a loose cannon," said a former Bureau of 
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms agent who 
knows him, who spoke on the condition of 
anonymity. Most people in the office knew 
the guy had a reputation for getting unnec
essarily physical." 

Scott's alleged assault of Eric Norton 
might have been forgotten in 1993, were it t 
not fo r the raid by the Detroit Police 
Department on 7 October 1996, when 
Norris allegedly was foot-stomped and 
beaten. 

By then, says another BATF agent who 
once worked in Detroit and knows Scott, 
Scott had been detached to work on a "more 
or less full-time basis" with Detroit 's city 
police. 

Many of BATF's " agents in Detroit 
thought he was unstable," Scott 's former 
colleague told Soldier Of Fortune. "He 
would have these wild mood swings. No 
one in our office really liked working 
with the guy. You never knew what he 
might do next." 

What Scott did next, according to count one of a federal indictment handed down 17 
September, almost two years after the alleged incident, was engage in "criminal, infamous 
... notoriously disgraceful conduct ... under color of law" by "willfully kick[ing] and 
assault[ing] Arthur Bruce Norris." 

Norris was the subject of a State of Michigan arrest warrant issued to the Detroit Police 
Department in October 1996. Scott, who 'd been working with the Detroit police on an open
ended assignment, apparently assisted in locating the wanted man. 

But Scott 's first-line boss with the BATF, in Detroit, Supervisory Special Agent John 
Carpenter, told Scott "at least twice ... not to participate in the apprehension or arrest of' 
Norris. Scott "was to ... allow members of the Detroit Police Department to apprehend and 
arrest ... Norris once [he] was located," count two of the indictment states. 

Scott was specifically instructed not to arrest Norris "without an official Bureau of 
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms arrest authorization because there was no current federal 
warrant" for the suspect 's arrest. 

According to the indictment, however, agents Scott and Kirkpatrick accompanied an 
entry team from the Detroit Police 
Department that raided the house and sub
dued Norris. Once under arrest, Norris was 
placed face down on the floor, his hands 
cuffed behind his back. It was then, accord
ing to the indictment, that Scott stomped 
Norris in the back of the head. 

When questioned the next day about 
the raid by their immediate BATF supervi
sor, the indictment states that Scott and 
Kirkpatrick told Carpenter they did not 
make the initial entry into the residence 
with Detroit police, but waited in a gov
ernment car parked around the corner for 
15 or 20 minutes after the initial entry 
before going inside. 

"He denies that" alleged statement, said 
Lawson, Kirkpatrick's lawyer. "My client 
made a statement to a Detroit police super
visor. He was upstairs when (Norris') arrest 
was made, looking for another suspect. He 
never told anybody he was out in the car. He 
told the same story" to federal investigators. 

Official Charges 
Scott denied assaulting Norris, according 

to the indictment, but told Carpenter that he 
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The now-infamous photo of ATF under
cover operators displaying Confederate 
flags at "Good O' Boys Roundup." Note 
Federal Law Enforcement Training Cen
ter tee-shirt on agent on Harley (at left). 

If overall tasteless displays of racism 
were not enough, the debauched tone of 
the "Good O' Boys Roundup" (here 
drunken BATF agent shows off his tattoo 
to bar patrons in Ocoee, Tenn.) made 
attending agents the butt of congres
sional criticism. 
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saw Carpenter taking a swing at a Detroit police office. 
"In truth and fact," the indi ctment states, Scott and Kirkpatrick were with the init ia l 

entry team and did not wait outside until 15 or 20 minutes after the arrest, as they sajd, 
but participated in the arrest. According to the indictment, Norris "did not sw ing" al an 
arresting Detroit police officer, but "Scott did , in fact, hit .. . Norr is by a kick to the back 
of .. . Norris' head." 

Scott was indicted for vio lating Norris' civil rights and for making statements to his 
supervisor and other agents inves ti gating the assau lt that Scott knew were fa lse. 

Kirkpatrick was indicted for aid ing and abetting 
Scott by also making fa lse statements, and for 
lying to a Federa l Bureau of Investigation agent 
who was looking into the civi l righ ts violation. 

Scott and Kirkpatrick, who vo luntaril y sur-E T R Q p Q L I rendered afte r their indictment, face a possible 
maximum prison sentence of five years and a 
fine up to $250,000 on each co un t of wi II fully 
making a fa lse statement. Scott a lso could 
receive a prison term of up to 10 years, and a 
maximum fine of $250,000, for "deprivati on of 
ri ghts under color of law." 

Motif showing white cops holding two 
black suspects face down on hood of 
patrol car, from Washington, D.C., won 
the ATF competition at the '95 "Good O' 
Boys Roundup." 
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The September indictment of Scott and 
Kirkpatrick is not the first time BATF's Detroit 
office has been accused of racially biased con
duct toward African-Americans. A story pub
li shed in the Detroit Free Press, in June, report
ed the complaints of crimina l defense lawyers 
who sa id a sting operation run by BATF " that 
so lic its ex -conv icts for dru gs and guns is aimed 
on ly at black parolees ." 

Spec ial Agent Joseph S. Secrete, one of 
BATF's top case producers in the Detroit region, 
was accused of entrapment for offering rides, 
trips, jobs and drinks to convicted criminals leav
ing their parole office, and using the favors as 
leverage to so licit them to sell him drugs and guns. 

"For the federal government to be using tax
payer money to actively encourage parolees to 
return to crime, rather than to train or educate 
these individuals, is shocking," Jonathan Epstein , 
a lawyer with the federal defender's office in 
Detroit, was quoted by the newspaper. 

According to court documents, Secrete wou ld 
befriend the parolees by offering them rides, free 
drinks and other favors. One parolee said he 
thought that the agent was a businessman and he 
might get a job offer. Another said an informant 
working with Secrete offered him $ I 00 for each 
gun he could get. Still another, Reginald Coleman, 
succumbed to such inducements and sold crack 
cocaine to Secrete five times between December 
1994 and August 1995. 

Defense lawyers later complained that all 13 parolees busted by Secret in the task fo rce 
program that apparently targeted parolees, were black. 

Epstein, who defended Coleman and said he was singled out because of hi s race, accused 
Secrete and the BATF " preying on people who are generally unemployed, unemployable, 
uneducated, indigent and vulnerable to involvement in" crime. 

Another defense attorney, Thomas Wilhelm, condemned the program, charging that 
Secrete was "not go ing out and inves tigating crimes that have occurred. He 's going out and 
getting susceptible peopl e to commit cr imes for him." 

But a federa l appeals case upheld Secrete's tactics, and the U.S. Attorney for Detro it, 
Sau l Green, who is black, denied that the program unfairly targeted any race. The federal 
parolee project has taken dangerous criminals off the street, and the techniques used by 
Secrete and other agents were upheld in the courts, Green said. 

Fighting Crime, Or Creating Crime? 
To bolster hi s defense of the program, statistics were re leased showing that of about 100 

parolees charged under the program, more than 90 pleaded gui lty and all of the rest who 
went to trial were convicted . Of these cases, about 66 defendants were black, I 0 percent 
were Hispanic and 20 percent were white. The parolees had already been convicted on a 
wide array of crimes, including armed robbery, burglary, manslaughter and sexual assault. 
One parole violator had seven prior fe lony convictions. 

Amidst this array of critic ism, how has headquarters responded toward management of 
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BATF's Detroit office? Director John Magaw must think his Detroit managers are doing a 
fine job. Bernard Laforest, who was special agent in charge (SAC) of the Detroit region in 
the time span between the two alleged beating incidents in which Scott is accused, was given 
pay bonuses totaling $9,434 in 1997. LaForest's replacement as Detroit SAC, Stanley E. 
Zimmerman, got a $2,000 bonus last year. And Special Agent Secrete? On 3 August 1997, 
he was awarded a bonus of $1,500. 

This has prompted questions about whether BATF's bosses continue to turn a blind eye 
to allegedly racially motivated infractions by white agents. And charges of racial bias by 
BATF's Detroit office have not just come from criminal defense attorneys and other outside 
critics. And not all are accusations of racism by whites against blacks. Some have come 
from within the office itself, and include allegations, in at least one case proven in court, that 
black agents have acted in a biased fashion toward non-black agents. 

In December 1996, a federal court jury ordered BATF to pay $50,000 in damages to 
Rhonda Vega, an Hispanic woman who was fired from the bureau after three years as an 
agent. Vega's suit claimed she was treated unfairly by black supervisory agents, who then 
retaliated against her because she filed an administrative complaint with the bureau's Equal 
Employment Opportunity office (see "Separate But Equal? BATF's Double Standard for 
Race Relations," April '97). She said some of the black supervisors who discriminated 
against her, were themselves plaintiffs in the class-action lawsuit that was settled about three 
months before Special Agent Scott, who was in the same agent training class as Vega, 
allegedly beat Norris. 

Institutional Racism, 
Or Entrenched Cronyism? "It's unfortunate that ATF 

Kubicki, who won Vega's case, said the racism within 
BATF is institutional , and that settlement of the class-action 
lawsuit by black agents has not changed practices that 
much, that unfair discrepancies persist, not just within the 
gun bureau, but throughout the Department of Treasury. She 
cited as an example the case of Francille Reaves. 

did not take appropriate action 
in the incident in 1994 ... I'm not 
surprised that it didn't, though. 

Reaves was a black female who was a special agent with 
the Internal Revenue Service, who was married to a white 
male who was a member of the Detroit Police Department. 
Three of her husband 's friends in law enforcement asked 
Reaves to obtain for them some of their own personal 
income tax information. When Reaves and her husband got 
divorced, and the divorce became contentious, he filed a 

I think it's just another example 
of the government's 
institutionalized racism." 

complaint with her bosses, charging that she had released personal income tax infonnation , 
a violation of federal law. 

"You have Regan Scott, a white male, accused of beating a black prisoner," said Kubicki, 
making a comparison to the Reaves case. "What happens to him? He gets two years of leave 
with full pay, so he can finish law school. Then you have Francille Reaves, a black female , 
who has committed a technical violation by releasing someone's own tax information to that 
person. What does she get? She gets suspended with no pay." 

Reaves, who was 36, died of an extended illness in August, in the midst of appealing her 
case with the Treasury Department. Two of the three persons to whom she had provided their 
own tax information had written statements in her behalf. But the government, which knew 
she had terminal illness, bided its time, and literally litigated her to death, Kubicki said. 

Yet another former BATF agent in Detroit, Jim Jorgensen, who is now retired and is act
ing director of the National Association of Treasury Agents, disputes hi s friend Kubicki 's 
claim that these apparent discrepancies and inequities are caused by any institutional racism. 
There are certainly problems, he acknowledged, but he attributes them, instead, to institu
tional cronyism. 

"The bureaucracy retaliates, whether it 's a black female or a white male, against anyone 
who bucks the system," Jorgensen said. "I don't believe there is any institutional bias 
because of race or gender within the system. That is not to say that there haven 't been indi
vidual acts of bias . But they are aberrations. 

"Have there been egregious acts of racism? Certainly," he said. "Should they be pun
ished? Absolutely. But, in fact, the reverse is true. The Treasury Department in general, and 
the ATF in particular, go to extraordinary lengths to hire and promote minorities and women. 
They go to extraordinary lengths to train, and in many cases retrain, women and minorities, 
even in the cases of individuals whose job performance is questionable. 

"If these two agents in Detroit, in fact, did what they are accused of doing then, yes, they 
should be punished," Jorgensen said. "But we can't look at this in a vacuum. And BATF has 
to apply the same standards across the board, for all agents, regardless of race or gender, 
whether they are street agents or management. 

"What I find amazing is that they are charging these guys with lying. Maybe they did. 
Maybe they didn't. But why have none of the Waco bosses been charged with lying?" 
Jorgensen pondered. "Lyi ng not just in official statements, but under oath, in front of 
Congress. That's the crux of the problem at BATF. Cronyism. If you ' re part of that inner cir
cle of lockstep loyalists, you can lie, cheat and steal and they'll try to protect you, no mat
ter what your sex or race. And that may be the worst crime of all." ~ 
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han Xuan Duy heard the helicopter and froze. As it 
swept overhead, he dashed for cover, waiting in 
dread for bullets to tear into his back as he ran. 

ad, the deadly machine circled around and poured 
machme-gun fire and rockets into a nearby ditch. Other heli

copters arrived and dropped "crying gas" and smoke grenades, 
which lit the tinder-dry grass into several raging brushfires. Back in 
his bunker, Duy and his comrades lay low, holding urine-soaked tow
els over their faces to absorb the gas. 

Everyone knew the enemy would soon attack in force. 

It was March 1969, barel y one year after the Tet Offens ive, and 
the Viet Cong had still not full y recovered from losses susta ined 
when they abandoned their guerrilla hit-and-run strategy in favor of 
mass attacks on South Vietnam 's cities. Quy's corner of the war was 
ca lled the Plain of Reeds, a section of the Mekong De lta strategi
call y sitt ing some 60 miles southwest of Saigon. 

A fl at reed- and brush-covered low lands of more than 2 million 
acres, it was too wet during the monsoon and too ar id d uring the dry 
season fo r sustained agricul ture - but perfect cover for guerrillas. 
From thi s relati ve ly secure base, the Viet Cong sa llied forth to exert 
control over the surrounding villages and hamlets, in a dai ly strug
g le fo r the loyalty of peasants leery of both sides in thi s long war. 

Saigon also fo ught hard for the Mekong De lta's hearts and 
minds, and it considered the Plain of Reeds to be a big thorn in its 
side. The South Vietnamese army was backed up by the U.S. 9th 
Infantry Divi sion, which in early 1969 was aggressive ly pursuing 
the Viet Cong throughout the Delta. 

Phan Xuan Duy cared about none of this. All he knew was tliat tl1e 
Viet Cong promised something different from the long history of 
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"foreign exploitation." His life read like a testimonial from a commu
nist recruitment poster: Born in Saigon in 1949, he spent his early 
childhood without his mother, who was imprisoned by the French
supported Emperor Bao Dai. Released in 1954, she lived only a few 
days, imploring her young son with her last words to avenge her 
death. Duy stored his mother's hatred in his l1eart. In February 1966, 
as the American ground war gathered steam, Duy joined the Viet 
Cong to "fight for the country he loved so muc/7. " After five months 
of training in the Viet Cong '.5 Cambodian base areas, he was assigned 
to a Viet Cong unit as a squad leader, and, in August 1967, was trans
ferred to the 261 B Battalion as a platoon leader. Only days before U.S. 
troops closed in on his position, Duy was promoted to Battalion 
Headquarters Secretary, a position reflecting the trust placed in him 
by both the Viet Cong military and political cadre. 

The American Assault 
The Americans had seen Quy run for hi s bunker. Earlier that day, 

scout he li copters had also spotted more enemy soldiers just south of 
the border between Kien Tuong and Dinh Tuong Provinces, along a 
waterway called the Tong Doc Loe Cana l. 

Word was relayed to the 9th In fa ntry Division , which, in turn, 
ordered the I st Brigade's 2d Battalion, 39th Infantry, to prepare for 
an assau lt. Backing up the grunts would be A lpha Troop, 7th 
Squadron of the I st Cava lry Reg iment with its gunships, and the 
19 1 st Assault Helicopter Company to insert the troops. 

Just before noon on 11 March, part of the battalion 's Charlie 
Company boarded five he licopters and headed for Tong Doc Loe 
Canal, backed by Cobra gunships armed w ith rockets and miniguns. 
Leading the way were he licopters carrying CS tear gas to harass the 
Viet Cong. Slashing clown like raptors homing in on their prey, the 
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Cobra fired rockets and tracers, igniting the tinder-dry grass . In his 
he licopter circling above the battlefield, Colonel Ira A. Hunt, com
mander of the !st Brigade, watched the scene unfo ld. 

Behind the swirling clouds of smoke came 2d Platoon, Charlie 
Company, led by Lieutenant Richard A. Fisher. His men moved north 
toward the canal, three squads abreast. In the distance the Americans 
could see the Viet Cong bunkers, but the enemy held its fire. 

Suddenly a mine exploded, slightly injuring a soldier. Fisher halt
ed the advance and peppered the treeline with grenades from sever
al stubby M79 launchers. Thunderous explosions shook the forest. 

"Prepare tor combat," came the order from the battalion com
mander, Le Ha, a veteran communist leader. 

Phan Xuan Quy did not need to be told. In the distance he saw 
more helicopters darting in from the south. Five put down about 300 
meters from his bunker and disgorged their cargo, the 2d Platoon. 
Dozens of forms jumped from open doors, hunched over from the 
weight of their combat loads, and dashed tor cover. The soldiers 
"were tall and had huge bodies," Quy remembered. "They started to 
move in our direction. " 

Viet Cong defenses around Thanh Phu were set up in a line par
alleling the canal. In front of the bunkers was a field sowed with 
mines. "Suddenly I heard some booby traps explode," Ouy said. He 
watched as the platoon took cover. 

Machine-gun tire crackled from the Americans hunkered down on 
the Viet Cong right flank, provoking return fire from Ouy's men. He 
thought he saw three American soldiers go down, dead or wounded. 

Fire Fight 
Sergeant Jantzen E. Childers hit the ground as enemy machine

gun fire opened up on his squad. Peering up over a low dirt berm he 
saw the muzzle flash of several rifles, firing from a mere 15 meters 
away, backed up by a machine gun in a banana grove just to the east. 

Seeing that the squad was pinned down, Lt. Fisher called fo r 
gunship support, then lay low as the Cobras raced in for the kill , 
flatten ing a grove of banana trees with rocket fi re. 

The platoon moved forward, but they went barely 5 yards before 
they were again pinned down under a hail of bullets. Suddenly, LL 
Fisher went down with a bullet in hi s thigh. His men pulled back, 
dragging Lt. Fisher as gently as they could. But they moved too 
quickly: Booby traps killed Specialist Michael G. Allendorf and 
wounded another soldier. The survivors dragged the wounded man 
with them, making 
their way along a 
shallow ditch . Yet 
another soldier, Specialist 
Gerald L. Tharp, detonated a 
booby trap. He died of his wounds. 

Fi sher 's men finally emerged 
from the smoke to find the 3d Platoon 
sti ll unbloodied by the Viet Cong. 
Setting up a perimeter, the Americans 
called fo r extraction, and within minutes 
two helicopters were on the way. The 
"slicks" descended through the smoke, appari 
tions in the swi rling grey, and whisked them 
away to safety. 

Co lonel Hunt was not pleased with 2d Platoon's 
perfomiance, or with that of its parent unit, Charlie Company. 
"They didn ' t have flank security and as a result walked right into a 
trap," he reported. Back at battalion headquarters the decision was 
made to pull Charlie Company out and replace it with Bravo 
Company. 

The Viet Cong watched the helicopters coming in with more 
Americans. Fifteen of them landed about 350 meters east of Ouy's 
position. Hoping to pin this new force down before it could disperse 
to cover, the battalion heavy-weapons section opened fire with two 
82mm mortars. "I heard many mortar rounds hit that U.S. element," 
recalled Ouy, "but they were still advancing." 

A halt-hour later, Ouy's radio crackled with the voice of one of his 
reconnaissance team leaders. They had spotted some 20 helicopters, 
half of them rotoring in to a position about 800 meters east of the 
original American insertion, and the rest coming in from an entirely 
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new quarter - about 400 meters to the west of the Viet Cong battal
ion command post. 

At Firebase Schroeder, the battalion headquarters, Bravo 
Company loaded on helicopters and flew into battle. As they jumped 
from the Hueys and took cover, Air Force planes roared overhead 
and dropped their bombs just to the north. In the smoke and confu
sion, the Americans sk irted the blast area and headed toward the 
northern edge of the Viet Cong perimeter. 

Encircling Charlie 
Just to the southwest, the battalion 's last e lement, Alpha Company, 

was flown in, but intense enemy fire kept the helicopters from land
ing, forcing them to hopscotch ever farther south looking for a secure 
LZ. They finally found one almost 1,000 meters from the battlefield, 
too far away to be of much help to Bravo Company. Instead, the sol
diers were ordered to rush north toward the canal to cut off the Viet 
Cong's escape route to the west. At first, opposition was light. Then 
tracers filled the air, ricocheting off trees and rocks near the 
Americans and slowing their movement north. Still , by 1500 hours, 
the Americans were in place south of the canal , cutting off escape to 
the east or west. But the brigade headquarters was still concerned 
about the situation. Colonel Hunt noted that " the central portion of the 
battle area, where [Charlie Company] had made its ini tial contact, was 
open. I decided to put the next available unit into this slot." 

The next avai lable unit actually had to be brought in from out
side the area of operations. Hunt ordered Charlie Company, 6th 
Battalion, 31st Infantry, picked up from its defensive position at 
Firebase Moore more than a dozen miles away and airlifted to the 
same spot where Charlie Company, 2d Battalion, 39th Infantry, had 
been mauled and then evacuated several hours earlier. 

Just before 1700 hours, the soldiers went in. Captain George 
Maudlin, the company commander, was ordered to link up with 
Bravo Com pany. Maudlin reported slow going because " there were 
booby traps everywhere." Machine guns and mortars opened up 
from the tree line south of the canal as the company approached, and 
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°' Seeing that the squad was 
pinned down, Lt. Fisher called 
for gunship support, then lay 
low as the Cobras raced in for 
the kill , flattening a grove of 
banana trees with rocket 
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just as it looked li ke they would al so be stopped cleacl , he lp again 
came from above. 

"No sooner had the VC fired than an air strike w ith napalm came 
right in on the VC," reported Captain Maudlin. "The company 
[radioman] saw the enemy engulfed in fl ames." They had just wit
nessed the destruction o f the heart of the Viet Cong defense. In the 
confusion, Charlie Company fini shed its maneuver toward the canal 
and spread out to link up with the companies to the east and wes t. 
It was the beginning of the end for the enemy. 

In the face of the aerial attack, Quy hugged the earth for whatev
er mote of concealment it could provide. He heard a flight of fighter 
planes streak overhead, then watched as they dumped their deadly 
bombs 700 meters to the northeast where the ''Thanh Phu Guerrillas" 
- the battalion 's core infantry fighting force - was located. 
"Suddenly there was a terrific flash," he said. 

As light faded from the evening sky, the grass fires also died down, 
leaving powdery ash and cl1arred stalks blanketing the ground. To tl1e 
south Quy saw the forms of American soldiers looming in the smoke 
which still billowed around the battlefield. Just before nigl1tfall, more 
air strikes came, destroying the battalion's mortar emplacements and 
setting the stage for the final phase for the American assault. Unable 
to use their favorite tactic - hit-and-run assaults - the Viet Cong 
were being forced to stand and fight toe-to-toe against an enemy that 
was growing stronger by the hour. 

Even when darkness closed over the battlefield there was no relief 
for the Viet Cong. Flares from American artillery and helicopters 
streaked skyward, throwing ghostly sl1adows across the ground. Quy 
heard helicopter rotor blades flailing the air all around him: 
Occasionally, they were painted against the dark sky by the flares. 

Tightening The Holed Net 
During the few hours that remained in the clay, two more units, 

Alpha and Charli.e Companies of the 4th Battalion , 39th In fantry, 
were inserted north of the canal. Lieutenant Colone l Dav id H. 
Hackworth, the battali on commander, was placed in charge of a ll ~ 

trnops in that area. Since the Viet Cong were confined south of the : 
river, Hackworth encountered little opposition. Jn fac t, the bi ggest £ 

danger came from the Cobras ove rhead. As they prowled up and j~ 
down the canal banks looking for Vi et Cong try ing to escape into _ 
the water, they mistakenly hosed clown the ir own troops, wo unding ~ 

~ at least fo ur men. Hackworth was d isgusted by the confusion. ~ 

"Gunships at the best o f times were lousy fo r c lose-in support," he ~ 
later wrote, " to even contemplate using them that way in the dark.. . 8 
was insane. " c 

~ At the same time, Col. Hunt brought in another unit to re info rce "' 
hi s troops south of the canal. Alpha Company, 3cl Battali on, 39th ~ 

8 0 

Infantry was 20 klicks away when it was ordered into battle . 
Lieutenant Seth W. Collins, the company commander, pre pared 
them fo r a qui ck he licopter assault. They lanclecl we ll south of the 
canal and moved several hundred meters towards the water. 

The pointman saw movement in a tree line and opened fire, 
killing two Viet Cong. Machine guns chattered in repl y, hitting three 
Gls before they could di ve for cover. Lieutenant Collins recalled 
that the "fire was fantastic, the bes t VC fire he had encountered. " In 
the encl , Alpha Company retreated and regrouped, and the entire 
American line south of the canal was forced to set up a perimeter 
further from the ri ver than they would have liked. 

But by 2200 hours the Viet Cong were surrounded . 
"At this time I just knew that U.S. troops had completely sur

rounded our position," Quy recalled. Then the battalion commander 
sent word to his men that an escape route had been found. Just 
before midnight, all units were to gather as many weapons as they 
could carry and move north to the canal and await further word. Quy's 
unit gathered up AKs and grenade launchers, mortars and machine 
guns and silently slipped out of the bunker In ones and twos they 
crept along the blackened ground, mindful of flares, and headed for 
the canal. 

The Viet Cong waited by the water, its dark surface sparkling with 
the reflection of nearby fires and the occasional flare streaking sky
ward. All along the bank, the battalion 's reconnaissance unit probed 

the American positions, looking for the weakest spot 
to slip through. Not once were they discovered. Just 
after midnight they found the best way out. 

But the battalion could not keep as silent as the 
scouts. Weapons clinked and twigs cracked, and 
the Americans opened fire. Unsure of where the 
noise was coming from, they fired long bursts 
from machine guns and lobbed grenades all along 
the canal bank. A bullet slammed into the machine
gun tripod Quy carried under his arm, knocking 
him into the water Tracers crisscrossed the sky 
and planes roared in from the east, forcing the Viet 

~ Cong to lie still. 
ii'i 

... as the American ground-war gathered steam, Quy 
joined the Viet Cong to " fight for the country he loved 
so much." After five months of training in the Viet 
Cong's Cambodian base areas, he was assigned to a 
Viet Cong unit as a squad leader, and, in August 1967, 
was transferred to the 261 B Battalion as a platoon 
leader. Only days before U.S. troops closed in on his 
position, Quy was promoted to Battalion 
Headquarters Secretary, a position reflecting the 
trust placed in him by both the Viet Cong military and 
political cadre. 
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Bad Ta The Bane 
Continued from page 57 

Staff Sgt. Robert Cortez, who instructs 
Ai r Force bomb loaders at Ellsworth on 
the fine art of outfi tting the 77th "War 
Eagles" and the 37th "Tigers" with the 
latest armaments available. 

Air Force Base, Texas, in 1987. 
Watson says the B- IB is designed to get 

in and get out without engaging in air to air 
combat." 

Speed is a primary reason Lancer pilots 
like Bryan Bush feel the B-1 bomber is one 
of the most survivable delivery platforms in 
the Air Force today. 

destruction on a s ingle pass, or can drop 
iron bombs in any combination from 
three weapons bays; fo rward , intermedi
ate and aft. 

Cortez may have unknowingly coined a 
phrase that will become legend someday in 
the B-1 community. 

An F-16 On 11
' Roids" 

The B-1 , with its swing wings and pow
erful engines, can perform violent maneu
vers associated with smaller combat aircraft. 

"When the designers [Rockwe ll 
International] put a stick instead of a control 
column between the pilot's legs, they turned 
the bomber pilot into a fighter pilot," said 
Chester Watson. 

Offic ially, the Air Force says the B-1 has 
a speed of Mach 1.2. (That's 900-plus miles 
per hour.) But it can use supersonic dash 
speed to keep up with faster F-15s and F-
16s at high-altitude. 

General Michael Ryan, USAF Chief of 
Staff, recently described the B-1 as being 
"like a very large fighter." 

"The B- 1 is an F- 16 on steroids," said 

"Pilots would love it if designers would 
put guns on the aircraft, and make it a big 
fighter, "but there's no reason for guns," 
said Watson, a former Air Force officer who 
arranged the arrival of the fi rst B- 1 at Dyess 

At low-altitude, B-ls have to slow down 
for F-1 6s to catch up. The B-1 's swing-wing 
design and turbofan engines not only pro
vide greater range (5,460 nm [nautical 
miles] at high-altitude; 4,715 nm at low-

The Flight Surgeon, Captain Randy Guliuzza, stuck a wooden 
tongue depressor in my mouth and then tapped my extremi
ties with a rubber malle t to check my reflexes before pro

nouncing me "fit for flight." 
Next stop was Aircrew Life Support where I was outfitted with 

a helmet, oxygen mask, fl ight suit, Matterhorn boots, omex 
gloves, and survival vest. 

After suiting up, I was given an overview of the 147-pound 
ACES II ejection seat. I made certain that all five buckles - two 
on my shoulders, two on my hips and one across my chest- were 
securely snapped into place and both leg resLraints were fastened 
so that I and my ejection seat "become one." Otherwise, ejection 
could be nasty - even lethal. 

Later, in the Entrican Center, a $28-million maintenance fac ili
ty where 1,600 Air Force maintenance personnel may spend 6 to 
200 hours a year learning correct maintenance procedures to fix 
problems on a B-1 bomber, Technical Sergeant Bill Greenlee 
walked me through the ejection process, second by second. 

"Everything happens so fast up there," cautioned Greenlee, 
"You won't have time to blink before you ' re hangi ng in your chute. 

"Any member of the four-person crew can 
eject themselves. But only the A ircraf t 
Commander or Pilot can initiate the firing 
sequence that ejects all members of the crew," said 

Premature Ejection 
Greenlee as he showed me around a mockup of 
the B-IB cockpit. 

Once the Aircraft Commander orders "Eject! 
Eject! Eject!" and pulls the ejection handles on his 
seat, it takes only 2.0 seconds for "all souls on 
board" to clear the aircraft. Pointing to flexible lin
ear-shaped explosive charges around the side win
dows next to each pilot and hatches over the heads 
of the weapons officers, Greenlee said d1e "det 
cord" is designed to activate the ELSC which blows outward awa 
from the crew, opening the hatches a milli-second after a pair of yel
low handles are pulled on the ejection seat. 

Three-tenths of a second after the hatches blow, the Offensive 
Systems Officer who sits in the right rear seat behind the pilot is 
up, up and away from the aircraft propelled by a firery rocket 
motor under his seatpan. 

Five-tenths of a second later, the Defensive Systems Officer is 
ballistically on his way out of the disabled aircraft. 

The pilot is number 3 in the ejection sequence, following the 
DSO 0.5 of a second later, and, finally, the Ai rcraft Commander 
follows in 0.7 of a second. Total elapsed time: 2.0 seconds. 
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The seats do work as advertised. Just ask four crewmen who 
successfully ejected from their disabled B-IB over Marion, 
Kentucky, on 18 February 1998, when all four engines shut down 
and the cockpit filled with smoke. 

As the Aircraft Commander, I would be the last to go in case 
omed1ing went wrong. So, naturally, I wanted to know the proce

dure if the seat didn't fire. 
"Simply reach over in front of the stick and pull the hatch jetti

son handle," said Greenlee. 
Normally, if the ejection seat doesn' t fire, there is a malfunc

tion in the hatch jettison. Pull ing the hatch jettison handle should 
do the trick, because the ejection seat is sequenced to occur after 
the hatch goes. 

Later I found out that a spare parachute is stowed behind the pilot's 
position across the passageway from a porta-potty. But it would be 
extremely difficult to get into the parachute and bail out through the 
jettisoned entry hatch before the bomber crashed - and impossible if 
the bomber was spinning out of control. 

Since I 'd probably be dazed by a sudden ejection, the parachute 
1st Lt. Rob Goddard attached to the top of my ejection seat deploys auto

matically. 
Hoisting me up to the ceiling of the Aircrew Life 

Support Training Center in a harness, Senior Airman 
Sean Ritchie explained how to untangle a fouled 

The author (aka "Black Hills Bandit") in B-1 B 
Lancer's aircraft commander seat en route to 
Nevada target. His flight definitely was not the 
s.o.s. 

chute, and steer clear of obstacles - like powerlines 
- and other hazards that could hurt, maim or kill a 
downed flier. 

By the time Ritchie lowered me back to the 
floor, my voice had altered from deep baritone to 
high soprano. But he explained that the "crotch 
straps" have to be tight to ensure a snug fit in the 
ejection seat. 

"You don't want anything dangling when you 
e out of the cockpit under 10 or more Gs," laughed Ritchie. 

Before Col. Bush briefed the upcoming mission, Capt. 
Touchton took me into the Weapons Systems Trainer, and let me 
get some hands-on experience fly ing the B-LB. It handled every bit 
as smoothly as the F-16D I flew for an hour with the Air .Force 
Thunderbirds. The multi-million dollar trainer features a fully 
functional B-1 cockpit and a moving, wrap-around, video display 
complete with runway markers and natural sound. Millions of dol
lars are saved every year in fuel alone by using the trainer. 
Touchton states it's cheaper to make mistakes in the trainer than in 
a quarter-billion dollar bomber. 

-D.B.C. 
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Duy feared the end was near: "Continuous air strikes were drop
ping all along the canal and surrounding area. When they came close 
to our position, we would lie down. While moving along the with
drawal route, we tried to run quickly to wherever the air and artillery 
strikes already hit. This is how we got tl1rough them." 

live To Fight Another Day ... 
The reconnaissance unit pointed out a 50-meter gap, through 

which the surviving guerrillas slipped in single file, leaving behind a 
small force to cover the rear. As they moved silently, Duy could hear 
American soldiers talking loudly on botl1 sides. It was frightening to 
know the enemy could discover them at any time, but exhilarating to 
realize that safety lay just ahead. 

The Viet Cong came to another canal, stripped off their clothes, 
and made floats of nylon and cloth. These would carry their weapons 
as the guerrillas slipped silently through the water. In the back
ground, from the area they 
/Jad just left, Duy heard the 
snarl of helicopter gunships 
and the roar of jets uselessly 
pounding the banks of the 
canal. 

" lt had been a hard bat
tle," conc luded Co l. Ira 
Hunt, who was c learly 
pleased with the outcome. 
Despite the many problems 
ex pe ri e nced by the 
Ameri cans, in the end they 
suffe red onl y three dead and 
20 wounded , 12 of the ir 
casualties in the early part of 
the battl e. During the course 
o f the fighting , the I s t 
Brigade committed more 
than 600 soldiers to the bat-

South Vietnamese 7th Infantry Division swept through the next 
morning, capturing Duy and six other Viet Cong and destroying the 
hospital. 

The U.S. 9th Di vision soon learned that the pri soners were mem
ber. o f the 261 B Viet Cong Batta li on and requested an opportunity 
to inte rrogate Quy, the hi ghest ranking o f them. His story gave a 
rare g limpse into the often mys terious ways of the Viet Cong guer
rillas and provided the 9th Division with the enemy's side of a 
recent and hard-fought battle. 

Not e veryone was impressed, however. Lieutenant Co lone l 
Hackworth , the battal ion commande r in charge north of the canal , 
be lieved th at the battle "had actually started out as a screwup" and 
that the body count had been ex aggerated. Like others in the 9th 
Divi sion, Hackworth fe lt that there was too much emphasis on sta
ti sti cs, so much so that it led to fab rication on a massive sca le. And 
he hated Col. Hunt. H ackworth thought of his commander as " tac-

ai 
1i 

ti ca ll y ine pt" and be li eved 
th at whe n the chips were 
clown Hunt "didn ' t know how 
the ki ll ing game was played." 
They had crossed swords 
be fore the batt le at Thanh Phu 
and would do so again. For 
now, howe ver, Hac kworth 
was accusing Hunt of fabr i
cating hi s after-action report 
to show the battle as a "flaw 
less description of a perfec t 
SEAL operation that bore lit
tl e resemblance to what ac tu
ally happened on the ground . 
... " To Hackworth , the report 
was "the quintessential fal se 
re port" and " the ultimate 
snow job." 

But it wasn ' t. Most after
tl e and fl e w in more than 
I 00 he licopter sorties - an 
overwhe lming force against a 

They landed well south of the canal and moved several hundred meters 
towards the water ... 

action reports play up success 
and g loss over probl ems, and 

s ing le Viet Cong battalion . In support, U.S. arti lle ry fired 688 
rounds, in addition to several dozen air strikes and gunship attacks. 
According to brigade headquarters, all this firepower had killed at 
least 72 Viet Cong, though only 40 bodies were actually found. As 
usual, the body count would become a bone of contention. 

Whatever the actual count, the Vie t Cong had been badl y blood
ied. They had held their own fo r a time aga inst the powerful 
Americans, but they were no match in a standing battle. True lo 
communi st form , however, reality took a back seat to ideology, and 
the batta li on commander reported to his regimental headquarters 
that 1,500 American soldiers had been sent against the Viet Cong. 
"We were courageous and killed 150 U.S. tTOops and shot clown one 
je t a ircraft and two helicopters," he bragged. The survivors of the 
261 B Viet Cong Batta lion knew bette r. 

Two days later, Phan Xuan Duy and 20 of his men returned to the 
battlefield under cover of darkness. ''The truth of the area was 
exposed under my eyes," he recalled sadly. "I could not believe any 
view more terrible and lonely than t/1is. All of the trees were burned 
down all around the area and I could not see any grass left on the 
ground. Our bunkers were all destroyed, and out on the ground I saw 
dried blood all around, [I was} still smelling the odor of dead bodies 
in tl1e air. " 

Lose The Battle, Win The War 
But the battle was just a small part of a very long war for the Viet 

Cong. Unlike the Americans, there could be no rest after a long oper
ation, just the expectation of more fighting. "We were tired and our 
morale was very low, " said Duy, "but the battalion commander gave 
the word that our unit would return to Kien Phong Province to get 
reinforcements and recruit new men to fig/Jt again. " 

Duy could not know that his war was about to end. As his battered 
battalion headed back to Kien Pl10ng, Quy tripped a booby trap and 
was sent to a small field hospital. By cl1ance, an operation by t/1e 
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thi s one was no differe nt. 
Despite Hackworth 's allegation . • the report did not give an exces
sive body count - certainly not by 9th Divi sion standards - and it 
did describe the early problems with the operation. The Army 's 
investigation of Hackworth 's comp laint concluded that the body 
count was " not improbable" and , that whil e all of Hunt 's claim. 
about the battle were " perhaps not entire ly acc urate," it could not be 
"considered a fal se report. " In other words, it was like most other 
after-action reports. 

The di sagreement hig hli ghted some of the problems facing 
American soldi e rs fi ghtin g an unpopu lar war: Conventional sol
di ers fi g hting gue rrill as, progress measured in bodies rathe r than 
te rritory, a lack of c lear objec tives - these all took the ir toll on 
fi ghting spirit. 

Although the United States would soon begin withdrawing from 
Vietnam, the war would not get any easier for Duy's former com
rades in the Viet Cong. Pacification of the countryside by the Saigon 
government and increased efficiency on the part of the South 
Vietnamese army whittled away at tl1e Viet Cong, and wit/Jin a year, 
many of the main force units l1ad to be replaced by regular troops 
from North Vietnam. By 1971, many of the main force units in the 
Mekong Delta were North Vietnamese, and, by 1975, when Hanoi 
finally defeated South Vietnam, the Viet Cong played only a minor 
role in the final victory. 

But they had done their part. As tl1e battle at Thanh Phu and the 
controversy it generated clearly illustrated, overwhelming numbers 
and firepower were rarely enough to defeat the guerrillas. They put up 
a brave fight, then faded away - even when supposedly surround
ed. The Americans could claim victory in almost every battle, but in 
the end the Viet Cong proved Mao Zedong's maxim that if the gov
ernment is not clearly winning a guerrilla war, it's losing. 

Former SOF editor Dale Andrade is a military historian and.fi·e
quent comrihutor. ~ 
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altitude without refueling) and hi gh speed 
at low levels, but also enhance the 
bomber 's survivability. 

Wing sweep at the full-forward position 
allows a short takeoff roll (6,500 feet the 
day we took off from Ellsworth) and a fast 
escape for airfie lds under attack. 

First Lt. Rudy Alejandro, the DSO in 
Eagle One-Two that had to abort the bomb
ing mission in Nevada, says installation of 
the ALE-50 towed decoy system wi ll pro
vide even great survivability against defen
sive threats during combat missions. 

The towed decoy system is slated to be 
installed on B-ls by 2003. 

The aircraft 's AN/ALO 161A defensive 
avion ics is a comprehensive e lectronic 
counter-measures package that detects and 
counters enemy radar threats. 

WSO's like "GITA DOG" defend their 
aircraft by applyi ng the appropriate counter
measures, such as electronic jamming or 
dispensing expendable chaff and flares. 
Similar to T-BAR 's offensive av ionics, the 
defensive suite has a re-programmable 
design that allows in-flight change to be 
made to counter new or changing threats. 

Bad To The Bane 
The B-1 is every bit as Baaaad as 

George Thoroughgood sings about in his 
hit song, Bad To The Bone , which has 
become the official anthem of the Lancer 
community. 

The aircraft 's sleek swing-wing design, 
its maneuverability and powerful turbofan 
engines provide high speed cruise capabilty, 
or low- level high-subsonic penetration of 
enemy airspace. 

Flying with other bombers (B-52Hs and 
B-2s) or fighters like F-15E Strike Eagles or 
F-16 Fighting Falcons, the B- 1 adds mass to 
compos ite stri ke packages, and g ives 
regional commanders the ability to attack 
the bulk of time-cri tical targets early in an 
air campaign. 

The arrival in Southwest Asia of an addi
tional B-1 from Ellsworth in February 1998, 
at the height of the Iraqi standoff, and six 
additional F-117 A Nighthawks (S tea lth 
Aircraft) in Kuwait sent Saddam a clear 
message; "Uncle Sam was serious, and was 
carrying a huge stick." Shortly thereafter, 
the Iraqi president retreated and agreed to 
open so-called "Presidential Sites," to U.N. 
weapons inspectors. 

The B-1 's impressive speed , interconti
nental range, superior payload and leading
edge technology have made the B-1 the 
backbone of America 's bomber force. 

In February and March 1992, crews of 
the 3 J 9th Bomb Wing from Grand Forks 
Air Force Base, North Dakota, established 
12 time-to-climb records. 

In April 1994, the 319th BW successfu l
ly captured 11 more world speed records 
that bring the total to 23 records set by B-1 
crews from Grand Forks AFB. 

A B-1 bomber shaved 2 minutes and 48 
seconds off a ti me-to-cl imb altitude of 
40,000 feet when it accomplished this feat 
in 5 minutes and 1 second. 
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Baden K9 
& Tactical School 

Offering both trained dogs and training in: anti
terrorist/hostage extraction, perimeter & crowd control, 

surveillance, counter measures, S.A.R., special ops. for milita1·y, 
law enforcement and corporate interests. International security 

consultants, extraction teams and corporate advisory groups 
available for immediate global deploym,ent. Our training 

personnel are active in their fields in some of the hottest spots in 
the world. U.S.M.C. and I.D.F. specialists on-site. We offe1· the 
most intense and comprehensive training courses in the world. 
Frnm the jungles of Cambodia to the streets of New York City, 

our dogs have proven their courage and stability. 

For more information, please 
contact us at: 

TEL. : (905) 562- 3095 
FAX: (905) 562 - 4242 

E-mail: 
SOF @ badenk9.com 

Web Site: 
www.badenk9.com 

You asked for it! 
From 

Button Lock Action - Solid Brass Button 

Dual Positio11 Matchi11g Clip 

Hidden Lanyard Hole 

Blade -ATS-34 118" x 3 518" heat treated to 60 Re 

Custom machi11ed k11urled grip 

-6061 T6 aircraft afllmi11u111 

- Type TI/ hard a11odize 

(619) 530-8766 

7734 Arjons Drive, San Diego, CA 92126 Fax (619) 530-8798 
WEB SITE, http://www.gtknives.com 
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ELECTRIC LOCK PICK 

Most elec
tric lock pick ads 
are grossly exagger
ated - and most electric 
lock picks are grossly overpriced. 
Enter the E100HO by SouthOrd. Ma
chiped aluminum construction and a 4.5 volt 
motor combine with precision, durability and fac-
tory support to bring you the greatest value in the industry. In
cludes four picking needles, three tension tools, and adjustment 
wrenches. E100HO (asserrbled) - $179.95 

AUTO 
WEDGIE 

For police officers, repo 
people, wrecker drivers, auto repair 

E 1 OOHO Kit - $99.95 

shops, car dealers, and anyone who 
needs to open a vehicle, this tool that we fondly 
call 'The Auto Wedgie', is about all you'll ever need. 
Forget about spending hundreds of dollars on specialty tools, 
bent wire devices, jigglers, tryout keys and so on. This 'wonder 
tool' , by SouthOrd, opens.just about every car, van, and small 
truck on the road-even the new models that are immune to a 
slim jim. We know it all sounds just too good to be true-but buy 
one, and you will be a believer! The set comes complele wilh a 
Slide Rod, and a Nylon Wedge for compromising convertibles. 
SJW-3 $79.95 

SAP 
GLOVES 

I love these gloves-used 
them for years! They're great protec-
tion when climbing fences during a foot 
pursuit, just riding your 'cycle, or protect
ing your knuckles when some cowboy decides to run his face 
into theml Each glove ha> 8 oz of powdered lead embedded in 
the knuckle area. Discreet protection. State size when ordering. 
D-100 (deerskin) $69.95 pr. D-50 (cowhide) $39.95 pr. 

BRASS 
KNUCKS 

A blast from the past! These '1928' knuckle dusters take us 
back to the days of prohibition, black sedans, and 'Tommy' guns. 
They look great just laying on your desk, holding down those 
important ,papers. And believe it or not, they are so slick that 
many of our customers have used them to make foot pegs for 
their Harteys! 
KNB (brass) $13.50 each; $24.40 per pair 
KNA (aluminum) $8.00 each; $14.50 per pair 

SOUTHORD ~ 
RECON FIGHTER ~ 
Ok guys, if you like a fighting knife that's built like a Hummer, 
we've got one for ya! This beauty is heavy-and heavy duty. All 
stainless steel construction with checkered rubber handles. The 
feel reminds me of my old S&W 66 with the Pachmyers-it's 
rugged, reliable, and it won't let me down! Believe it--0nce you 
buy one of these 'picks', you'll never let it gol Comes complete 
with a Web sheath. Overall length, eight and one quarter inches. 
KN-2n $29.95 

~SOUTHERN 
~ORDNANCE 
THE SOUTHERN ORDNANCE CATALOG - loaded with ha-d to find items 
- Locksmith Tools, Pellet Ril!\es, Crossbows, Swnchblades, Transmitters, 
Bug Detectas, Books, and Videos, Boxing Equipmenl Police Supplies and 
Much, Much, Much More! Onty $5.00 or FREE with •ny order. 

CHECK, MONEY ORDER, V1SA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS, OPTIMA 

WARNING: Check Slate and Local laws. Must be 18 years Of older to order. 

www .southord.com 
e-m~ll : salu@southord.com 

P.O. Box 279 • B•bson Pm, FL33827 

CALL: (941) 638-2499 • FAX: (941) 638-2486 
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Members of the B-1 community were 
confident the aircraft was ready fo r battle, 
but they had to prove it. 

Their chance came in late 1997 when two 
B-ls from the 77th Bomb Squadron deployed 
to Southwest Asia as part of an Air Expedi
tionary Wing sent to underscore U.S. resolve 
in the U.N. dispute with Iraq over the search 
for al leged weapons of mass destruction. 

"The B-1 gets an 'A' for performance," 
said General Richard Hawley, chief of the 
Afr Combat Command, "It did everything 
we expected of it." 

The B-1 is configured to carry 84 MK 
and 82 500-pound iron bombs, or MK 62 
harbor mi nes in three weapons bays. By 
comparison, the B-52H can carry 51 dumb 
bombs, 27 internally and 24 externally. 
Older B-52Ds could carry 104 MK 81/82 
bombs internally and externally configured. 

The radar s ignature of the B-1 is also 
much mailer than the B-52H. 

"The B-l 's signature is like a marble 
compared to a basketball ," said Captain 

A high-cover shot of the B-1 B - long to be a 
fixture in USAF lore, and a "down 'n' dirty" 
warrior in America's high-tech weapons 
inventory. 

Jeffrey Decker, maintenance officer of the 
77th Bomb Squadron. 

The B- l is a lso able to carry some of the 
world 's most modern munitions like the 
"sensor-fused weapon," which is a very 
effective, anti-arnior weapon. 

When the "sensor-fused weapon," or 
CBU-97 cluster munition which was devel
oped two years after the Gulf War, is 
dropped from a B-l , the cannister opens at 
a pre-set altitude, scattering small submuni
tions which spin, and spit out infra-red
seeking "skeet" warheads that seek out 
sources of heat such as engines in tanks and 
armored personnel carriers, and zero-in on 
those targets. 

"Were Saddam Hussein stupid enough 
to send armored units toward Kuwait 
again," Gen. Hawley says, "a two-ship 
fo rmation of B-ls could wipe out an entire 
Iraqi armored brigade with one pass over 

or near the battlefie ld." 
In addition to having access to Global 

Positioning Satellites, B-ls a.re also being 
equipped with a Joint Tactical Data Link 
that will give regional commanders the abil
ity to communicate with bombers en route 
to targets on long global power missions of 
30 hours or more duration. 

The ass istance, thanks to Joint STARS 
[Joint Surveillance Target Attack Radar 
System] provides constant real-time mov
ing target info1mation from an E-BC air 
borne platform. 

Recently, the Air Force shed its Cold 
War-era style of warfare and molded itself 
iJito 10 combat-ready units that wi ll rotate 
responsibility for re ponding to crises 
around the globe. 

In tead of focusing on a "B ig War 
Scenario" by sending large numbers of U.S. 
warplanes to well-stocked allied bases over
seas, the new plans call fo r Air 
Expeditionary Forces (AEFS) to respond to 
crises like the one that occurred in 
Southwest Asia th is year. 

Each AEF will contain 175 combat air
craft, including 18 F- l 5C air-to-a.ir fighters; 
10 F-15E Strike Eagle ground-attack jets; 
e ight F- l6CJ jets to suppress enemy anti
aircraft missiles; 12 A- !Os for armor attack 
missions, as well as other surveillance, refu
e ljng and transport ai rcraft. 

The AEFs will also have F-1 l7 A Stealth 
fi ghters, B-1, B-2 and B-52 bombers on 
call , but those will remain at U.S. bases 
until needed. 

It's A Wrap 
After leaving the Fallon Range in Nevada, 

Eagle One-One climbed to J 8,000 feet, 
egressed to the east over die Great Salt Lake, 
in Utah, and winged toward a rendezvous 
over Wyoming with the Kansas Coyotes, a 
KC-135 Afr National Guard tanker out of 

u.. 
;75 Forbes Field, in Topeka, Kansas. 
=> We wound up chasing the tanker across 

the state on AR-14 East, a tanker track. 
The weather was lousy. Thunderheads 

boiled up to more than 20,000 feet as Bryan 
Bush played cat and mouse with the tanker. 
The weather reminded him of his trip home 
from Bahrain. 

"Coming across the Atlantic, we expe1i
enced similar conditions," said Bush, who 
deliberately stayed low and to the right of the 
"boom" at a half-mi le, waiting until the 
tanker broke into a clear hole in the clouds, 
and then, with the dash of peed that the B- 1 
is famous for, Bush closed die distance in a 
few seconds, and hit the boom on the first try. 

We took on 15,000 pounds of fuel (just 
over 2,200 gallons) in about 5 minutes. 

No sooner had we finished tanking than 
bad weather moved in again, and it was £FR 
back to Ellsworth - finally breaking 
through the cloud cover a few hundred feet 
above the runway. 

What a ride! 

Dale B. Coope1; a .fi·equent contributor to 
SOF, is quickly piling up "frequent-flyer" 
miles via his military aircraft j oyrides. '9Z 
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Drug Warrior 
Continued from page 49 

Five years after the death of the world's 
most wanted man, Pablo Escobar, the 
killing continues in Colombia and the 
spread of the drug trade grows in the United 
States. Unfortunately, these harsh facts will 
not go away, no matter how the Clinton 
Administration paints this issue. What was 
once viewed as an optimistic end to the 
slaughter in Colombia and a reduction of 
the flow of drugs into the United States has 
unfortunately been a lost hope. This hap
pened because the military in Colombia, the 
U.S. State Department, the U.S . ambassador 
in Bogota and the desk-bound bureaucrats 
in Washington, D.C., didn ' t pay attention to 
Serrano 's warnings. "They stupidly ignored 
the transformation of an indigenous insur
gency into a trans-national narcotics cartel. 
Future generations will pay for this ' over
sight ' and they wi ll pay a very heavy price 
in blood and treasure: Just wait until we 
leave Panama. The northern tip of South 
America could become a battleground," 
predicts Messing. 

Colonel Robert W. Johnson, USMC, of 
the Coalition and Special Warfare Division 
at Quantico, predicts the very same situa
tion. Johnson has been responsible for 
deploying special USMC training tean1s 
down into Colombia to train riverine and 
special operations forces. He has known 
Serrano for many years and believes the 
threat is growing. 

" If we don 't support men like Gen. 
Serrano, we 'U be paying for it later on ... at 
a much higher price. That'll be when the 
conflict spreads to Panama, Venezuela and 
western Brazil." 

Amateur Hour At The U.S. 
Embassy, Bogota 

With the departure of Ambassador 
Myles Frechette last year and the dismissal 
of his director of the Office of Narcotics 
Assistance in Bogota, it has been very inter
esti ng to see what has taken place wid1 the 
new envoy, Ambassador Curtis Kamman , as 
he faces this growi ng challenge. "The mess 
that was left at the U.S. Embassy in Bogota 
required a major clean-up crew," asserts 
Messing. "Ambassador Frechette 's key 
anti-drug personnel were not qualified to 
deal with the situation in Colombia. They 
had no real training in what they were sup
posed to do. The reports d1ey sent to the 
State Department were colored with their 
own clueless perspectives," contends a for
mer DEA agent assigned to the embassy 
who suffered dirough the period known as 
"Frechette's Follies." Ambassador Kamman 
has been tasked with repairing bridges that 
were destroyed during Ambassador 
Frechette 's tenure in Bogota. The new 
Country Team gives many long-time 
Colombia watchers some reason to be opti
mistic. DEA and members of the U.S. 
Military group in Bogota have guarded opti-
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mism that the condition will improve. 
Reportedly, Gen. Serrano sees a brighter 
future for U.S.-Colombian cooperation. 

During congressional hearings, held on 
9 July 1997, the state department 's arro
gance and sanctimony became obvious. The 
state department sent two experienced 
bureaucrats, Ambassador Jeffrey Davidow, 
the Director of Latin American affairs, and 
the acting di rector of International 
Narcotics and Law Enforcement, Jane E. 
Becker. Additionally, the U.S. Ambassador 
to Colombia, Myles Frechette, was sum
moned by the subcommittee on National 
Security, International Relations and Law 
Enforcement of the House Government 
Reform and Oversight Committee to testify. 
Rep. Dennis Hastert (R-Ill.) convened the 
hearing, where there would be plenty of 
fireworks . 

The lawmakers were amazed at the obvi
ous lack of concern for General Serrano 's 
high-risk efforts by the state department 
officials. Congressman Hastert asked 
Ambassador Frechette why promised sup
port had been withheld. Ambassador 
Frechette answered that he held up the 
ass istance "In order to leverage an end-use 
agreement for other assistance to the 
Colombian Army." He arrogantly admitted 
that "assistance was denied for political pur
poses ... " - while good men were dying! 
"The pomposity and arrogance of 
Ambassador Frechette was overwhelming," 
said one key congressional staffer who 
attended the hearing. The congressmen 
were angry enough that Rep. Bob Barr 
wrote a letter to President Clinton, demand
ing the recall of Ambassador Frechette from 
Bogota. Frechette was out of the U.S. 
Embassy in Bogota within 90 days. 

The Future 
Representative Barr spoke to a DANTI 

agent posted to the Colombian embassy in 
Washington, D.C. and told him: "I will not 
forget you or your men ... I'll get what you 
need! " In a press conference with the 
Colombian media, Rep. Dan Burton said 
"We must help our allies in the drug war ... 
or some day, we won't have any." Rep. 
Denny Hastert told Gen. Barry McCaffrey: 
"There's no way we can tum our back on 
Gen. Serrano just because of White House 
pressure." Today, there is a mammoth 
assistance package hanging in the balance 
for Gen . Serrano. The future will be resting 
on the actions - not just the words - of 
leaders such as Congressmen Ben Gilman, 
Dan Burton, Dennis Hastert and Bob Barr. 

Carson A. Nightwine, h: is the former 
Research Director of the National Defense 
Council Foundation, of Alexandria, Va. He 
has led six fact-finding missions to Colombia 
in the past two years, and helped author their 
Colombia Report - 1997 with Major F. 
Andy Messing, U.S. Army-SF (Ret.). 

For further information write: National 
Defense Council Foundation, 1220 King 
Street, Alexandria, VA 22314. ~ 
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Murderous Hypocrisy 
Continued from page 41 

turned around and found a sad, swollen, 
mustachioed, prune-like face approaching 
me. The dark-skinned old man was holding 
up an improperly bandaged hand that oozed 
blood profusely onto his tattered white shirt. 
"Pardon me," he said, and I stepped as ide, 
allowing him to pass. Police said he was a 
victim of the morning grenade attack, just 
released from the base's infirmary. 

I grav itated to a few troops standing 
beside a restaurant's rustic veranda. An old 
man and woman, and a middle-aged man 
and woman were si tting there around plastic 
round tables. They were reluctant to talk. 
But after I identified myself as a journalist, 
the old man briefl y smiled and answered, 
but guardedly, first looking to each side. 

He complained that commercial air trav
el had been suspended. He wanted to leave 
Miraflores . 

One couldn 't blame him, given what a 
dump it is. But Miraflores has been an on
and-off magnate, like the boomtowns of the 
Cal ifo rnia Gold Rush, fo r many impover
ished peasants and the unemployed looking 
for a new start. 

Working in Miraflores 's nearby coca 
plantations is one of the few ways in 
Colombia in which peasants can hope to 
double or triple the wages - as low as $6 a 
day - they earn for tending legal crops like 
coffee and yucca. 

Thinking the residents were reluctant to 
speak in the presence of police, I walked 
across the street alone, to a hole-in-the-wall 
eatery, where grating ranchero music blast
ed . Two fat bl ack ladies, sitting atop a table 
inside, eyed me curiously, with a hint of las
civiousness. Around them sat rough, bare
chested young men, wolfing down greasy 
food and swilling beer from bottles. 

Again, I identified myself as a journalist 
and asked them how it fee ls to live in 
Miraflores. No one answered, though the 
ladies giggled and smiled, revealing missing 
front teeth. The men and boys glared at me. 
Their bloodshot eyes burned with hatred, 
like they literally wanted to cut my throat. 
Talk about creepy ! It set me aback and fill ed 
me with an eerie mixture of unease, hesita
tion, hurt and anger. 

I wandered a few blocks, asking people 
about coca flat out. But no one was talking. 
"They could fear guerrilla reprisals if they 
are seen talking to you," said a baby-faced 
trooper. "Or maybe they think you are with 
the DEA. Or maybe they just hate gringos. 
Remember, they blame your government for 
messing with their livelihood. But don't fee l 
bad, they don' t talk to us either." 

Headless Bodies 
The town continued down a slope. But 

the police warned me not to drift away too 
far. Without knowing it, I was near the site 
of the morning ambush. "It 's dangerous ," 
said a cop. "They will take you to the 

river." He mentioned that headless bodies 
had been found in the river, and mine cou ld 
be the next. I was later told that last year 
guerrillas had strung a cable underwater, 
snared a naval speed boat, and exploded 
mines in tree branches overhead, killing 
nine marines. 

The next thing I knew, heli copter 
engines were revving up, and the Jungle 
Command troops were r.eboarding the 
choppers on the airstrip. I shifted into high 
gear after them. Also running to a heli
copter was the young lady whom I had 
seen locked up in the blockhouse. 
Escorted by a police trooper, she now 
sported makeup and gold jewelry and car
ried a sports bag. Major Galeano later said 
she was a guerrilla defector. He also said 
she had secret information about a new 
guerrilla anti-aircraft tactic : that guerrilla 
M60 machine-gun fire would try to force 
aircraft to fly to a predetermined poi nt 
where insurgents fire a wall of bullets. 

We had no problem taking off. But the 
worst was yet to come when we flew into a 
flash tropical rainstorm. They happen often 
in Colombia and, along with mechanical 
failure, account for many, if not most, of 
police and military air fatalities. 

The horizon had suddenly grown purple, 
as if ready to throw a tantrum. While our 
pilot pumped his foot pedals and moved his 
joystick, trying to circumvent the approach
ing fury, dark enraged clouds engulfed us. 
Curtains of rain poured and gale winds 
swatted our choppers up and down. Our 
helicopter tails swerved from side to side. 
My stomach shot up to my throat and back 
down. Terrible anxiety flooded my body. 

All we could do was clench our teeth 
and sit tight. This was hair-raising for the 
Jungle Command troops and me, as we sat 
strapped into flimsy, collapsible pipe-and
canvass benches poorly riveted to the metal 
floor. Parallel to the open side doorways, we 
teetered just inches from the edge. We 
leaned back, trying not to get wet. It was 
like being in a car wash during an earth
quake. I bet everyone was making silent 
prayers; I sure was. 

We plowed on, like a boat bouncing over 
waves. Taking a long roundabout way, we 
finally broke into the clear, and I marveled 
at a gorgeous ancient escarpment dropping 
off a massive plateau. But my awe turned 
into horror as we approached it. We couldn 't 
gain altitude to clear it. No matter how hard 
our pilot tried, we couldn 't get sufficient 
lift. Downdrafts were working against us. 
Finally, the wind shifted, and we sailed over 
the cliff by a couple of hundred feet. We 
survived. 

However, in mid-July the luck of Maj . 
Galeano and other police - at least several 
whom I knew - ran out. They died in a 
hel icopter crash. At least they were spared 
the heartbreak of seeing Miraflores overrun 
a second time. 

SOF Senior Foreign Correspondent 
Steve Salisbury is based in Guatemala 
City.~ 
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Cold War - Hat Can11as 
Continued from page 53 

Phnom Penh and Saigon, both of which he 
experienced, Beck saw the most intense 
combat of his career (to that point) - and 
came closest to dying. Alone as he was up
country, his sketching, photography, and 
diaries fi lled many hollow hours. 

Three months after the fall of Indochina, 
and the onset of what would be called "The 
Vietnam Syndrome," he was deep inside 
war-torn Angola, a thousand miles from any 
safe haven. Amid the swirl of Angolan fac
tions, Cuban Expeditionary Forces, French 
mercenaries, and South African comman
dos, was Chip Beck (the lone CIA contin
gent). He carried his pencils and camera 
along with his weapon and commo li nk to 
the outside world. That assignment lasted 
until spring 1976 and took him to four con
tinents before it was over. 

After Angola, he experienced another 
African War, a more mysterious affair in the 
sands of the Western Sahara. From 1976 to 
1979, he roamed the dunes and wastelands of 
Morocco, the old Spanish Sahara, 
Mauritania, and Algeria from his base in 
Nouakchott. Side trips into Senegal, the 
Gambia, and Guinea Bissau brought him into 
contact with additional revolutionary turmoil 
on the African continent, as well as with 
spies and agents from all over the communist 
world. By then, his art work was more habit
ual, to the point where he donated dozens of 
pieces to indigenous charities to raise money 
for various local causes. After the jungle war
fare of the former Indochina, it was an 
incredible experience to learn the nuances of 
how desert guerrillas could fight - then, lit
erally, hide - in the vast open spaces. (That 
knowledge helped plan the defeat of Colonel 
Khadaffi 's surrogate forces elsewhere in 
North Africa several years later.) Artistically, 
the backgrounds of lush Vietnamese under
growth gave way in his paintings to the stark, 
barren Saharan landscapes .. 

In the second half of 1979, his reward 
for spending three years in the Western 
Sahara was to be sent to the Eastern Sahara 
- Khartoum to be exact. Sudan was as des
olate as could be, but rich in history. It had 
remote valleys sprinkled with 3000-year old 
pyramids. There were graveyards of antique 
paddlewheelers that plied the Blue and 
White Nile Rivers, and turn-of-the-century 
battlefields where the Mahdi, Lord 
Kitchener, and "Chinese" Gordon lived, 
fought, and died. Beck sipped a lemonade 
on Kitchener 's gunboat, then designated as 
the "Khartoum Yacht Club," and stood at 
the gunwale where correspondent Winston 
Churchill once watched the Nile waters 
slide by on his way to war. 

Leaving Africa in 1980, after five years 
and 16 countries, he returned to the States 
but was soon dispatched on a series of mis
sions to Central America's tiny wars encom
passing El Salvador, Nicaragua, Honduras, 
Guatemala, and Panama. In addition to the 
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battlegrounds, Chip had a chance to literal
ly explore the countryside, villages, caves, 
ancient Mayan ruins hidden in the jungle, 
mountains, desolate beaches, tropical ri vers, 
volcanoes, islands, forgotten relics of 
WWII, and the culture of the myriad peo
ples in the region. 

His forays into Latin America, continued 
until 1994 and included "Operation Just 
Cause" against Manuel Noriega, and 
stretched south to Argentina's distant coasts 
chilled with the waters flowing out of 
Antarctica. 

During those times, he encountered the 
communist bloc's propaganda, intelligence, 
and war machines in this hemisphere - an 
extension of the Cold War in its final days 
of spent glory. 

As the Cold War began to reach its cli
matic end, so did the nature of his encoun
ters. In one mission of a thousand miles, 
through the Caribbean and along the coast 
of Cuba aboard a 53-foot sailboat, the team 
he led encountered modem-day pirates, 
drug-runner strongholds, gale-force winds 
that came within inches of smashing them 
on rocky reefs, blue boles so deep and dark 
one could not reach their bottoms, sharks 
that lurked about as he swam, and, on a 
bright note, a beautiful woman or two. 

They were challenged by both USCG 
and Cuban patrol boats, both of whom won
dered what they were up to. To round out the 
perfect spy mission, it turned out that a dou
ble agent was aboard - a Vietnam veteran 
and decorated narcotics officer who was 
paid in excess of $5 million for his treachery. 
Beck's mission, which was successful but 
cannot be detailed here, had to do with the 
Cold War, and was completed before it could 
be compromised. The adventure was one of 
the most picturesque of his career and the 
exotic settings provided excellent back
grounds for sketches and paintings. 

One interlude during his Latin American 
trips was an assignment to Beirut, in 1984, 
at the height of the crisis in which U.S . 
Multinational Forces were embroiled. CIA 
Station Chief Bill Buckley, with whom 
Beck served in Indochina, Africa, and 
Central America, lobbied for his presence to 
help him during that dangerous period. 
While there, Beck was shot at by snipers; 
detained at midnight on a deserted street by 
armed thugs; subjected to intense artillery 
bombardments; and was sent alone into the 
streets of West Beirut in the dark of night 
"to test how safe it was." 

It was during that time that Americans 
began to be assassinated and kidnapped. He 
thwarted what was probably the first kidnap 
attempt against Buckley, but 10 days after 
he left Beirut, Bill - then alone - was kid
napped in the very same place. 

His art and photography of the Beirut 
expedition, the hostage crisis, and the ensuing 
Iran-Contra affair led to several published 
articles and art exhibits, including two in 
congress and the Washington Cathedral. 

It was also in the 1980s that the Soviets 
invaded Afghanistan. Although Beck was not 
permitted to enter Afghanistan, he closely 
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monitored the rnujahideen's struggle against 
Moscow. Twice he loaned his personal cam
eras to a brave young Afghan friend, Aman 
Meerzaman. He had nothing to do with his 
intelligence activities, but in terms of his art, 
he became Chip's eyes and ears inside that 
war-torn country. It is one of the few wars 
where he relied on someone e lse to collect 
his visual material, but he was involved close 
enough to gain personal insights. In the end, 
some of Beck's art was purchased in the Arab 
world to help the Afghans publicize their 
plight in venues around the globe. 

By 1990, he had enough paintings to 
mount a solo exhibi t at CIA's exhibition ha ll 
in Langley, Va., called "Faces and Places," 
which included samples of combat art and 
hi story-in-the-making from the various 
wars, revolutions, coups, and conflicts he 
had experienced. The Navy and Marine 
Corps Combat Art Directors saw his exhib
it, and invited Beck to "crawl around in the 
desert with my crayons" during the upcom
ing Gulf War. He was recalled to active duty 
for a year, and spent Desert Storm 's 47 
combat days dashing from front to front and 
ship to shore. It was one wild ride. 

Chip Beck retired from the CIA's 
Clandestine Service in 1993 , with the inten
tion of returning to art full-time. As it turned 
out, there was one more call from Uncle 
Sam. He went back on active Navy duty for 
three years, until late 1996, his final ass ign
ment having been as special investigator for 
the Pentagon's POW /MIA office, where he 
came to realize that the real fa te of 
America 's unrepatriated POWs in this cen
tury hu nM b~n~W~the ~~k. 

In his search for facts and truth, he came 
across visual material from enemy archives 
that he converted into paintings to portray the 
ordeals our men faced. Since retiring from 
the Navy, he continues to travel abroad to 
collect information on the POWs, and has 
found some inspiring material that will form 
the bas is for yet another series of paintings. 

The Future 
Later in life , the old cowboy artists hung 

up their spurs and retired to their studio 
camps to recreate scenes of the past and 
expand their collection of paintings. 
Through their eyes and hands, new genera
tions can see and feel what the Old West, 
the Gay Nineties, and the dawn of the 20th 
Century were like. 

Now it is Beck's turn to retire to his stu
dio, without retiring from the craft - or the 
occasional adventure. Over 25 years, without 
initial goals or specific plans, he has built a 
visual account spanning a quarter-century of 
history. What differentiates his work from 
"ordinary" artists are not his technical skill s 
(which he's still refining), but the remote 
locales, unusual subjects, and emotional 
urgency of the s ituations he artistically 
encountered. Even his still-lifes are artifacts 
of war, and the landscapes are regions of 
turmoil - but nonetheless beautiful. 

He has a wealth of sketches, notes, and 
photographs from which he evolves his hec
tic sketches and periodic paintings into 

more orderly renditions of the world he 's 
seen and experienced. 

That remains to be done, but if he were 
to die tomorrow, leaving unfinished what he 
wants to accomplish, hi s existing body of 
work is exceptional by any stretch of the 
imagination. 

Homer sketched the American Civi l 
War. Beck sketched civil wars on three con
tinents. Remington painted covered wagons 
traversing the Great American Desert. Beck 
painted camel caravans, the last of an era, 
crossing the Sahara. Russell sketched a 
Sioux sq uaw carrying a papoose, as she 
paused on a sidewalk in 1910 to look at a 
whi te woman holding her baby on a wicker 
lawn chair. Beck sketched tribal women and 
their children among the H'mong in Laos, 
the Ovimbundu in Angola, and the Cuna 
Indians of Panama. 

Combat artist Howard Brodie, still strong 
at age 90, sketched World War II, the Korean 
War, a bit of the Vietnam War and its protest
ers. Chip Beck has covered 16 conflicts and 
many political events of the Cold War. 

Each of his studio paintings has a story. 
In the years ahead - God and editors will
ing - he will show SOF readers more paint
ings and recount the sometimes painful sto
ries behind them. 

"As long as my legs can can-y me to dis
tant lands, and my family doesn 't protest 
too much, I'll still sketch new places , faces, 
and conflicts, demonstrating that artists , 
too, can be adventurers." ~ 

I Was There 
Continued from page 19 

the second group from this crater but they 
just kept on comin' at me!" shrieked the 
man with saucer-sized eyes who had just 
eluded certain death. Jackson had stood his 
ground, hands clasped over his head, signal
ing to abort. This exceptional soldier didn 't 
flinch while both jets approached with the ir 
Gatlings firing, even while the twin 500-
pounders cratered in. 

Captain Boyd put his arm around the 
frantic sergeant. 

You might say God was looking after that 
platoon because only one man was kil led. 
And I know He was watching me, since I had 
decided not to join the patrol that day. 

The men who survived the napalm had 
million-do ll ar wounds, which allowed them 
to return to the U.S. The platoon leader 's 
scalp had been peeled open li ke a banana; 
fortunately, hi s cranium was merely 
scratched. When his hair grew back, the 
large scar would be completely shrouded. 

The Air Force FO required a medical dis
charge. He became mentally despondent 
after he returned to base, where he was able 
to fully comprehend what his target had been 
-Americans. Who ever said war was fun? 

Ray Peu.oli, Jr. 's book This Is My Story 
will soon be released. ~ 
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U.S. MANUFACTURED 

lllBllF '11$11111 
WWEST PRICES GUARANTEED! 
• Largest Selection in the USA! 
• Super Specials: Now Save up to 40%! 
• Industry Leader Since 1991 ! 
• 2-Year Warranty! 
• Iron-Clad Money-Back Guarantee! 

Litton ~:DE I~ 
USA 

ORDERS: 1 ·800·424-8222 
Info: 949-497-4683 • Fax: 949-497-1270 

r-=-. • 

S&K Labs Tribulus 
Is used to dramatically increase your 
Testosterone levels up to 50%. 

Higher testosterone means faster, 
easier muscle growth. It could greatly 

enhance your physical appearance 
literally sculpting your own body with 

huge healthy hard muscles. 
If you are not completely satisfied with 
the growth you obtain within 15 days, 

return it for a full refund. 
Get that lean awesome body builder physique 

now with one 2 month cycle for only $19.95 

@ WHEN CALLING 911 JUST WON'T DO. 

c... 

L.1..1 

LRRP K-9 
SECURITY SERVICES 

Pups and Trained Adults Available 
Brochure $3.00/Brochure & Video $8.00 

Major Credit Cards Affepted 
Box 1620-MA · Aiken, SC 29802 

(803) 649-5936 

uniforms 

boots 

body armor 

shooting 
accessories 

uscav.com 

GORE-TE>f outerwear 

camping, 
rappelling 
and paint 
ball gear 

NOW YOU CAN GET... 

ID BY MAIL 
20 SOURCES-FULLY ILLUSTRATED 

• Birth and Baptismal Certificates 
• Drivers Licenses (b lank)-50 States 
• Blank Social Security Cards 
•College Degrees-Bachelors , MA, PhD 
• High School Diplomas, also GED 
•Photo ID Cards-all 50 States 
• "Professional " ID Cards-over 200 Styles 
• Job Reference Kits, Past W-2 Forms 
• Foreign & Camouflage Passports 
•Police/Military ID and Patches 
• Photographer ID , Press Credentials 
• Embossing Seals, Rubber Stamps 
• "Do-It-Yourself" ID Kits 
• Secured MasterCard at 2X Deposit 
ALL-NEW 64-PG. BOOK! 

ID BY MAIL 

S24.9S 
Cash, Check, Money Order, 

Visa/MC accepted, No COOs 

EDEN PRESS 
Box 8410-AD 

Fountain Valley, CA 92728 L!~~;!:~=~ 
0 Latest Book Catalog FREE 



SJl:.ereek 
INDUS TR I ES 

A Sound Advantage 

Wide range of sound amplifiers for hunting 
& surveillance 

1-800-533-3277 

TELEPHONE LISTENING 
DEVICE WITH 

12 HR. RECORDER 

Record telephone conversations in your office or 
home. Starts automatically when phone is an
swered, records both sides of phone conversa
tion. Recorder stops when phone is hung up. 
$99.95 + $7 shipping. For telehone listening 
device separately $19.95 + $2 ship. 

VERY POWERFUL FM TRANSMITTER 

Transmits to any FM 
radio up to 1h mi. 
Easy to assemble kit. 
Up to 9V(not Incl.) 
$29.95 +$2 sh. 

For comprehensive 50 page catalog of Micro 
Video, VHF transmitters Surveillance and Counter
surveillance and much more! Send $3.00. 

Call 407-725-1000 

USICORP 
P.O. Box SF2052 Melbourne.FL 32902 

COD'S OK 

HANDMADE 

KNIVES 
"ARKANSAS KNIFESMITH" 

Excellence since 1970 / 

Designer & Maker 
FIRST BLOOD & RAMBO 

Death wind 
Hunter or Military 

.• • Deathwind 
Hunter or Boot 

Visa & Mastercard - also Lay-away 
2721 S. Arkansas Avenue 

RusseUville, AR 72801 
501-968-2011 Fax 501-968-4640 

CM2037-37MM Flare 
Fits all types of ARIS/ 
Fits directly under barrel! 
• Weighs 4 lbs 6oz un loade 
• Length 20 1 /2" open 15 1 I 
• All steel construction/ Bia 

ONLY $189. 

Check Us Out at www.budkww.com 
Toll Free 1-800-877-7140 Ext. SD3 

-~-------------Clip coupon and mail to address below. 

DYES! Please send me the FREE 
64-Page Catalog! 

________ State _ Zip __ _ 

• 
Worldwide, Inc. 
P.O. Box 2768 •Dept SD3 •Moultrie, GA 31776 

Crime Prevention is a 
Multi-million Dollar Business! 

Larry Anderson OUR DEVICES SELL LIKE CRAZY! 
President 
We carry the best line of security sprays, stun guns, 

personal sound alarms. burglar alarms and much more. 
We specialize in offering the best security products at 
the very best wholesale prices. 
We can meet or beat an rice on the market. 
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1 :~/o Pepper Spra.ys 

Fogger ~ 
Key Chain Sprayer 

Retail $22.95 Retail Sl 9.95 
Sam le $6.25 Sam le $4.25 

The end of the "evil empire" 
has not solved all of the world's problems. The 
Karens, after a 40-year struggle against succes
sive tyrannies in Burma, are now refugees in dire 
straits in Thailand. The medical situation in 
Cambodia is a disaster. The Black Creoles on the 
east coast of Nicaragua are no better off. And so 
on. ARI is trying to help, but we need your help. 

Medical supplies of most types are still urgent
ly needed. We can't handle bulky equipment, 
items that have to be locked up or refrigerated. 
Checks and money orders are welcome. None of 
the funds collected go for staff salaries or other 
administrative expenses. 

All donations are tax deductible. Put a pack
ing list with name and address of donor with each 
package. ARI is #1013 on the 1997 Combined 
Federal Campaign National List. Be sure to des
ignate your gift for ARI. 

Please send letters and checks to: 
REFUGEE RELIEF INTERNATIONAL 

P.O. Box 693, Boulder, CO 80306 

Please send UPS and other packages to: 
REFUGEE RELIEF INTERNATIONAL 

c/o SOF Warehouse, 5735 Arapahoe Ave. 
Boulder, CO 80303 



Let Fom1er Green Beret, Mike Abell, Teach 
You The Proper And Easy Method To 

Throw Anything From A Screwdriver To 
An Axe With Just A Little Practice. 

VIDEO TAPE (VHS ONLY) & BOOKLET 
$39.95 + $3.00 S&H 

MD. RESIDENTS ADD 5% SALES TAX 

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: 

SANDY BOTTOM OUTFITTERS LTD. 
P.O. BOX 451 

HOLLYWOOD, MD 20636 
(ALLOW 4-6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY) 

Accredited home study courses . 
Check one. Then send or call 24 hours 
a day for your free career literature. 

Call 800·223·4542 
o Paralegal o Medical Transcriplion O Home lnspeclion 
o Basic PC Training o Medical Blling O Bookkeeping/Acctg . 
o Advanced PC and Claims ':J Small Business 

Training o Carpentry Management 
o PC Programming O VCR Repair o Tax Preparation 
O Computer Repair O Auto Mechanics 0 Hotel and Restau -
0 Fitness and Nutrition O Molorcycle Repair rant Managemenl 
O Interior Decorating O Electrician O Conservation 
O Fashion Merchdsng. O Locksmithing O Private Investigator 
O Landscape Design O Gunsmithing O Electronics Tech. 
o Floral Des ign O Legal Transcription o Medical and Dental 
0 Veterinary Asstnl. 0 Travel Agent Olfice Assistant 
O Child Day Care O Real Est. Appraisal O High School 
o Teacher Assistant O Property Managemt. Diploma Program 

--------Phone( _ _ ___ _ 

Clly/State Zi1> ___ _ 

Professional Career Development Institute 
430 Tech. Pkwy., Dept. XXA I 71 , Norcross, GA 30092 

SOLDIER OF FORTUNE makes its list of customers' 
names and addresses available to carefully screened 

companies to send announcements of their 
products and services. 

If you prefer not to receive such mailings and want 
your name on our subscriber list only, please write 

us, enclosing your mailing label. 
Address your request to: 

SOLDIER OF FORTUNE 
Attn: Customer Service 

P.O. Box 348 
Mount Morris, IL 61054 

ADVENTURE CAMP 
The NRA Whittington 

Center Advent.Ure 
for Kids! 

Located in the Rocky Mountains of Northeastern New 
Mexico, the camp is designed for young people between 
the ages of 13 and 17. Instruction in camping, outdoor 
cooking, safety and marksmanship with all firearms, 

tracking, map and compass skills and much more is pro
vided in a positive two-week learning experience by some 

of the most proficient instructors in the nation. 
Call us at 505/445-3615 for more information. 

The NRA Whittington Center 
BOX 700, 

RATON, NEW MEXICO 87740 

1. Tribulus 250mg is used to dramatically 
increase your testosterone levels up to 
50%! Higher testosterone means faster 
easier muscle growth. 

2 month cycle $19.95 

2. Androstenedione 100mg is also 
expected to boost testosterone levels. 
Industry claims testosterone levels over 
300°/o in controlled studiesJ works great 
with 1-3. 

60 day cycle $23.95 

3. G.H.R:x. releases growth hormone in an 
abundance like no other. Extraordinary 
results are expected when combining 
testosterone enhancers like 1-2. 

60 Tabs $21.00 

4. L.S.C. sterol complex is a combined 
formula of the industry's most powerful 
products. Users claim that it enhances 
growth, allows the body to stay pumped 
longer and strips away fat . 

60 Tabs $ 19.95 

S&K Labs, 2637 E. Atlantic Blvd., Suite 101 
Pompano Beach1 Florida 33062 

_ Tribulus 250 mg $19.95 + $5.00 S&H 
_ Androstenedione 100 mg 60 Capsules S23.95 + $5.00 S&H 

G.H.R.X. GO Tabs S21.00 + ss.oo S&H 
L.S.C. GO Tabs S19.95 +SS.DOS& H --= Special, Buy 3 Bottles get 4th FREE $64.90 + $5.00 S&H 

__ Add $10.00 for Priority Mail 
__ International orders add 25%. (C.0.0.'s U.S. only) 
__ Yes, I would like a FREE catalog with my order 

Name: 

~~~.r~~!~-•. ~z~;p-: ------------



SOLDIER OF FORTUNE CLASSIFIEDS GET RESULTS! Start getting your results at only $3 per word per insertion, $60 minimum. 
Prepay two months for 10% discount; six months for 20% discount; or 12 months for 30% off. Repeat your same ad in another 
section for half price. "Dingbats" ( V' , e; • ), bold words (other than first 3-4): $5.00/each extra. Computer word count of gram
matically correct copy. EXAMPLE: PO Box 693 = 3 words; 80306 and 303-449-3750, etc. each= 1 word; abbreviations such as 
DI, SGT, 20mm = 1 word. No ads accepted by telephone. Ad copy must be typed. Include authorizing signature, mailing address, 
telephone or fax number (for our files). Mail classified ads with payment (check, wire transfer, money order or Visa/MC) to SOF, 
Attn: Classified Dept. , 5735 Arapahoe Ave., Suite A-5, Boulder, CO 80303. Phone: 303-449-3750; fax: 303-444-5617; e-mail: 
advert@sofmag.com. 

NOTICE To ADVERTISERS: We reserve the right to refuse any ad for any reason and to delete or change any copy that we con
sider objectionable, false or in poor taste. It is our policy not to accept advertisements for personal services, including 'will do any
thing' or 'go anywhere' type ads. Advertise rs offering information packets for a fee must send sample (non-returnable). 

1999 ADVERTISING DEADLINES 
ISSUE 
March 

April 

May 

AD DEADLINE 
2 December 

6 January 

3 February 

June 3 March 

July 1 April 

August 5 May 

September 2 June 

October 7 July 

November 4 August 

December 2 September 

entering the hollow 
backstrap that is open 
ALL THE WAY to the 
pistol's internal action!! 

"THE PLUG" installs or 
removes in a second on 

ON SALE DATE 
26 January 

2 March 

30 March 

27 April 

25 May 

29 June 

27 July 

31 August 

28 September 

26 October 

Does NOT permanently alter pistol or interfere with magazine 
insertion or ejection. Improves the look & feel of the GLOCK. 

DEPT. APPROVED & CARRIED ON DUTY BY POLICE 
ACROSS THEUS.A. ORDER NOW AT ONLY 

VISA, MIC, $5.00 plus $ 1.25 shpng/hndlng 
AMEX, DISC (foreign orders $10 cert. U.S.) 

call 717·669·7027 (orders only\ Mon to Sat 9am·11pm EST 
Or mail check or money order to: 
O.W.L. ENTERPRISES, Box t46, Nesquehoning, PA 18240 

APPAREL 
FOREIGN CAMOUFLAGE UNIFORMS. We are 
now back in business and bringing in very strange 
uniforms from all over the world in large sizes. New 
color catalog & uniforms in stock. Send $3.00. 
Western Survival, POB 48, Spencer, IN. 47460 
Phone: 812-876-2171, Fax: 812-876-3252. 
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THE RANGER DIGESTS (Vol. I-VII) a "No BS" 
series of handbooks loaded with tips, tricks, sto
ries & ideas in how to live, thrive and survive in a 
military outdoor environment through field expedi
ent know-how. Satisfaction Guaranteed - $5.50 
each (State which vol.): Ranger Rick's Books, 11 
Poppy Lane, West Grove, PA. 19390 I 
http://rangerbooks@hotmail.com WANTED: DIS-

All major brands. 
30-day money back guarantee. 

I -year warranty. 

JCS ELECTRONICS 
1-800-579-3285 

GET 
LEGAL 
FAST!: 

I 
LEARN HOW YOU CAN GET A LEGAL I 

~~~~~~ ~~~NUSEE ~~i~;~~~~~ : 
EVERYTIME REGARDLESS OF YOUR : 
PAST RECORD. 100% GUARANTEED. 1 

1 · FOR SQME VERY REVEALING WFORMATfON! I 
1 QUALITY RESEARCH, DEPc 51 : 

\._••••••P.;_~~~~.l.~-~~~o.L~.f~~~~~~~~~_!~l!~ •• -' 

TRIBUTORS - Contact us for some great whole
sale prices. 

FREE NEWSLETTER: Military/CIA operative 
exposes New World Order. Black Helicopters, 
"Extraterrestrials/UFOs". Books/tapes unavailable 
elsewhere on global conspiracies: 1-800-700-4042. 

ILLEGAL POLICE SURVEILLANCE The ultimate 
book on how Big Brother spies on innocent citi
zens. Wiretaps and bugs-how they work, different 
types, photos, methods of concealment. 
Debugging equipment and ways to find them 
including slave taps, spread spectrum bugs, 
infrared and laser bugs. Government black lists, 
NSA spy operations and many other secrets your 
government doesn't want you to know! Order 
from Comet Press, P.O. Box 31421 , Dayton, OH 
45437-0421 . Only $24.97 plus $4.00 shipping in 
the U.S. 152/p. 

HOW TO BECOME A NAVY SEAL- Know the 
facts before talking to a recruiter! Booklet shows 
step-by step process. Send $9.95 check or money 
order to : REAL ADVENTURE ENTERPRISES 
3419 Virginia Beach Blvd., Suite C-21, Virginia 
Beach, Virginia 23452. 
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REGIMENTAL INSIGNIA & WEAPONRY 
·SAS ·RAF ·BLACK WATCH 

@) 
·PARA ·RM ·CAMERONS 

\\ ·RSDG ·RN ·GUARDS etc. H // 45-Page Illustrated Import Catalog $6.00 
BRITISH REGALIA IMPORTS 

Deportment-6 
P.O. Box 37 · Palm Harbor, FL 34683 

INFORMATION SERVICES 
Know who you are dealing with? 

Locate Telephone Number and Addres
ses, Identity Verification , Criminal 
Records Checks, Motor Vehicle 
Reports, Background Checks, Busi
ness Reports , Marriage and Death 
Records, More. Contact: 

JGS Inc. 
P.O. Box 120176, 

Staten Island, New York 10312-0176 
718-984-9012, Fax: 718-356-7256 

NUDISM LIFESTYLE: 
FAMILY RECREATION 
Publications • Videos 

$3 for details: 
LIFESTYLES-SF 

Box 661268, Los Angeles, CA 90066 

BREAKING THE BLUE LINE What the feds don 't 
want you to read. The truth so damaging that five 
attempts were made on the author's life-he lives to 
tell you the story. To purchase the book call : 1-800-
882-3273. 

SKYDIVING First time experience shared with 
you. For booklet and how to get started send $4 to 
Ideal Ideas, PO Box 9357, Fountain Valley, CA 
92728 

GENTLEMEN'S GUIDE TO EROTIC TRAVEL: 
Videos/books: Meet the beautiful sexy women of 
Southeast Asia, Central and South America. No 
models or actresses. Free Brochures (818) 888-
2021 Edexter1@aol.com. 

ADVANCED - HARDCORE - Training program , 
specially designed for Special Forces and Police 
SWAT teams. Complete 1 year program - covers 
Power Training , Speed Training , Nutrition , Grip 
Strength Training , Circuit Training, Plyometrics, 
Mental Attitude. Very Motivational! Free Shipping. 
Send $10.00 to Extreme Power, PO Box 1370, 
Pearl City, HI 96782 

SO YOU WANNA BE A PRIVATE EYE! 100 invalu
able tips on starting your agency. Licensing 
requi rements - all 50 states. Sample reports. More! 
200 pages/spiral-bound manual. Only $30. TRICK 
QUESTIONS! 500 trade secrets of L.A. County P.1.1 
Information sources, interviewing techniques, pre
text strategies, surveillance, Internet, privacy pro
tection , identity theft. More! 160 pages. $30. Both 
$50. Nicholas Cain 5917 Oak Ave. #327 Temple 
City CA 91780. 

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES AND MILITARY 
MANUALS. Combat Skills, Weapons, Tactics, 
NBC, more. Catalog $5.00. llPD/ACCP, Box 1237, 
Alpine, TX 79830 

• Did this get your attention? It's a "Dingbat." So 
are V' and e . Add them to your SOF classified ad 
for $5/each. 
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SURVEILLANCE 
COUNTERSURVEILLANCE 

Electronic Devices 
• Spy Pinhole Cameras $12900 
•Wireless Video• Voice Changer 

• Micro Recorders •Bug and Phone 
Tap Detectors • Locksmithing 

• Phone Call Register • Shotgun Mies 
• Realtime 12 Hour Telephone 

Recording System $13900 
• Vehicle Tracking System • And more ... 

Catalog $500 

We will not be undersold 
www.spyoutlet.com 

SPY OUTLET 
P.O. Box 337, Buffalo NY 14226 

(716) 695-8660 I 691-3476 

ASIAN BEAUTIES! 
WORLDWIDE! 

DESIRE PENPALS, ROMANCE, 
MARRIAGE! FREE COLOR 

PH OTO BROCHURE, DETAILS! 

P.l.C., BOX 461873-SF, L.A. CA 90046 
323-650-1994 WEB: www.pacisl.com 

PONDEROSA PRODUCTS 
MRE'S with heaters $60/12 Assorted 
MILLENNIUM BEAN MlX $40/60 servings 
USG! New Goretex Jacket and Pants $300 
USG! Kevlar Vest Large $200 Xlarge $250 
CFP 90 Combat Backpack w/daypack $300 
USG! New Extreme Cold Sleeping Bag $175 
USG! Camo Poncho $30 Poncho Liner $30 
USGI New OD Ripstop Poncho $25 
USGI Mickey Mouse Boots $60 

Catalo2 $2 Survival Checklist $5 
PONDEROSA SPORTS & MERCANTILE 

6854 Highway 55 (208-793-3121) 
Horseshoe Bend, Idaho 83629 

MEN OF ACTION AND ADVENTURE - Palad in 
Press has been described as "the most danger
ous press in America." Millions of satisfied read
ers disagree. Outrageous and controversial 
books and videos on firearms , exotic weaponry, 
new identity, creative revenge, espionage and 
investigation , privacy, personal freedom , action 
careers , and more! To order our 80-page catalog 
describing over 800 titles , send $2.00 to: Paladin 
Press, Box 1307-8AOK, Boulder, CO 80306, 
(800) 392-2400 , e-mail serv ice@palad in 
press.com. Visit our Web site at www.palad in
press.com. 

WHO KILLED KENNEDY? Assassination research 
materials; Videocassettes, photographs, books, 
unpublished manuscripts. Catalogue: $3.00. COL
LECTOR 'S ARCH IVES; Box 2, Beaconsfield , 
Quebec. H9W 5T6 (Canada). 

• SOUHEll OI' 1101l'l'UNE IUJSSIA! Collectors 
item , published in Moscow. Various months. 
Invaluable resource for researchers, military and 
intelligence professionals. Printed in Russian only. 
$5.00 each/3 for $12. Overseas, add $10 for 
Priority Mail. SOF Back Issues, 5735 Arapahoe 
Ave., Boulder, CO 80303-1 340. 
WWW .sontAG.CO!I 

SATELLITE TELEPHONE§ 
liLOBA.L COMMUNICATION§~ 
DllilTA.L VOICE * DA.TA. * FAX 

http ://www.cdradios.com 
Satellite Warehouse, Tucson, AZ 
520-792-9429 Fax: 520-624-1629 ._ 

GET THE MOST 
DANGEROUS BOOK 

IN THE WORLD!! 
The International Underground Directory lists the insider 
sources for • Anonymous bank accounts, credit cards • 
Cheap survei llance gear • Legal second passports • 
Equipment to open locks in under seven seconds, plus 
master keys for cars • Free phone-calls • Self defence 
gadgets • Smart nutrients • Computer viruses that will 
destroy your enemies in seconds • Controversial 
underground/financial magazines, you won't find these 
advertised • A new identity • Speed trap detectors • ID 
papers • Anonymous mobile phones • Discover the 
secrets on computer hacking, banking, credit card & 
ATM scams & other frauds • Network with freedom 
minded folk • Find out about insider privacy secrets and 
become free • Plus much, much more ...... 

"Your directory was a goldmine of essential information. 
t loved it!' Lt. Lawrence Frego, Florida. 

30 DAY NO-RISK MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

Send check, MO, cash for $24.99 including shipping, nor
mally $60.00 made payable to Megastep, 4951 Netarts 
Highway West, Dept. 2134/S4, Tillamook, OR 97141 , USA 
SOLO STRICTLY FOR INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY. MISUSE MAY BE ILLEGAL 

!'l'llll:OM COUNTl'lY 

~ 
20 big acres in WESTERN MONTANA, starting at 
$19,950.00. Trout fishing, backpacking, camping , Elk, 
deer, moose, bear. ADJACENT to National Forest, near 
established towns. Yellowstone and Glacier National Parks 
nearby. GUARANTEED ACCESS, INSURED TITLE, 
WARRANTY DEED. FREE color brochure, photos, maps. 

FULL MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE 
"Video Available" 

CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-592-5990 
TREASURE STATE RANCHES 

21 O Milwaukee Street, Dept. S 
Deer Lodge, Montana 59722 - (406) 846-1000 

V' soumm OI' l'Oll'l'UNE Magazine Binder. 
Holds 12 issues, $12.00 plus $4.00 P&H. VISA/MC 
accepted . No CODs. SOF BINDER, PO Box 693, 
Boulder, CO 80306. 

SHOCKING PLANS! 190+ Publications. 
Impossible to find underground infol Hacking , 
revenge, moneymaking and lots more. Very unusu
al stuff! Free catalog. TIC PO. Box 876SF, Hurst, 
Texas 76053. www.theinformati oncenter.com 

COLLECTORS 
MILITARY COLLECTIBLES CATALOG 1900 TO 
PRESENT, LEE-JACKSON MILITARIA, P.O. Box 
8663, San Jose, CA 95155. Call 408-295-1 136 or 
fax 408-288-6350 (mai ling charges: foreign $8.00, 
domestic $5.00) credit cards accepted, U. S. 
Militaria wanted! LJMILITARY@AOL.COM 

RHODESIAN AND SOUTH AFRICAN badges, 
medals, and uniforms to sale. For a list send $2 to 
KAPLANS, Box 890638, Lyndhurst 2106, South 
Africa --http://users.iafrica.com/r/rh/rhodesia or e
mail: rhodesia@iafrica.com 
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CABLE DESCRAMBLER 
KIT-$14.95 

See all the premium and 
pay-per-view channels. 

Why pay hundreds more? 
800-752-1389 

SURVEILLANCE 
EQUIPMENT 

MICRO-WATERPROOF/ 
WEATHERPROOF 
VIDEO-CAMERAS 

+ The Size of a Li pstick Container Only $249 
+ Infra-Red Board Cameras Only $99.00 
+ Wireless Video Transmitters & Receivers $399 
+ Quads & Multiplexors for Multiple 

Cameras on one TY 
+ Rear-Vision Systems for Cars & Trucks 
+ Waterproof Infra-Red Cameras To See in 

No Light $299 
+ Customized Applications Also Available 

Coll us or check our website at 
www.covertsurveillonce.com for l 00' s 

of other covert surveillance products. 

Call l-888-474-9409 to order 
by Visa-MC-AMEX 

BUSHPILOT WINGS 
BADGE QUALITY·· CORROSION FREE RHODIUM 
Send $9.95 to: BUSHPILOT 

PO. Box 211296 
Bedford, TX 76095-8296 

Catalog with purchase -- Allow 4-6 weeks 
http://www.bushwings.com 

BRITISH/SCOTIISH MILITARIA COLLECTORS. 
Regimental insignia and accessories of elite 
Regiments; including SAS; Paratroops; Royal 
Marines; Black Watch; Guards, etc. 45-page illus
trated Import Catalog $6.00. BRITISH REGALIA 
IMPORTS, Department 6A, PO Box 37, Palm 
Harbor, FL 34682. 

VIETNAM WAR INSIGNIA and Uniform List. I mail 
a list of Vietnam War Militaria six times per year. 
Lists are $4.00 each. Insignia are pictured so you 
know what you are buying. I always have a nice col
lection of original patches, insignia, books, maps, 
uniforms, field gear etc. Both U.S. and VC/NVA. I 
also buy singles and collections of Vietnam War 
souvenirs. 100% guarantee from me. Buy with con
fidence. BILL BROOKS, P.O. Box 230832. 
Montgomery, AL 36123. 

e SOUllEll 01' l'Oll'l'UNll llUSSIA! Collectors 
item, published in Moscow. Various months. 
Invaluable resource for researchers, military and 
intelligence professionals. Printed in Russian 
only. $5.00 each/3 for $12. Overseas, add $1 O for 
Priority Mail. SOF Back Issues, 5735 Arapahoe 
Ave. , Boulder, CO 80303-1 340. WWW .SOl'
MAG.COM 
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342 N. Hague 
Ave., Dept. SOF, 
Columbus, OH 

http://members.ao1.comfTRGlnfo 43204 

14 ALL NEW Calendar Photos! 

Meet Faithful Latin Ladies 
USA, Mexico, South America, Asia 

•Tours • Personal Introductions 
1-619-685-5195 24 Hours 

http://www.blbcom.bom/Iatins.htm 
Write: Latins Box 1716-SF 

Chula Vista CA 91912 

PHOTO l.D. CARDS 
Birth Certificates 

High School Diplomas 
College Degrees 

Trade School Diplomas 
Martial Arts Certificates 

Investigator, Security Certificates 
Marriage, Divorce Certificates 

Much More! 
Call Now! FREE BROCHURE! 

1-702-4 71-4444 
M.P.C. 

V SOLDIEll 01' l'Oll'l'UNll BACK ISSUES 
ARE available. Most years/issues sti ll in stock. 

Only $5 each includes domestic S&H. Write, fax 
or e-mail to request a comprehensive list. SOF 
Back Issues, 5735 Arapahoe, Suite A-5, Boulder, 
CO 80303. Fax: 303-444-5617; e-mail: carole@ 
sofmag.com 

EDUCATION 
TERMPAPER assistance. 19,278 topics available! 
306-Page catalog-rush $2.00. Research, 11322 
Idaho, #206EX, Los Angeles 90025. TOLL-FREE 
HOTLINE: 800-351-0222 or www.research-assis
tance.com 

• Did this get your attention? It's a "Dingbat." So 
are v and e. Add them to your SOF classified ad 
for $5/each. 

EMPLOYMENT 
BODYGUARDS! You've ordered the book and 
videos. Now find out HOW TO GET A JOB! 
"Protecting The CEO," a manual written by a cor
porate executive protection manager. Everything 
you need to get your dream job. Only $15.95 plus 
$1 .50 S&H (in TX add 8.25%). Modern Samurai, 
18352 Dallas Pkwy, Suite 136-369, Dept J-14, 
Dallas, TX 75287. 

PROFESSIONAL BODYGUARD ASSOCIATION 
(Employment Notice) All US citizens with Police, 
Military, or Security experience who attend a 

Need NEW ID? 
CREDIT • PRIVACY • 
OUR BOOKS HELP YOU GET: New identity & credit. 
•Jobs in 48 hours. College degrees. ID by mail. 
•Cash income. Private loans. Foreign passports. 
FREE 40 pg. PRIVACY CATALOG: 800-338-8484 
EDEN PRESS· Box 8410-HB ·Fountain Valley, CA 92728 

~~!~,~ 'e~! 8 
·-,. Inventory 
' Sale 

SAVE ON SELECT SIZES 
•America's # 1 Arch-Type Manufacturer 25X34 • 30X46 
• 20YeorWorranty 
•Easy Financing Available 
•Easy Do-It-Yourself Construction 

40X56 • 50X116 

• free 16 Page Brochure STC:C:!..'iiliJ$TC:FI,. 

training course with the PBA, will be offered some 
form of employment contract after their training. 
For full details, send a large Self Addressed 
Envelope with either $2 or 2 International postal 
reply coupons to: The White House, 24 
Cumberland TCE, Willington, Co Durham, 
DL15 OPS, ENGLAND, UK. 

BOUNTY HUNTER INTERNATIONAL member
ship coin. Engraved with your name. $20.00 ppd. 
Check to: Jack Martin, Box 6081, Venice, Florida, 
34292. 

• Did this get your attention? It's a "Dingbat." So 
are v and e. Add them to your SOF classified ad 
for $5/each. 

V MAKE YOUR TRAINING PAY! U.S. and Foreign
Military and Police Personnel-Active duty or Retired. 
All MOS, E-1 to 0-9! Opportunities for LUCRATIVE 
PAY. 100% legal, non-violent instruction. Nothing 
Classified. Long term income potential. Put your 
skills to work, NOW! Complete Information 
Package - $9.00 plus $3.00 shipping. GLOBAL 
UNLIMITED, P.O. Box 620, Eastpointe, Ml 48021. 

FINANCIAL 
INVESTMENT BANKING servicing all your finan
cial needs. Discreet, intelligent and creative finan
cial services. (Investments, Trusts, Privacy 
Protected Investments, turn around opportunities). 
Our prices are reasonable and we give the highest 
quality of service always protecting your privacy. 
ForTheRock@AOL.com Phone: 760-749-0616, 
fax: 760-749-1647. 

MONEY AVAILABLE NOW! Let the Government 
Finance your business idea. Satisfaction 
Guaranteed. Call Toll Free: 1-800-226-3601 , 
Extension BF7770. 

FREE 
FREE Silencers From the Home Workshop, a 50 
page illustrated booklet. A $11.95 value plus a 
FREE 48 page color catalog. Send $3.00 for ship
ping to FireQuest, Box 315, Dept SF12, El Dorado, 
AR 71731 

FREE Surviving Global Slavery, a 160 page 
book. A $13.95 value plus a 68 page catalog FREE! 
Send $3.00 for shipping to Delta Press, Box 1625, 
Dept SF14, EIDorado, AR 71731 
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Team Delta is looking 
for a few good 
Prisoners 
llEAI .. JS'l'J(~ 
MILITARY EXPllRlllNCllS 

Team Delta is an elite unit of 
former special forces, military ~ 
Intelligence and military police -~ 
personnel who take pride in ~~ 
providing participants with l.\ 
lnten~ely realistic military j~ 

experiences. ' 
• POW Interrogation (SERE) ', 

• Interrogator Training 

• Basic Training/Boot Camp 

• War Games/Battle Tactics 

roup Rates Available 

1530 Locust St, Ste 220SF 
Philadelphia, PA 1911)2 

info@teamdelta.net 

TOLL FREE 1·877-55 DELTA 
http://www.teamdelta.net 

FREE Criminal Use of False ID a 49 page book. A 
$11 .95 value plus a FREE 68 page color catalog! 
Send $3.00 for shipping to Desert Publication, 
Dept. SF16, EIDorado, AR 71731 

KNIVES - BAYONETS 
COLD STEEL Spyderco, Gerber, SOG, 
Benchmade, Smith & Wesson and more. Huge dis
counts! Free list. KNIVES PLUS MAIL ORDER, 
(800) 687-6202. 

ELITE FORCES TACTICAL KNIFE with sheath 
and extras - only $39.95 includes S&H - EM 
Products, PO Box 526632, Miami, FL 33152 

MILITARY EVENTS, 
AIR SHOWS & REUNIONS 

ATTENTION MILITARY, VETERANS: SOLDIER 
OF FOR'fUNE will run a 30-word notice here for 
one month, half price, for any legitimate reunion, 
military base open-house, air show, battle re
enactment, firepower demonstration or similar 
military event. Non-commercial events only; 
standard rate applies to for-profit events. 
WWW .SOFMAG.COM 

MISCELLANEOUS 
SURVIVE MARINE BOOT CAMP I was there. I'll 
reveal secrets to help graduate best. Send $4 to 
Ideal Ideas, PO Box 9357, Fountain Valley, CA 
92728 

AUTHENTIC MILITARY DOGTAGS: Identification 
for adults, kids, pets, clubs, organizations. 1 ·800-
331-9924. Dogtag Depot, PO Box 20482, 
Clarksville, TN 37042; www.dogtagdepot.com 

AR15/M16 OWNERS- you need our FREE sales 
flyer! Call 702·650·8576. 24 hrs. 
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• 2500+ Military Designs 
• Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines 

• Call now! Toll-free! 
1-888-223-1159 

• Custom pins & patches available. 
Dealer inquiries welcome. 

by Hoover's Mfg., Co. 
P.O.Box 547SF, Peru, IL 61354 

Fax: 1-81 5-223-1499 

Amazing one-of-a-kind home 
study course tells all! Want 
a life of intrigue, excitement , 
adventure?! Quickly learn from 

the experts: 

• How To Earn $100,000 A Year As Your Own Boss' 
• How To Conduct All Types Of Private Investigations. 

Skiptracing & Surveillance ' 

• How To Start Your Own Private Detective Agency 1 

• How To Work From Home, Part-Time or Ful1Time1 

• No Experience Necessary. No lnve,trnent Required' 

ST \TE \l'l'I{( )\Ell 

Located in the Entertainment Ca ito 
Of the World! 213 879-1165 

UNITED STATES ACADEMY 
FREE OF PRIVATE INVESTIGATION 
IlliIAlLS P.O. BOX 2133 (SF) 

BEVERLY HILLS CA 9021 

FIGHT BACKI Protect yourself and loved ones with 
pepper spray, stun guns, alarms, diversion safes, 
spy equipment, etc. at low prices. Free catalog-toll 
free 877 MJ DIRECT. 

MEET BEAUTIFUL LATIN WOMEN! Mexico, 
Caribbean, Central and South America. 
Correspondence, videos, romantic tours. FREE 
brochures! TLC Worldwide; Box 924994-SF; 
Houston, Texas 77292-4994. (713) 896-9224. 
www.tlcworldwide.com. 

24" BLOWGUN Lightweight, deadly accurate. 
Hunting, target, stun. Comes w/12 darts, lifetime 
guarantee. Send $19.95 to : FNR Products P.O. Box 
495, Setauket, NY 11733 

• Did this get your attention? It's a "Dingbat." So 
are V' and e. Add them to your SOF classified ad 
for $5/each. 

LET THE GOVERNMENT PAY for your new or 
existing home. Over 100 different programs avail· 
able. Free recorded message: (707) 448-3210. 
(8KW5) 

LYME DISEASE treatment endorsed by The 
National Foundation for Alternative Medicine. 
Antibiotics don't work. We pioneered chemical 
detox treatments. BMP Resources, Inc. New 
Orleans-Cosumel (504) 522-6599. www.bmpre
sources.com 

SURVIVAL TIMES ENTERPRISES- Long-term 
storage foods and other disaster preparedness 
items. Discreet packaging, Rt.1, Box 84-G, Alamo, 
Texas 78516-9742, 956-787-3887. 

NEED A NEW IDENTITY? For an informative guide 
on "Changing Your Identity", send $5 to: Options 
Unlimited PO Box 743, Madison, TN 37115. 

KNIVES.Swords-Web Gear-Unifonns-Boots-Hats-Mre's -T .SHIRTS 

~Q~ SKULL T-SHIRT L-XXL while skulUon black 
~ ~·~ l'lJ, 50/50 HEAVY T $7.95+ $3.00 S/H XXL add$2.00 

Order by Mail,on the WEB, 
or FAX: 210-661-6507 

THE STONEPROOF BED™ 
"A 

Comfortable 
Bed 

Anywhere" 
· Camping, RV's, guest bed 
· Compact: Folded 7" x 28" x 19" 

Open J 3/," x 28" x 77" 
· Supports up to 250 l b. person 
· I 00% Water Resistant Nylon w/ Heavy 

Duty Bottom 
· Colors : Royal Blue or Forest Green 
· Price $39.95 plus $7 shipping VISA 

TO ORDER CALL MIC 

STONE PROOF™ 
Toll Free 888-786-6773 

www.brazosnet.com/biz/stoneproof/ 
US Patent# 5,720,057 

The 

Thousands of "Underground" devices including: 
Drug Education Books, Telephone Recording Devices, Restricted 
Potions & Powders, Digital Voice Changers, New ID & Credit 
Publications, Death & Weird Videos, Adult Graphic Novels & 
Comics, Lock Picking Tools, High Tech Video Systems, Explosive 
& Munitions Manuals, Revenge Books plus much more! 

I Catalog Only $3.00 I Send For Your's Today1 

UNDERGROUND 
P.O. Box 54400 • Dept SOF 
Phoenix, AZ 85078-4400 
www.unde~ roundmall.com 

• ....~~P!W!'~~ 

50,000 MAPS: Topographic, Tactical Quads, Travel , 
Political, Vietnam, Nevis, Roswell , Anyplace! 7700 
Air Photos. Catalog $4.00 (refundable) . 
MONARCH, Box 42003-203F, Phoenix, AZ. 85080 

WANT ALTERNATE USA ID? Privacy, protection, 
and peace of mind for only 1493.00 Now call James 
Hughes, 781-440-6506, 24 hours a day. Strictly 
confidential consulting services. Don't call until you 
are prepared to go ahead. 

• Did this get your attention? It's a "Dingbat." So 
are V' and e. Add them to your SOF classi fied ad 
for $5/each. 

NEW IDENTITY? Genuine Birth Certificate! Easily 
get a new SSN, drivers license, passport. Send 
$1 .00. Write to: Creative Solutions, RR1 Box 63· 
8114, Eldorado, Ontario, Canada KOK1YO 

REAL ESTATE 
REMOTE ALASKA SURVIVALIST/Militia 
Headquarters and Training Camp. Surrounded by 
lake and public land - http: //www.AlaskaMall. 
comNiapan - FAX 1-907-583-2162 
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Uniforms: 
Genuine Inmate Uniforms -Both Jump 
Suits & Shirts/Trousers. Prison Orange 
& Chain Gang Black And White Stripes 

Restraints: 
Steel Restraints Including Handcuffs, Leg 
Irons, Belly Chains, Transport Chains. Also 
Old-time Chain Gang Irons & Specialized 
Corrections Restraint Systems 

Jail Cells: 
Bars, Cell Door, Combination Toilet!Sink, 
Etc. PX:Direct can install or we will supply 
the materials and you do the installation. 

Send $8 For Color Catalog Or Visit 
our Website At http://www.pxdirect.com 

Master Card & Visa Accepted 

1530 Locust St., Ste. 220SF, Philadelphia, PA 19102 
215.735.5565 • email: pxdirect@aol.com 

l!aDETE~ 
Explore a secret world! Fascinating 
new career.Experience a new ' 
adventure every day. h 
Dynamic home study course. 
Diploma, Badge. State approved. 
FREE DETECTIVE CAREER KIT 

(714) 588•2421 Ext. 301 
DETECTIVE TRAINING Box 909 • San Juan Capo., CA 92691 

#BSl04 "Real Men Prefer Women" 

Mail check or money order to: 
Righteous Redneck, Inc., PO Box 1643, 
Southeastern, PA 19399-1643 
Order# ___ Qty. __ x$6.95= __ _ 
Order# ___ Qty. __ x $6.95= __ _ 

S+H $ ____122 
PA residents add Tax$ __ _ 
6% sales tax. Total $ __ _ 

Name ______________ __,, 

Address ______________ , 
City ______ State ___ Zip __ _ 
Phone(_) _________ _ 

REMAILING SERVICES 
CONFIDENTIAL ADDRESS. Mail received here, 
then forwarded to you worldwide. Voicemail, too! 
Website address - www.netcom.com/-mailpost. 
MAILPOST, 2421SOF Pratt, Chicago, IL 60645. 
773-764-0100. 800-890-3199. 
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,.-, _ _.4.._ 13983 Industry Avenue 
J;;}SJ!iil)( ~ Becker, MN 55308 
~fr'UL/f/c.J ~PHONE 1-612-261 -5600 

FAX 1-612-261 -5599 
~ www.dpmsinc.com 

V' P A N T :e: E R e-mai~u~fn~s~i~~~~~l.com 
A R m:: B ·• M-F 8 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Central Time 

Please visit DPMS at the 1999 
SHOT Show - Booth #F1241 

HOLSTERS• BODY ARMOR• WALLETS 
OVEll 1.000 CUSTOM 
& ltl-STOCK BADGES 
SEND $2.00 CASH (refundable) 

MflXSELL CORPORflTIOtt 
P.O. BOX 23021 • FT. LAUDERDALE, FL 33307 
visit our web site: http://www.maxsell.com 

MEET LATIN LADIES! 

T .1 •• (:. WORl.DWIDE, INC. 
P.O. Box 924994-SF 

Houston, Texas 77292-4994 

CONFIDENTIAL MAIL RECEIVING/Forwarding, 
Since 1981 Single ReMails $1.00, Phone, Fax, Box, 

· Street Address, Maildrop, Box 608039-SOF, 
Orlando, FL 32860-8039Visit Privacy Pages 
http://www.orlandomaildrop.com 

SURPLUS 
GOVERNMENT AUCTIONS in your area! Must 
sell: Cars, trucks, computers, more: Great deals! 
Call Now Toll free: 1-800-601-2212, extSP7770. 

SURVEILLANCE 
SURVEILLANCE TRANSMITTER DESIGN! 117 
schematics with text. http://www.adnetmk.com/ 
sheffield E-mail: SheffieldEng.Co.@webtv.net. 773-
324-2196. Free explanation sheet. $65.00 plus 
$6.00 S&H. Sheffield Electronics, PO Box 377940, 
Chicago, IL 60637-7940. 

~ U.S. GOVERNMENT LAND ~ 
Federally owned land currently available in AK. AZ, AR. CA. 
CO. ID. MT, NV. NM. OR. UT, WA, WY lor $2.50 per acre. 
U.S. citizens enli lled to purchase up to 160 acres per 
person. For complele information package including maps. 
telephone helpline. lil ing forms, etc. send $20 check or 
money order lo: FEDERAL LAND CO., Dept L, Box 21598, 
Washington, DC 20009. (Note: lhis is not homeslead
ing-lands are sold outrighl.) MONEYBACK GUARANTEE' 

2 PAGE INFO & APPLICATION 

FORM - US FAXBACK SERVICE 

(213) 960 4312 

COMING SOON ... 
20th Anniversary 

SOF Convention/Expo and 
Three-Gun Match 

September 1999 •Las Vegas 

TRAINING 
MARITIME SECURITY and Executive Protection! 
Counter-Intelligence, Technical Surveillance, 
Career Development, Security Driver and Weapons 
Courses. Call ENTERPRISING SECURITIES (770} 
723-0773. 

Tactical, Modern Hand-To-Hand, Knife, Stick 
Combat, Seminars coast to coast, classes, pri
vates. Training, certification, instructorships. Hock 
Hochheim's SSC, box 292373, Lewisville, TX 
75029. 972-315-5128. wwwamericanknifefight
ers.com 

TRAINING DUMMIES for grappling/striking/throw
ing/rescue. "Big Blue Series" of Training Dummies. 
Practice chokes, armbars, leglocks, throws etc. 
Brochure- call: 1-307-266-4662, fax: 1-307-266-
4730, write: OK Fine Productions, PO Box 225. 
Casper, Wyoming, 82602. 

WANTED 
"THE BODYGUARD" - International Networking 
publication for Executive Protection & Investigative 
Professionals. Assignment Contacts & Resources. 
Subscription: $45.00 p.a. To: BASECA, 4 Maple 
Ave., Morristown, NJ 07960. 

ATTENTION NON-US READERS: We want to buy 
foreign firearms, ammunition, and individual Military 
Equipment - Leonard and Son, Inc., 1816 South 
Bacon Avenue, Corbin, KY 40701 U.S.A. - Fax 101-
606-523-0620 
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Meet Ladies Worldwide. 
USA, Latinas, Asians & Russians. 
Great global opP.orlunities. FREE 
photobrochure. (281 l 440-2770 
-.singlesworldwide.com 
Singles Worldwide Network, Inc. 
P.O. Box 10741-SF ·Houlton TX 77206 

WEBSITES 
A COMPLETE WATER purification system in a 
straw. A must have survival tool. Check it out at 
www.survivalstraw.com Free Shipping. 

SURVIVAL STORE: self defense products, brass 
knuckles. batons, surveillance, more www.sur
vivalstore.com 

Access Marketing ...... 15 
American Firearms 

Industry ............. 85 
Automatic Knife 

Resource Guide ....... 30 
Baden K-9 ............ 83 
Benchmade ........... 23 
Beretta .... ...... Cover 4 
Blackhawk ........... 8-9 
Bud K ............... 90 
Cankeeper/IDT ........ 13 
Chase-Durer ...... Cover 2 
CZ-USA .............. 19 
Direct Action Video ...... 7 
Eden Press ........... 89 
Elements Ltd .......... 31 
Excalibur Enterprises ... 12 
G.G. & G .............. 14 
Glock ................ 17 
GT Knives ............ 83 
Hatherleigh Publishing .. 24 

••I I I 

Cold Steel ............ 21 

Eagle Grips ........... 60 
GSP Press ............ 60 
Hornady 

Manufacturing ..... 60 
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,~~Fi~~. ':'B''.• ~ 
Visit Our Web Site: 

http://www.maxsell.com _ 
White Molded Plaslic m.95 • Faux Brownstone or Greystone Terture U9. 
(Add $4 UPS insured shpg. No PO box) Send check or M.O. (oo COO/credit cards) 

MAXSEU CORP • P.O. BOX 23021 • n. LAUD, ll 33307 • (954) 568-1480 

BLOWGUNS LIGHTWEIGHT, DEADLY ACCU
RATE. A must have for your collection. 
www.global-usa.com/fnr/blowguns 

High Caliber 
Productions ........ 89 

IRSAIS ............... 33 
JTR Labs ............. 30 
Kabar Knives ....... 21, 29 
L.A. Law Enforcers ..... 90 
LA.A. Manufacturing 
................ Cover 3 

LEAA ................ 61 
Lile Handmade Knives .. 90 
LRRP K-9 Services ..... 89 
Matthews Police 

Supply ............ 89 
Military Book Club ... 10-11 
Moro Vision 

Night Vision ........ 89 
NRA Whittington Center .91 
Pachmayr .......... . . 33 
Paladin Press .......... 5 
Panther Productions .. 26-27 
Performance Knives ... 35 

NICO Pyrotechnik ..... 20 

Nikon Sport Optics .... 21 
Orion Game Ranch ..... 64 
Quackenbush Co ....... 58 

Ridgeline Inc .......... 20 

r-----------------, 
WORLD'S LARGEST 
SURPLUS MARKET 

for used military vehicles: 
jeeps, tanks, HMMWVs, -
military trucks, more. 11111111 
1 OO's of ads, tech tips, . 
how-to, articles, event 
listings, much more! 

HILITARY ~ VEHICLES 

mm ITT'ill 
1 year (six BIG 100+ page issues) 
USA $18, Canada $28, (Sample $5) 

l 2-L2 lndianhead, Morristown, NJ 07960 

L-----------------~ 

Professional Career 
Development ....... 91 

RPB ................. 90 
Sandy Bottom 

Outfitters .......... 91 
S&K Labs ......... 89, 91 
Silver Creek Industries .. 90 
Silverman's ........... 90 
SOF Back Issues .... 25, 91 
SOF Cruise/ 

Montrose Travel ..... 32 
SOF Subscriptions ..... 18 
SOFT-Shirts .......... 31 
sos ................. 85 
Southern Ordnance .... 84 
Steve Arnold's 

Gunroom .......... 28 
Thunder Ranch .. ...... 87 
United Cutlery ......... 87 
U.S. Cavalry .......... 89 
USI Corp .............. 90 

Smith & Wesson ....... 60 

TechniCarbon Dynamics .20 
Thunder Ranch ........ 22 
United Cutlery Brands .. 59 

Vektor ....... : ...... 67 
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Another Con Song from The Joint Chief's Chair 

H
urry, hurry, read all about it! 
Our once mighty military 
machine is sputtering like a 
1940 Ford that 's try ing to 

climb a steep hill while hitting on only 
one cylinder. 

This must be true because just last 
week five four-star generals and admi
rals laid this message on the Senate 
Armed Services heari1igs on military 
readiness. The brass hats breathlessly 
delivered the word to the astonished sen
ators as though they'd awakened and 
realized in a bl ind ing flash that our 
$300-bi II ion-a-year armed forces were 
sudde nly broken. 

Because he and a battalion of other admi
rals and generals clicln ' t tell it the way it 
was. And that 's why the senators lit them 
up with flame throwers. 

The senators , especially mil itary 
academy-types like John McCain, want
ed to know what happened to the military 
code: don't lie, don't cheat, don't steal. 
For the last three years while our mil itary 
readiness was melting, our uniformed 
people up at the top have known it. But 
they clearly did not do their duty and 
sound off. Apparently, they got their stars 
because they were more diplomat than 
warrior, more deceiver than defender of 
the United States of America. 

Our grunts - those that do the dying 
and the hands-on work from the rank of 
recruit to Lt. Colonel/Navy Commander 
- have been tel ling me and their skip
pers since 1993 that they're gross ly short 
people and spare parts; that they are 
spread all over the world trying to do too 
much with too little and that their combat 
"cutting-edge" has been turned to butter 
because of Salvation Army-type duty in 
places like Haiti , Bosnia and Africa. 

I get about 3,000 e-mail messages a 
week from warriors, their wives and 
their moms and dads. Then I pass this 
skinny on to you and anyone e lse who ' ll 
listen. 

A Marine sergeant observed the sena
tors and brass hats in action. "The Joint 

Col. David Hackworth, (Ret.) also writes a 
syndicated weekly column titled "Defending 
America." "Hack" doesn't pull any punches 
and many liberal rags won't carry his writ
ing. If your local paper falls into that cate
gory, call the editor and let him know you' cl 
like to see "Defending America" on the Op
Ed page. It's syndicated by King Features, 
235 E. 4yh St. , New York , NY JQOJ7. 

Early this year, the Chairman of the 
Joint Chiefs, General Hugh Shelton, 
assured the same senators that our mili
tary was in good shape when h€ should 
have blown the whistle on his comman
der in chief 's frivolous Robo-Globo Cop 
Salvation Army missions. And also told 
how Clinton's feck less social experi
ments such as try ing to put women in 
every squad, sh ip and airplane are 
destroying the fi nest military in the 
world, the one that enabled Stormin' 
Norman to knock out Iraq almost before 
Saddam got in the ring. Nor, did Shelton 
and his chiefs earl ier tell the senators that 
their own pork addiction was part of the 
problem - forcing the purchase of 
unneeded subs, ships, planes and other 
hardware along with keeping hundreds of Chiefs were ducking and weaving while 

the senators were tearing them new buttonholes for not sounding 
off earlier." 

If the brass didn't see this crash coming, they're deaf, blind, 
brain dead or into deep denial - and they should immediately 
be held responsible. Naval and air fleets and ground combat 
units don 't just fall out for reveille one morning and discover 
they can't turn on their engines or crew their war machines. Only 
last year, a bunch of grunts in Germany gave me information that 
our elite multi-bill ion-dollar Army corps there couldn't fight its 
way into a Quaker convention. 

The same senate committee that toasted, roasted and chewed 
out the brass last week not only heard my warnings, they ordered 
the three-star in charge to come to Washington and asked him 
point-blank if I 'd gotten it right. No, no, he said, "Hackworth is 
wrong." He insisted we're good to go, fightin ' fit and lean 'n 
mean. The senators got and bought the party line. 

Now suddenly that man's corps is as sick as the rest of our 
fo rces committed in over 150 countries around the globe. Why? 
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bases that should 
kicked off. 

have been closed when the Soviet Union 

America 's military chiefs are guil ty of dereliction of duty. 
Just as another bunch of four stars were a generation ago when 
they sunk our nation in the swamps of Vietnam and then provid
ed the chorus for Westmorelancl's con song about light at the encl 
of the tunnel, humming along for eight bloody years while our 
young men died. 

Kosovo is blinking. Is history repeating itself? 

Http://www.hackworth.com is the address of 
David Hackworth's home page. 

Copyright 1998 David H. Hackworth 
Distributed by King Features Syndicate, Inc. 

Hackworth's best-selling book, Hazardous Dury, has topped 
90,000 copies in worldwide sales. ~ 
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Precision crafted SO BMG for 
unsurpassed accuracy & impact! 

3 ,000 Yard 
Effective Range! 

• Breech Loading Bolt Action Bullpup Single Shot •Very Low Recoil •All Steel Construction 
• Thumb Safety • 30.4 Pounds • 45 .5 Inch LOA • 36 Inch Heavy Barrel with Compensator Reduces Recoil 
• 4340 Alloy Steel Bolt (Mil Spec 5000) , Heat Treated to 46 RIC• 4140 Alloy Steel Receiver, Heat Treated to 42 RIC 

MARKV 
GRIZZLY 50 

•Calibers: .50 AE, 44 Mag, 
45 ACP, 45 Win Mag, 

.357/45 Grizzly Win Mag 
• 6 Round Mag • 5.4" or 6.5" Barrel 

• Blued, Parkerized, Hard Chrome or Nickel 

L.A.R. 

• Calibers: 45 Win Mag, 
45 ACP, .357 Mag, lOmm, 

.357/45 Grizzly Win Mag 
• 7 Round Mag • 5.4" or 6.5" Barrel 

• Blued, Parkerized, Hard Chrome or Nickel 

has released the 
firs t fifty Grizzly ~~!llmilll 
production pistols 
ever produced in a limited "state" 
edition. The serial numbers match 
the order in which each state was 

~~~i~~I admitted into the Union. As proof of f its authenticity, a hunting license 
Each State Pistol 

comes in a beautiful 
cherry and glass 

display case! 

accompanies each Grizzly State Pistol. 
Many have already been sold, so call 
today and ask about your state, before 
these endangered species become extinct! 
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This may be your only opportunity to own this specially authorized, Limited Edition of 

the official U.S. Military sidearm- the Beretta M9. Carried by U.S. troops around the 

world since 1985, the M9 has seen service in more than 70 operations where U.S. forces 

have been deployed in either combat, peacekeeping or humanitarian missions. 

The Beretta M9 is the most tested , most trusted sidearm in the world. The U.S. Army 
Authentic U.S. Mililary type markings on the M9 slide. Each 

pislol carries a special M9 serial number 

-' put it this way: "Not in the post-World War II era has an armament been so extensively tested, nor likely before. " Whether in the field or in 
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continuous military assuredness testing, the M9 has set new records for reliability. 

Now this Special Limited Edition weapon can be yours, complete with its full capacity 15-round combat magazine and all the other 

combat features and accessories that have made it a legend in its own time. This is the most completely authentic collector's gun you may 

ever see. All the details, even down to the special mili tary type markings, official U.S. M12 holster by BIAlmlI' International, as well as the 

The complete M9 Special Edition includes official Beretta M9 
Pistol, Bianchi M12 holsler. Bianc/1/ web bell and magazine 
pouch, M9 Commemoralive pa/ch. Certificate of 
Aulhenlici/y. Official Anny Opera/or's 
Manual and more. 

operator's manual, cleaning tools and other accessories 

included with this Special Edition are authentic. 

When this Special Edition is gone, it's gone 

forever. So don't miss out. See your authorized 

Beretta dealer or contact Beretta U.S.A. Corp., 

17601 Beretta Drive, Accokeek, Maryland 20607. 

Show off your Beretta M9 Special Edi/ion pfs/o/ 
wilh this melicu/ously crafted solid oak presentalion case 
or order !he special checkered walnut presentation grips 
with M9 medallion and polished brass monogram p/a/e. 

BE RETTA 
A tradition of exce ll e nc e s i n ce 1526 

Beretla U.S.A. Corp., 17601 Bere tla Or. , Accokeek, MD 20607, www. beretla.com. For a Beretla Worldwide Cata log of firearms & Beretla Sport clothing and accessories, 
ca ll 1-800-528-7453 ($3.00 shipping) . Visit The Beretta Gallery in New York and Dallas. For a copy of the Bianchi Catalog, ca ll 1-800-477 -8545 ($5.00 shipping and handling). 
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